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ABSTRACT
Clinical reasoning is a fundamental component of occupational therapy practice.
Educators, researchers and clinicians are faced with the challenge of
understanding and fostering the acquisition of clinical reasoning skills. The aim
of this study was to examine the internal problem representations held by students
and clinicians in respect of clients they had been treating for a period of time.
Such representations form the basis on which treatment is formulated so are
highly influential in the clinical reasoning process. The ultimate purpose of the
study was to identify educational strategies that could be used to assist students to
develop clinical reasoning skills.
Understandings gained from the literature and from observation, indicated that
there would be differences between novices and experts and that the work setting
would affect problem representation. Thus the influence of experience and
location was the primary focus of the study. To place the study within the context
of the occupational therapy literature, the beliefs underlying problem
representation were also explored to determine whether or not these were
consistent with the philosophical assumptions identified in the literature.
The method of investigation was an interview with pre-determined questions.
The interview was consistent with the theory base of the study (ie. information
processing), but the analysis also included the investigation of qualitative aspects.
To ensure a developmental perspective was gaingd, respondents included students
on two different levels of an occupational therapy course and clinicians who were
currently practicing. The total number of respondents was 67 ie. 14 stage II
students, 3l stage III students (ie. in their final year) and 22 clinicians.
ll
The study illustrated that the environmental context affects problem
representation in respect of both the amount of data to be considered and the
nature of that data. Differences between students' and clinicians'representation of
the problem were related to qualitative aspects rather than identification of the
elements relevant to treatment planning. ln particular, clinicians were more able
to elaborate on the data, justify their responses and provide a humanistic
perspective beyond the more technical aspects of knowing the clients concerns.
The beliefs governing thinking about treafment, demonstrated consistency with
the occupational therapy literature (apart from one assumption).
A major finding of this study is that the development of schemata related to
practice areas is the basis of sound reasoning and justification of treatment
planning decisions. Both domain specific knowledge and an understanding of the
environmental context are important to the forming of these schemata. The
implication for teaching is that the wealth of experiential knowledge that is gained
by students while on clinical practice should be tapped to enable them to make
links with academic knowledge and thus develop a comprehensive problem
representation.
ul
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
1.1 General Aim
In preparing the occupational therapy student for a professional role, a major
aim is to produce a competent practitioner. He or she is expected to acquire
clinical knowledge by combining theoretical facts and clinical experience.
Theoretical facts can be gained in a systematic way through academic studies
but clinical experience is a more unpredictable element. In relation to nursing,
it has been defined as:
"the transformation of preconceived notions and expectations by
encounter with actual practical situations" (Benner & Wrubel, 1982,
pll).
This suggests that experience influences individuals in such a way as to modify
their perception and understanding of all subsequent situations in a clinical
setting. The general concern of this study is to determine how experience and
knowledge alters clinical reasoning. The investigation will focus on both
students' and clinicians' perceptions of the problems, goals and the beliefs that
govern treatment planning 
-ie. students' and clinicians' internal
representations of clinical problems will be the focus of the investigation.
1.2 Issues in Problem ldentification
For a four year period I was employed as a fieldwork tutor by the Occupational
Therapy School in Wellington. This was a job that thrust me into the midst of a
situation where students were having to apply their academic learning. The
major difference between student contact in this situation and in an educational
institution was the luxury of working with students on a one-to-one basis for up
to three hours a week. During these periods of student contact I was able to
observe students working with clients and then discuss with them their rationale
for decisions regarding treatment procedures. Resulting from these experiences
I became acutely aware of many students' lack of clarity in their understanding
of what they were hoping to achieve in regards to treatment outcomes.
A particular difficulty for students was in formulating a treatment plan for
clients who had been in hospital for long periods of time. They were able to
carry on with the treatment program that the qualified therapist had established
but had great difficulty identifying for themselves the problems that needed to
be addressed by occupational therapy. It seemed as if there was too much data
from the client's past records and too many treatrnent options that could be
considered, with the result that students were unsure about what was an
effective route to take.
A specific example to illustrate another difficulty was an instairce when I
discussed in depth with a student the teatment of a young man who had
sustained a head injury. Throughout the discussion I had been careful to use
facilitation techniques to ensure that the responses were given by the student
and not spoon fed by myself. It surprised me that during a tutorial with other
students later in the day, this same student was discussing the same client and
listening to the suggestions given to her by her peer group as though she had
never heard them before. The difficulty with the case in question was that there
were no obvious problems for occupational therapy to address. The man was
mobile, could carry out all his self-care skills independently, was living at home
but as yet was unable to return to work. To treat this man effectively, one
needed to be able to address issues that he identified such as a sense of
worthlessness related to not being able to work and a need to see progress.
Thus, because the problem to be dealt with was unclear in the mind of the
student, her ability to identify appropriate treatment strategies was impaired.
Furthermore, she needed to discuss this with those who were at her level of
comprehension to clarify her thinking.
Clearly identifying the problem would seem to be crucial to determining
appropriate treatment. One would expect that a qualified therapist who has had
more experience than the student in the above example,would be able to
determine the relevant problems more readily. However, there may be various
circumstances that affect the way in which the occupational therapy process is
applied in fieldwork settings, such as the influence of new theoretical
developments in occupational therapy and constraints in the environment, for
example, staffing levels and early discharge. Occupational therapy itself is a
problem solving process; problem solving is commonly used in health care
settings and is often referred to as the 'clinical reasoning process'. This process
is depicted in Figure l.l.
4Figure l.l Treatment planning process (from Trombly, 1989, p 4).
Compounding the lack of clarity in identifying problems for occupational
therapy intervention are two other factors. one is the complex nature of the
problems of the client's with whom occupational therapists work. The medical
diagnosis itself is never enough on which to establish treatment as both the
social circumstances of clients and their own opinions about what is important
to them influence the decisions regarding treatment planning. The other factor
is the inability of the students and therapists to readily define occupational
therapy. One often hears students allude to the fact that once someone
discovers that they are doing occupational therapy, then there is an inevitable
request for them to explain what occupational therapy is 
- 
seemingly this is a
dreaded question as therc is no easy answer.
Issues in the Study of Problem Solving
Studies that deal with problem solving in the clinical setting often use simulated
patients or videos of clients in order to have a standard problem to which
students and clinicians can respond (Corcoron, 1986; Elstein, Schulman &
Sprafkal97S; Fetlovitch & Banows, 1984). While this is an effective method
of obtaining consistency in the data, it does eliminate some of the 'real'
variables which inlluence the reasoning process. Although the facts of a case
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and the patient's responses can be simulated or recorded, the environmental
factors such as staff interactions, hospital ethos and community milieu,can
never be totally replicated.
I would propose that these contextual factors have an important effect on
reasoning especially in regards to perceptions of the problem and possible
alternative solutions, i.e. treatment procedures. The notion of contextual factors
having an influence on students'academic ability has been well documented
(Marton & Saljo, 1976b: Laurillard, 1979; Ramsden, 1984). Context
dependent cognition has not been a focus in the clinical reasoning literature
until recently. Elstein, Schulman & Sprafka (1990) refer to the recent move in
clinical reasoning which argues against the use of "novel problems stripped of
context" (p.27) and for the view that the context should be considered. A recent
study in the occupational therapy literature would support this change in focus
by using ethnographic research methods to investigate clinical reasoning
(Mattingly & Gilette, 1991).
For this study, then, students and clinicians will be interviewed about their
identification of treatrnent goals and priorities for a client whom they know
well. In this way, each case will be considered in context and will be unique to
each respondent. The analysis of the data, however, will consider global
concepts common to all respondents and will also allow comparisons to be
made between respondents in relation to issues such as level of expertise and
environmental factors.
This study will draw upon two major sources of theoretical information 
- 
that
outlining the development of the profession of occupational therapy and that
dealing with problem solving. Both are considered to be equally important as
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the history of the profession explains the influence of factors which have led to
various ways of conceptualising the work of the occupational therapist; and a
problem solving analysis expresses current thinking about the nature of the
work, which subsequently can be compared to the historical factors.
Plan of the Study
This chapter has focused briefly on the background and aims of the study. The
next two chapters deal with the issues alluded to in the previous paragraph, i.e.
the history of occupational therapy and the history of problem solving. Chapter
Four deals specifically with the issue of the nature of problem solving with
particular reference to the work on clinical reasoning. Chapter Five describes
the method of data collection and chapters Six to Twelve each covers an aspect
of the results of this study. Chapter 13 draws together the results, discusses the
hypotheses and links the information to frndings in the literature. The final
chapter (14) considers the implications for education and identifies directions
for further study.
CHAPTER TWO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROFESSION OF
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
2.1 Introduction
Although the field of occupational therapy only came into existence three-
quarters of a century ago, the use of occupation as a form of treatment has a
long and colourful history dating from the mid-eighteenth century. Some of
the fundamental concepts that emerged at that time still constitute the core of
its relevance for current practice.
2.2 Changes in Concepts of Treatment
The earliest form of occupational therapy was known as moral treatment and
arose in the mid-eighteenth century as an alternative to the punitive and
abusive methods of responding to the insane. The notion that the mentally ill
needed to be imbued with fear arose from therapeutic intentions (Licht, 1948,
cited by Kielhofner 1983). Moral treatment, in contrasf was a humanistic
treatrnent that stressed compassion and the commonality of the human
condition. Bockoven (1972) believed that effective results could be achieved
through occupations ...
"which required the patient to invest interest in something outside
himself in cooperation with others, namely manual work, intellectual
work, recreation and religious worship" (pp 75-76).
8There was in this approach to treatment the view that the mind and brain were
highly malleable and could be greatly influenced by physical and social
sunoundings.
The pioneers in occupational therapy embraced a view of mental illness
articulated by Adolph Meyer (1922, cited by Kielftrofner 1992) in which
habits, modes of adjustment and environments were major factors. The
rationale and role of occupation as a remediative measure was that it
maintained functional capacity and prevented depression and other problems
that resulted from inactivity. Also, pathological thoughts were able to be
substituted with healthy thoughts by orientating the patient to life tasks. By
such involvement in life tasks, healthy patterns of living could be developed
and normal patterns of work, rest, play and sleep established. Furthermore, it
was believed that by involving patients in the community's everyday life tasks
and events, their morale for living could be restored through providing a
meaningful role in society.
A number of intenelated changes in science, society and medicine contributed
to the decline of moral treatment. In the early 1930s science was being
pursued for its own sake and wasn't necessarily linked to humanistic goals as
had been the case previously. Society moved from a view of all people being
equal to a belief in the social Darwinism view of survival of the fittest. In this
social climate, the notion of a moral obligation to care for the insane made less
sense. The medical view of mental illness also changed from believing that
environmental pressures caused such illnesses to ascribing the causes to
discoverable neurological deficits (Bockoven,19721' Magaro, Gripp &
McDowell, 1978).
9This philosophy of reductionism has resulted in the predominance of the
medical model which viewed health as an absence of disease and emphasised
pathology and symptom reduction. This deflected the focus from the
occupational nature of humans to what Kielhofner (1983) refers to as the
'inner mechanisms' associated with kinesiological, neurologic and intra
psychic function. Such beliefs lead to a precise and extensive technology for
the treatment of a wide range of physical conditions and a psychoanalytic
approach to mental disorders. This orientation resulted in a gradual erosion of
the philosophical base underlying the profession. There was a shift in practice
from a broad philosophical base to a practice based on techniques. In relation
to the physically disabled, emphasis was placed on acquiring techniques such
as progressive resistive exercises, activities of daily living and making orthotic
devices (Forbes, 1951; Dunning, 1959; Shalik, 1954). In the psychosocial
field, occupation became a vehicle through which patients could
therapeutically fulfil needs and express feelings. Some therapists came to see
occupations as only secondary to the process of establishing verbal
relationships with clients and some abandoned it altogether in favour of purely
verbal methods of treatment (Frank, 1958; Azima & Azima, 1959). These
techniques were practiced without integrating them into the concept of
purposeful activity and without articulating a philosophical base.
The profession's search for a scientific rationale for its practice resulted in a
replacement of its more substantive concern for health with the nlurow
perspective of the medical model based on the homeostatic principle of
symptom reduction. Shannon (1977) viewed this attachment to the medical
model as the beginning of the derailment process in occupational therapy.
Other aspects of it were, he suggests, the alignment of the profession with
the rehabilitation movement in the 1940's and the devaluation of the arts and
l0
crafts. Resulting from inadequate funding, the rehabilitation movement
deteriorated into a management strategy for chronically disabled people
rather than fulfilling its original holistic goal of total care. Meanwhile the
use of arts and crafts was redirected by the reductionist approach, away
from the idea of humans being creative and making their own choices, to
the idea that they are ... "mechanistic creature(s) susceptible to
manipulation and control via the application of techniques" (Shannon,
1977, p 233). In this way Mary Reilly's (1962)contention that the
hypothesis on which the profession was built, that ... "man through the use
of his hands as they are energised by mind and will, can influence the state
of his own health" (p 8)... was being eroded.
2.3 Re-asserting Occupational Therapy Traditions
Once occupational therapists realised that this shift in practice had taken the
profession away from its original purpose, efforts were made to articulate and
shape theory in a manner consistent with the early occupational therapy
traditions. These were organised on the existential premise that the client,
through active practice and engagement with materials, tools and people, is
involved in the healing process. In an attempt to re-establish activities as the
core of occupational therapy, in 1979 the American Occupational Therapy
Delegate Assembly adopted the following statement as the philosophical base
of the profession:
"Man is an active being whose development is influenced by the use
of purposeful activity. Using their capacity for intrinsic motivation,
ll
human beings are able to influence their physical and mental health
and their social and physical environment through purposeful activity.
Human life includes a process of continuous adaptation. Adaptation
is a change in function that promotes survival and self-actualisation.
Biological, psychological and environmental factors may intemrpt the
adaptation process at any time throughout the life cycle. Dysfunction
may occur when adaptation is impaired. Purposeful activity
facilitates the adaptive process.
Occupational therapy is based on the belief that purposeful activity
(occupation), including its interpersonal and environmental
components, may be used to prevent and mediate dysfunction, and to
elicit maximum adaptation. Activity, as used by the Occupational
Therapist, includes both an intrinsic and a therapeutic purpose"
(Occupational Therapy Newspaper,1979, p 1, cited by Mosey, 1981,
p 58).
A particularly clear example of activity having both an intrinsic and
therapeutic purpose can be found in Ayres (1979) thinking when she refers to
the purposeful activity enabling the client to form adaptive responses which
results in the improvement of the efficiency of the neryous system. In other
words, the sensorimotor feedback associated with actions provides an
incentive for the client to achieve a more mature level of neurological
development. The goal of therapy is to improve the processing and organising
of sensations in the nervous system so that the final outcome will be
effectiveness in such tasks as educational performance and self-care activities.
In this way the purpose of the activity is related to the therapist's
understanding of the development of the nervous system rather than the goals
t2
and aspirations of the client,
rather than the product.
Thus the value of the activity lies in the process
2.4 Dissension in Occupational Therapy
It can be noted in the philosophical statement in the previous page, that the
notion of purposeful activity is a key concept. There is evidence which
suggests that Occupational therapists are using purposeful activity less
frequently in favour of treatment approaches that are focused on pathology
(Shannon, 1977). These therapists might deal directly with, for example,
neurophysiological or sensorimotor deficits and would argue that many
patients receiving occupational therapy are not at an appropriate level of
motor activity to participate in purposeful activity. In such cases clinicians
feel that the use of 'adjunctive' treatment techniques such as joint
mobilisations and splinting to assist in the development of motor ability is
needed to enable the patients to participate in purposeful activity (Pedretti,
Smith & McGuire 1992). Thus it is considered that the definition of
purposeful activity needs to be expanded to incorporate contemporary
treatment techniques that have proved to be effective.
Some therapists consider that purposeful activity is no longer the unifying
core of the profession. Lyons (1983) states that although purposeful activity
"has been one of the unifying concepts of occupational therapy in the
past... today the use of this tenn seems more divisive than uni$ing"
(p a93).
13
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She also stated that the phrase'purposeful activity' ... "has become an umbrella
for a heterogeneous bag of human endeavours"... (p 493), where it has been
interpreted in a variety of ways to suit individual therapists. She suggests that
by allowing the term to be interpreted so freely, it is losing its power to direct
and influence the profession.
Philosophical Assumptions
Because the philosophical statement adopted by the American Occupational
Therapy Delegate Assembly does not define terms such as 'purposeful activity'
or provide references, Mosey ( 198 I ) distilled from her own reading of the
literature five philosophical assumptions for consideration. She states that
these appear to be derived from the pragmatic, existentialist and humanistic
schools of thought, which were prominent at the time of the profession's
formal beginnings. They are as follows:
1. Each individual has the right to a meaningful existence; to an
existence that allows one to be productive, to experience pleasure and
joy, to love and be loved and to live in safe, supportive and
comfortable sunoundings.
The concept of a meaningful existence is interesting in comparison with the
medical model where the right to life is of paramount importance. Once life is
maintained, occupational therapy considers that the individual has the right to
a meaningful existence and so to be treated as unique regardless of hiVtrer
current ability to be a productive member of the community. This has obvious
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implications for the role of occupational therapy with those who have chronic
impairments and provides a basis for the idea of maintaining function in order
that an individual's culrent abilities to engage in intelpersonal relationships
and to manipulate the non-human environment are preserved.
2. Each individual is influenced by stage-specific maturation of the
species, the social nature of the species, and the cognitive structure of
the species.
From this assumption, occupational therapy has derived an interest in the
process of human growth and development, considering not only the
reasonably predictable biological development, but also the less predictable
sociological and psychological maturation which is heavily influenced by
cultural and environmental factors. The individual's need for human
interaction as having an influence on biological, sociological and
psychological maturation, is reflected in the phrase 'the social nature of the
species'.
The 'cognitive structure of the species' refers to the way in which information
is used and processed. Human beings have an awareness of self and, because
of cognitive sophistication, have more choices than other animals.
Conversely, this results in psychological stress which can lead to creative
endeavours or may lead to guilt, anxiety and depression. In addition,
cognitive structures influence humans' shared ability to use language, to
conceptualise and identify relationships among events and to contemplate
their future.
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3. Each individual has the right to seek his or her potential through
personal choice within the context of some social constraints.
Given a person's inherent capacities, 'potential'refers to the individual's ability
regardless of various limitations. A disability need not be a limiting factor in
being productive and finding satisfaction in life. 'Personal choice'refers to the
right of individuals to decide to what degree, how, and in what way they will
seek to reach their potential. It is the recognition of the right and privilege of
clients to determine how they wish to live their lives.
The above assumption also recognises that a society has particular constraints
which may influence an individual's behaviour. So although there is the
matter of individual choice, the rights of the society must also be respected.
4. Each individual is able to reach his or her potential only through
purposeful interaction with the human and non-human environment.
This emphasises the belief that learning is facilitated through doing, through
interaction in concrete, immediate situations. Experiences that deal purely
with the abstract or hypothetical are considered to be less conducive to
integrated learning. Perhaps one of the clearest descriptions of 'purposeful
interaction'is that given by Fidler & Fidler (1978), who emphasise the role of
experience in providing the opportunity for...
"investigating, trying out and gaining evidence of one's capacity for
experiencing, responding, managing, creating and controlling" (p305).
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In contrast, random activities are undirected and without a predetermined
goal.
The need to consider both the human and non-human environments is
important for recognising the wide range of contextual factors in people's
lives. The knowledge, skills and attitudes acquired through purposeful
interaction with the environment in its totality, are the essence of the
occupational therapy process.
5. Each individual has inherent needs for work, play and rest which
must be satisfied in a relatively equal balance.
This philosophical assumption seemingly became part of the occupational
therapy model from its inception. Meyer (1922) and Slagle (1928), early
contributors to the profession, both believed that an optimal balance between
work, play and rest was a major factor in the restoration of function and the
promotion of health. According to Mosey (1981),
"the philosophical assumptions of occupational therapy have been
stated in a variety of ways throughout the profession's development.
The differences, however, appear to be ones of semantics rather than
substance. In actuality, there has been considerable consistency in the
philosophical assumptions from the formal beginning of'the
profession" (p 63).
2.6 Professional Identification
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Despite these reflections, there remains a dissatisfaction with the status of
occupational therapy resulting in a search for a professional identity separate
from that bestowed by the medical profession. The outcome sought is to
obtain society's recognition of occupational therapists as independent
practitioners not having to work under medical prescription. This has
prompted a search for a comprehensive theory that will consolidate the
profession's sense of self. The most well developed example of this is the
Model of Human Occupation as proposed by Gary Kielhofner (1985).
However, whether or not such a theory would resolve all the dilemmas facing
the profession seems debateable, as it is unlikely that there would be loyalty
by all members of the profession to one theoretical perspective. Mosey (1985)
is one of the best known advocates of a pluralistic approach. Such theories
that have been recently developed do at least provide a base which stimulates
further thinking and results in various routes being explored from which an
identity can be developed.
Practice Models
Over the ye:rs many models have been borrowed from other disciplines to be
used as frames of reference from which to develop practice models and
theories in occupational therapy. Reed (1984), refers to there being six
"super" models which have provided a framework in which to develop the role
of occupational therapy as a practice discipline. These are as follows:
l. Humanistic model: As discussed earlier in this chapter, this was the
earliest model and gave rise to moral treatment . The focus was on the
organisation of routines and being involved in the everyday life of the
2.7
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hospital unit. This engagement in useful activity was a means of
improving health where the focus was on the integmtion of mind and
body.
2. Reductionist model: In contrast to the humanistic model, this model
viewed humans as machines where mind and body could be separated.
This had a profound influence, and as already outlined, gave rise to a
mechanistic, techniques-based approach to treatment which helped
occupational therapy to achieve some recognition in the medical
community because this was a more 'scientific'approach than humanism.
3. Development models: These are based on the view that an individual
undergoes progressive and continuous change from birth to death and
have been very popular in the practice of occupational therapy since
about the 1940s. Intervention is considered to be necessary when any
particular stage of development is not reached within a normal time
frame.
4. Psychoanalytic model: This model had major influence and was based
on the general assumption that behaviour is controlled by unconscious
childhood anxieties and defence mechanisms. The orientation of
intervention is to enable the individual to gain insight into inappropriate
use of defence mechanisms.
5. Behaviouristic model: This views behaviour as being controllable not
through understanding of past life experiences as in the previous model,
but through reinforcement of desired behaviour. ln contrast, it has a
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'here and now' focus and has given rise to programs such as 'behaviour
modification'.
6. System model: This model grew out of a reaction against the
reductionist model. The emphasis being on integration of parts into a
cohesive whole where the focus is on the'inputs' into the system as a
way of influencing the 'outputs'. This model has had considerable
influence on occupational therapists in recent years and Kielhofner's
model of human occupation (1985) is a well known example of this.
Lastly, although not one of the "super" models, the holistic model has also had
an effect on occupational therapy literature. This particular way of thinking
results in the person taking responsibility for identifying any needs and
collaborating with a therapist to bring about behaviour change.
2.8 Conclusions
Some of these models have developed more recently but all have had an
influence on the practice of occupational therapy both in the past and in the
present. Theories which guide treatment approaches will most certainly
influence therapists'clinical reasoning. For instance, those who have strong
humanistic ideals would be likely to think about their work in a very different
way compared to the therapist who uses a reductionist approach such as the
medical model.
These practice models have also strongly influenced teaching in the
occupational therapy schools. For instance when the fust occupational
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therapy school in New 7*aland was established in 1940, the humanistic model
was predominant, in the 1960s reductionism was the preferred approach,
while at the time of interviewing the students for this study, the systems model
was in vogue.
History clearly demonstrates that society, technology and knowledge change
over time. Occupational therapy has been responsive to these changes and
reorganised its media, methods and rationales to be consistent with new
information, values and technological trends. This process of change without
a strong uniting philosophy has resulted in therapists using models which give
them credibility in their particular setting but may not be specific to
occupational therapy. As acknowledged by Francia de Beer in her summary
of the Eleanor Clarke Slagle Lectures (1987)1, there has been a hesitancy to
pursue the issue of professional identification over the last 30 years. The lack
of a strong professional identiry begs the question of how clearly individuals
are able to articulate their particular area of expertise in their day to day work.
The focus of this study will be on clinicians' and students' perceptions of their
own experience of occupational therapy and will explore understandings of
the nature of occupational therapy from the point of view of those working in
a range of settings. Thus it will require the participants to clarify their day to
day work.
The design of the study will draw, in part, on an information processing approach.
The rationale for the use of this approach is that it is consistent with the
reductionistic paradigm which has strongly influenced the profession and is
responsible for much of current practice. Furtherrrore, this approach to studying
I These lectures are the highest scholarly honour awarded by the American Association of Occupational
Therapy and occur annually.
2l
clinical reasonqg,hag been widely used in other health professions such as
medicine and nursing so will euable comparioorlp to be made witb tbe literature in
these related diseiplinas. Ilowever" to take only one approsch to sueh aeomplex
phenoraelon as clinical reasoning night result iu va,luable insights to problem
rep essntationbeing missed" Thus, this thesis will exte,nd the analysis to include
a humanistic dimensisn which will provide an opportrrnity to explore th€ extent to
which the client's concern$ are qudcntood.
I
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CHAPTER THREE
HISTORICAL REVIEW OF PROBLEM SOLVING
3.1 Introduction
There are two major ways in which problem solving has been viewed over the
yeils. It has been seen as an external, behavioural process or as an internal,
cognitive process. Psychological definitions have been tied to behaviour as a
manifestation of thinking processes, or alternatively tied to the thinking
processes that underlie the behavioural manifestations.
There are a variety of approaches to the study of how people learn, think and
solve problems. This includes the information processing approach to
cognition, which may use computer simulation of human thinking (Newall &
Simon, 1972; Ernst & Newall, 1969), new theories of semantic memory
representation (eg. Greeno, 1973; Simon & Gilmarton,1973) and the new
interest of American psychologists in cognitive development motivated largely
by Piaget's work. Older roads which are still being developed include the
Gestalt approach to problem solving based on the idea that thinking involves
restructuring a problem, the study of concept learning (eg. Skemp , 1979) which
suggests that the testing of hypotheses may be a part of thinking, and the
associationist approach to thinking (eg. Thorndike, 1898) which is based on the
principle of learning by reinforcement. This chapter will discuss a range of
these approaches.
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3.2 Associationism: Thinking by reinforcement
According to this view, problem solving can be described as the trial and error
application of pre-existing response tendencies known as habits. It is called
associationrsn because it assumes that for any problem sinration there are
associations or links to many possible responses. Thus the three elements are:
the stimulus (a particular problem solving situation), the responses (particular
problem solving behaviours), and the associations between a particular stimulus
and a particular response. The links are assumed to be in the problem solver's
mind where they form a "family" of possible responses associated with any
given problem situation. In addition, the responses may vary in strength with
some associations being very weak and others being very strong. In this way,
the responses for any given situation may be put into a hierarchy in order of
their strength.
Thorndike (1898), one of the earliest learning theorists, conducted a now
famous series of experiments involving cats in a puzzle box. He concluded that
the cats solved the problem of escaping from the box by trial and error. Initially
the correct response was achieved entirely by chance and eventually after
repeated attempts to escape from the box the cat was more likely to repeat the
response that did work rather than the ineffective response. The cat's actions
led Thorndike to explain such problem solving as trial and error learning where
the responses were seen to be in a random fashion with little et'idence of
thinking. Well practised responses were seen to increase the strength of the
stimulus 
- 
response tink (in the case of the cats, pushing a handle was the
behaviour that released the cage door) while responses that did not help solve
the problem were considered to lose their strength (eg. the cats eventually
stopped performing actions such as extending their paws through the bars).
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Thus responses for any given situation were put into a hierarchy in order of
their strength. In the problem solving siruation, the problem solver (either
overtly or covertly) tries the most dominant response in the hierarchy for that
situation, if that fails tries the second strongest response, and so on until one
works. This process is basic to the associationist's understanding of problem
solving processes and is known as the application of the thinker's existing family
hierarchy. Maltzman (1955) summarises this view by stating that thinking is an
activity (not a response) that results in a change 
- 
a new combination of habit
strengths 
- 
within a habit family hierarchy.
There is further evidence beyond the notion of cats in a puzde box which lend
support to the associationist theory. Some of this comes from studying how
people solve anagrams. Much of this work has been carried out by Mayzner
and Tresselt in a series of experiments using anagrams which were investigated
for the subjects'use of the mosr familiar goal word (1958, 1966) and probable
letter transition patterns (1962, 1963,1966). In summary, the experiments with
anagrams offer four different lines of support for the idea that problem solving
involves trial and error application of a subject's habit family hierarchy. with
120 possible ways to arrange a five lefter anagram, it is clear that subjects do
not try solutions at random but rather begin with the most dominant responses
and go on to the weaker ones if those don't work. Thus, frequently used words,
high probability transition words, words which require only minor re-
arrangement, or words which do not require breaking up a high transition
probability letter combination, are solved more quickly than others.
In solving problems, the experience of the individual just prior to and during the
problem solving situation are as important as his or her general past experience
in determining the 'response hierarchy'. These combined experiences are
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known as the subject's problem solving set. It has been noted that subjects can
be influenced in their choice of word solution when given ambiguous anagrams
(Rees & Israel, 1953; Maltzman & Moorisett, 1953). In terms of the response
hierarchy framework, these results indicate that several different habit familv
hierarchies may exist for a given problem situation.
The associationist approach offers a means of representing thinking and
problem solving that allows for clear predictions. Some kinds of thinking can
be explained by the response hierarchy model, however, it seems that such a
model may not capture the complexities of human thought because it limits
itself to trial and error application of past habits and does not include an
analysis of thinking.
3.3 Functionalism: An Application Oriented Psychology
Functionalists were concerned with developing techniques in education and
psychology that were applicable to real-world problems. From his
observations, Dewey (1933) described a sequence of steps that effective
problem solvers followed. These steps are still used in the development of
progranmes to teach people aspects of problem solving. They comprise:
Presentation of the problem. The emphasis here is placed on all aspects of
a problem being made explicit and ensuring that all information needed to
solve a problem is available to students or has been previously mastered
by them.
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Problem definition. This stresses the ability of students' to define
problems in as many ways as possible to provide the widest array of
subsequent activities that will lead to problem solutions.
Development of hypotheses. Once the problem is defined, the next step is
to use as many hypotheses as possible for solving the problem. The more
hypotheses generated, the greater the chances that a satisfactory solution
will be found.
Testing hypotheses. Choices need to be made between the various
hypotheses that have been generated. Thus the process of testing and
evaluating the hypotheses in terms of their potential benefits and
drawbacks is emphasised.
Selection of the best hypothesis. Once the evaluation process has been
completed, the hypothesis that promises the greatest advantages should be
selected.
3.4 Gestalt: Thinking as Restructuring of Problems
Gestalt psychology arose in the early part of the twentieth century in reaction to
structuralism, functionalism and behaviourism. Gestalt theorists held that
psychological experience could not be broken into elements or pieces that could
be studied separately, instead they argued that people do not react to individual
elements in their environments; rather they react to their total experiences. In
his experiments with apes, Kohler (1925) concluded that they acted in ways that
could be called insightful when they set about solving the problem of reaching
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fruit which was suspended from the cage. He argued that they solved the
problems not through mere trial and error, but by perceiving the relationships
essential to the solution. This hypothesis he extended to human beings.
According to Gestalt psychologists, the process of problem solving is a search
to relate one aspect of a problem situation to another. This search results in
structural understanding which is the ability to comprehend how all parts of a
problem fit together to satisfy the requirements of the goal. This structural
quality is wholeness. Such a process involves reorganising the elements of the
problem situation in a new way so that the problem can be solved. An
important concept is the idea that people get stuck solving problems because
they cannot change their problem solving set 
- 
ie. they are unable to look at a
situation in a new way so they cannot see new possibilities for fitting the
problem elements together.
A typical problem that this approach considers is one where, for instance, the
subject is given six match sticks and is asked to make four identical, equilateral
triangles with them. In such a task many people have trouble changing their
problem set from two dimensions to three. Giving such a hint is important to
problem solving as it helps the person to break out of their old way of
organising the situation. This resulting new way of looking at problems is
called insight. A Gestalt problem will always involve a creative or novel
situation. Essentially such an approach is dealing with the understanding of a
very high level and creative type of mental process.
One of the basic concepts in the Gestalt approach is that there are trro kinds of
thinking: one is based on creating a new solution to a problem and is called
productive thinking because a new organisation is produced; the other, based
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on applying past solutions to a problem, is called reproductive thinking because
old habits or behaviours are simply reproduced. This distinction is described in
the work of wertheimer (1959), where students were taught how to find the
area of a parallelogram by either a method that was based on rote learning or
one that was based on understanding the concepts involved. Those that were
taught by the "understanding" method were more able to transfer knowledge to
finding the area of unusual parallelograms than were their counterparts.
The claim that learning by understanding structural relationships has improved
not only the subject's ability to transfer learning but has also improved their
ability to retain information over time has been investigated (Katona, 1940;
Hilgard, Irvine & whipple, 1953). This has resulted in some evidence for the
idea that giving problem solvers'hints' so that they can discover the structure of
the problem situation does aid in transfer, ie. productive problem solving.
However, questions have been raised regarding the validity of some of this
work. One area of concern is how meaningful the material was to the subjects 
-
the contention being that a meaningful principle can be learned in a mechanical
way (Corman, 1957).
ln more recent years, the distinction between these two kinds of learning to
solve problems has taken the form of a separation between 'discovery' and
'expository' methods of instruction. Bruner (1968) has been a major proponent
of the discovery method where the aim of developing productive thinking has
been encouraged by assisting the leamer to discover the structure of the
problem situation.
Stages in problem solving have been redefined over the years. In his classic
book, The Art of Thinking, Wallas (1926) suggests four phases:
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Preparation: the gathering of information and preliminary attempts at a
solution.
Incubation: putting the problem aside to work on other activities or sleep.
Illumination: the key to the solution appears 
- 
this is where the flash of
insight occurs.
Verification: checking out the solution to make sure it works.
This has been based on introspection rather than psychological experimentation,
however, such an analysis can be applied to thinking processes in a descriptive
way.
More recently, Polya (t957,1965) has introduced a series of steps in problem
solving based on observations he has made as a teacher of mathematics. Polya's
four steps, as described in his classic book llow to Solve It (1957) are:
Understanding the problem: data is gathered and questions such as what
is unknown, what is the data and the conditions, are asked.
Devising a plan: past experience is used to find a solution method. This
may involve restating the goal or the givens so that past experience can be
useful.
Carrying out the plan: the solution plan is tried out and each step is
checked.
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Looking back: results are checked by using another merhod or by seeing
how it all fits together. The question ... "can I use this result or method
for other problems?" ... is asked.
There are similarities between Polya's steps and those described by Wallas. As
can be seen in the above steps there are many ideas that are consistent with
Gestalt concepts. This can be noted in Polya's ideas of restating the goals and
restating the givens, both of which are examples of the Gestalt idea of
restructuring. Although Polya provides intuitive ideas about how the
restructuring of events occurs and how to encourage it, the concept has still not
been well studied experimentally.
Duncker (1945) attempted to study the stages in problem solving empirically.
This resulted in a description of basic phenomena in problem solving. One such
phenomena was the restructuring of problems into smaller problems or
subgoals. Both Hayes (1966) and rhomas (1974) designed experiments to
investigate this and demonstrated that their subjects did restrucnrre problems
into smaller ones and then tried to solve these sub problems.
Another major contribution of the Gestalt psychologists is their finding that
prior experience can have negative effects in certain new problem solving
situations. The idea that reproductive application of past habits inhibits
productive problem solving has been called functional fixednes3 (Duncker,
1945), problem solving ser (Luchins, 1942) and negative transfer (Bartlett,
1958). From the work of these psychologists it would seem evident that past
experience can limit the type of solution that a subject devises in a new
situation, ie. past habits become deeply engrained limiting the person's ability
to conceive an alternative method of approach.
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There is complementary evidence that in some cases specific past experience
may aid problem solving. Maier (1945) and Saugstad & Raaheim (1960)
demonstrated that in situations where similar functions are required, past
experience is an aid. Their results seem to show that:
"problems which require productive solutions 
- 
reorganisation of the
problem elements 
- 
are more easily solved by a mind that is prepared with
appropriate general past experience. On the other hand, if those past
experiences specifically tend to fix the function of an object in one way,
creative problem solving can be hurt." (Mayer, 1977, p 85)
The above studies indicate that part of solving a problem is finding out how it
related to past experience. Polya cited'finding a related problem'as a main
factor in devising a solution plan.
So how does a problem solver find the relationship between past experience and
the reformulation of the problem? Earlier studies carried out by Maier (1930;
1931; 1933) lead him to believe that'direction'is required, ie. subjects need
some organising principle, a new way of looking at a situation. Such clues may
be externally or internally generated and can be very subtle to the point where
the subject does not realise how an idea has been generated.
In summary, the Gestaltists have attempted to understand some very complex
mental processes 
- 
what they called'productive thinking'. They have enriched
the study of thinking by introducing ideas such as the distinction between
productive and reproductive thinking, the notion that thinking occurs in stages,
and the demonstration of rigidity due to the presence of a problem solving set.
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Their main tool for understanding such processes was the idea that problem
solving involves reorganising or restructuring the problem situation.
There are a number of differences between the Gestalt approach to thinking and
the associationist approach. They do not deal with the same kind of problems 
-
Gestalt is concerned with creative novel solutions to new situations, while the
associationists are concerned with applying solution habits from past
experience. Furthermore, Gestalt theory views thinking as re-arranging
problem elements whereas the associationist view is that problem solving
involves trying possible solutions until one works. In analysing thinking into its
component parts, the Gestaltists rely on mental organisations as the unit of
thought while the associationists describe thinking in terms of associations
among stimuli and responses. And finally the Gestaltists deal with more
complicated kinds of thinking than do the associationists, but their theory is
more vague and thus more difficult to test scientifically. While critics of the
Gestalt approach point out the lack of a sufficient scientific base for their
theories, cognitive psychologists have more recently clarified some of the
Gestalt ideas, as will be discussed in the next section on information processing.
Thinking as Information Processing
This approach considers that a human being is a processor of information. His
or her mental state can therefore be represented as either ...
"a sequence of mental processes or operations performed on information
in the subject's memory; or a sequence of internal states or changes in
information that progress towards the goal." (Mayer, L977,p 133)
3.5
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The goal of the information processing psychologist is therefore to define
precisely these processes or states that a subject is using to solve a particular
problem and so be able to list the exact sequence of operations used. The
development of this idea has resulted, for example, in the construction of
computer simulations to model mental processing.
Information-processing psychologists describe psychological events in terms of
transformations of information from input to output. In the first instance
inforrration is received by receptors then at this stage either transferred into the
working memory or lost from the processing system. This is referred to as
selective perception. working memory has a limited capacity, and information
can be easily lost from here if not coded or rehearsed. Coded inforrnation goes
through to long tenn memory, which by contrast, has a very large capacity. The
coding is a transformational process in which new information is integrated
with known information. Once stored in a long term memory, information is
available for later use and is retrieved by the working memory to deal with
current problems that have been identified via the receptors. This movement of
information from input to output is an organised system.
As mentioned, computer simulations have been developed that display the same
problem solving behaviour as humans. The experimental method used with
computer simulation generally involves asking subjects to solve problems aloud
while giving a running description of their thought processes and their
behaviour. From careful analysis of the obtained protocols, the experimenter
may derive a description of the mental processes a subject used to solve the
problem. This then allows a comparison to be drawn between the subject's and
the computer's protocols.
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This kind of approach is characterised by the work of Newell and Simon (1972)
who developed a progralnme called the General Problem Solver. They derived
a psychological theory of human problem solving from an analysis of protocols
of people attempting to solve problems such as the following:
Given that each letter represents a number from 0 to 9, and that
D is 5, find the values of the other letters in the sum:
DONALD+GERALD=ROBERT
The theory was based on the idea that human cognition is dominated by
heuristic processes. The principal characteristics of this type of approach can be
described in information processing terms such as means-end analysis, creation
of sub'goals, workingforuards from what is given, and.wo*ing baclovards
from the intended goal. For the stated problem the means end analysis will
require that in order to get to the given goal, the problem will need to be broken
down into individual algebraic sums. Once this strategy is decided on, then use
of knowledge of the rules of addition together with the given information must
be used to deduce the various values. The creation of subgoals then follows in
the form of considering individual columns. The solution may then proceed by
workingforwards fromwhatisgiven (eg.D rD=5 + 5 = 10; thereforeT=0).
On the other hand, aworking baclcwards strategy may also be used where a
particular letter is assigned a number (eg. suppose R = 3: looking at the first
column (D + G),5 + somethirS = 3, which is impossible, therefore R * 3).
From protocols such as this, a series of heuristic's can be developed for the
computer to work on: assemble known information; for each column generate
the possible values for each letter; for each value deduced, check that it is not
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already occupied by another letter and so on. The programme developed from
these steps will then represent the theory of how humans use these heuristic
procedures to solve such a problem. In other words, the intention is to show
that certain general problem solving techniques are involved in a wide spectrum
of problems and that it is possible to state explicitly what these general
procedures are in a computer programme that will be able to solve a wide
variety of different types of problems.
General Problem Solver begins by translating a statement of the problem into an
internal representation of the initial problem state (current situation when the
problem is recognised), the goal state (outcome sought) and the set of operators
(possible actions that could be taken when solving a problem). In addition it
has stored in its memory a table of connections for each problem it will solve;
the table of connections contains all possible problem states for that problem,
with a listing of how far apart any two states are from one another. Problem
solving involves breaking down a problem into subgoals, then achieving each of
these by applying various problem solving techniques. The entire process is
presided over by the problem solver executive which determines the order in
which operators will be applied, attempts to achieve subgoals by using means-
end analysis, and develops a new sub-goal structure if one does not work.
The computer simulation approach requires that the theories be stated precisely
in a formal computer prograrnme, and provides for the use of sophisticated
laboratory equipment, ie. computers in testing theories. In this way it provides
scientific evidence for thinking processes. However the information processing
view of human beings as machine-like processors of information is limited.
Although a progranrme may simulate human thinking behaviour it does not
necessarily simulate the underlying cognitive processes. Also, because a
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simulation programme must contain lists of every possible problem state and a
measurement of their distance from the goal, this would seem to represent
reproductive thinking only, in Gestalt terms.
It is important to clarify the differences between computer and human
information processing. As discussed at the outset, the parts of a computer
system are functionally similar to the elements of the human information
processing system. Both have ways of receiving information, working with
information, then storing it, and both are able to output the information. Thus
they have similar functional units within their systems, however they do differ
in detail. For one thing, computers have a much larger working capacity than
humans and their processing times are much faster. However, one of the
features that gives humans an advantage over this confined system is that
humans are context dependent. This feature ...
"allows for learning and adaptation and our tendency for partial memory
allows us to think of novel situations to problems. In short, the human
system has evolved to be adaptive." (Gagn6 , 1985)
Thus humans are able to consider problems and goal states that are poorly
defined. The creativity engendered in considering this type of unstructured
problem situation would be consistent with the Gestalt idea of productive
thinking.
One of the greatest theoretical difficulties with the information processing
approach is that of representing how the individual perceives the problem.
Laurillard (1984) draws attention to Luger's (1975) work which indicates that
characteristics of solution protocols differ according to the stnrcture of the
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problem and how this is interpreted by the problem solver. It would seem that
problem solving strategies adopted are in part determined by the form of the
problem. Therefore it is essential to know how the individual represents the
structure to him/trerself. As E. Gagn6 (1985) indicates, problem representation
is the most crucial aspect of problem solving because representation determines
what knowledge will be activated in long term memory.
One of the greatest values of this theory lies in its descriptions of the heuristic
procedures used in problem solving. Another contribution of the theory is the
way in which it analyses the components of the problem representation. As
indicated in the previous paragraph, it is vital to understand this aspect of
problem solving because of the influence representation has on the solution
paths sought.
3.6 Problem solving as the apex of a hierarchy of learning tasks
R. Gagn6 (1985) represents problem solving as the apex of a hierarchy of
mental processes which range from simple response learning (associationism) to
problem solving. The intermediate stages include: simple verbal learning
(associating words with objects), concept leaming (eg. understanding concepts
such as colour, heat and "twoness"), and principle/rule learning (combining
concepts to form nrles such as 'don't drink and drive' or 'bend your knees when
lifting'). Problem solving is the chaining or combining of rules in a new way to
forrn a higher order rule, which then becomes part of the individual's repertoire
and can be generalised to other new situations when problems of the same type
are presented. Note that for Gagnd, problem solving is more than simply the
application of existing rules to achieve a goal; a restructuring takes place. In
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other words, something new is learned, that is, the individual's capability is
changed so that when the person meets a similar situation again, it is no longer a
'problem' as it can be responded to by recalling previous knowledge gained
through past experience.
Gagn6 also viewed problem solving as involving a range of competencies. The
first of these was the understanding of the problem (ie. the problem schemata)
which depends on both the internal state of the individual (eg. the person's
readiness, motivation, experience,) and the external information or'givens'. The
remaining competencies depend on internal conditions of the individual. These
are the selection of intellectual skills from working memory, the arrangement of
these in a proper order (ie. the development of a cognitive strategy), and the
validation of the outcome(s) thus ensuring that any incorrect answers are
eliminated.
One of the main values of this approach is in its ability to look beyond the
application of rules in problem solving to consider the new learning that occurs
in the process. Gagnd stresses that the learning of higher-order rules is
important because this enables the learner to develop cognitive strategies which
can guide subsequent thinking behaviour.
3.7 Summary of the Chapter
Over the years, the study of problem solving has moved its focus from
behavioural manifestations to underlying cognitive processes. The investigation
of cognitive processes has varied from tightly stnrctured analyses, such as an
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investigation of the heuristic's of problem solving, to a much looser approach
which has enabled concepts such as'illumination'and'insight'to be explored.
While the latter has not provided much in the way of empirical evidence for its
conclusions, it has provided new ways of conceptualising problem solving.
All approaches seem to consider that previous experience plays an important
role in problem solving in that a problem is never solved in a vacuum, rather the
individual is able to recall previously learnt rules as well as domain specific
knowledge. Some of the debates centre around the methods by which these
rules can be successfully applied in new situations and how best knowledge
should be organised to be effectively recalled. External influences at the time
of problem solving are considered important as they have an influence on the
ability of the individual to recall appropriate information and think creatively.
Another aspect that is common to all approaches is the need to sense a problem
in the first instance and to define it. The earlier research considered problems
that were well-defined and used these to understand the underlying processes,
however later research has been able to deal with the more complex ill-defined
problems which are the essence of real life situations. A theme that has evolved
in the later research is the link between the quality of the problem representation
and the quality of the problem solution.
Given that this link exists and that problem solutions are all important in the
clinical field, this study will seek to investigate the quality of the problem
representation in occupational therapy. In the chapter that dealt with the history
of occupational therapy it was noted that one of the issues for the profession
was the lack of a clear professional identity. Therefore one might expect that
this would result in the parameters of occupational therapy practice being broad
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with subsequEnrdifficulty in defiring ttre problerns that aro appropriate fot
occupational therapy interverrtion. Consequently the major focus of this study
WiIt be antlrc problem repreeentafron rn occupational therapy'- tbst is, the
information that is processed to build a urental picture sf the probler'n. The
information processing approach p-rovides aclear ffu,mework 
-for cousidering the
elements that undedip the represeutation of a problem. These elements and the
broader context of the lufmation processing approach will bc elaboraeed in the
following chapter.
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4.1
CHAPTER FOUR
THE NATURE OF PROBLEM SOLVING
What Constitutes a Problem?
Essentially, a problem arises when someone wants to do something but either
doesn't know how or is in some way blocked from implementing a known
solution. Thus the problem is the gap which separates people from where they
are now and where they want to be. This notion of a 'gap' is an essential feature
of the views of most theorists on problem-solving (Hayes, 1978; R. Gagn6,
1985).
In general, psychologists agree on certain elements or features that characterise
a problem. These are the givens, the goals and the obstacles. T\e givens arc
the conditions, information etc. which are available at the onset of the work on
the problem. The goals are the desired or final state of the problem; to reach
such a position, thinking is required to transform the problem from the given
state to the goal state. Obstacles are the blocks which prevent the individual
from immediately identifying or implementing the changes that need to be
made to reach the goal state. There might be one or several ways of
accomplishing this, but no correct sequence of events is immediately obvious.
Problems come in a variety of fonns, from deciding what to cook for dinner to
planning a building that is earthquake proof and is ten stories high. They may
be clearly defined or ill defined and require the problem solver to determine or
clarify the nature of the problem; similarly, the outcome may be well defined
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3.
4.
The operators
The restrictions on the operators.
The initial situation is the one in which the person finds himftrerself when a
problem is recognised. In occupational therapy this involves an understanding
of the functional abilities and problems of the client, the hospital procedures,
knowledge of the causes of dysfunction and of occupational therapy theory and
practice. It is therefore necessary to recall information from long term memory
(see later in this chapter) as well as identify relevant data in the current
situation. The other aspect important at this stage is an understanding of ones
own strengths and weaknesses in relation to treatment skills. The more
adequately the initial state is understood, the more effective the clinical problem
solving will be.
The goal is simply the outcome a problem solver seeks. Clearly, understanding
the goal is extremely important. In the clinical setting the goals are often not
clearly defined and the problem solver must take an active role in determining
what the problem and therefore the outcome will be. For instance in the case of
a patient who has suffered a cerebral vascular accident (CVA/stroke') the
problem may be defined by an individual therapist in various ways:
i) The problem is a lack of control of movement, so the goal would be to
improve neuromuscular functioning.
ii) The problem is the family's ability to manage the patient, therefore the
goal is to help the family care for their disabled member.
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iii) The problem is the patient's loss of control over his/trer own life, so the
goal is to ensure the re-instatement of this control.
Often the goals are not clearly defined so it can be difficult to determine what
actions to take. The clearer the goals aren the more explicit the paths taken to
realise them become.
In addition to an understanding of the initial and goal states, a good problem
representation includes an understanding of the operators, which, in information
processing terminology, are the actions a person can take in solving a problem.
In the above patient scenario a variety of operators can be chosen. The problem
solver may involve the patient in a treatment program which focuses on
preventing abnormal movements and encouraging normal symmetrical
movement patterns. The problem solver may, however, choose to consider the
home environment and compensatory measures which will ensure maximum
independence; these may include the installation of rails, ramps and other aids
and equipment along with the giving of advice on how to use them. The other
alternative relevant to the cited problems is to involve the client in a time
management program which emphasises the client's ability to plan daily
activities based on the tasks he/she wants to accomplish, and taking into
account his/her own value system and level of independence. lnformation
processing psychologists suggest that the more that is understood about the
actions that can be performed in solving problem 
- 
that is, therrore that is
known about the operators 
- 
the more effective the problem solving will be
(Glover, 1987).
The last feature of problem solving is to understand the restrictions or limits on
the operators. In regards to planning for treatment intervention,limits may
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come in the form of time constraints, financial limitations, hospital policies,
therapists skills or knowledge and the priorities of the client and/or family.
4.3 Problem Representation and Problem Space
These two concepts, problem representation and problem space, are not used
consistently in the literature. As indicated earlier, problem representalian is the
solver's internal model of the problem incorporating his/trer interpretation of the
initial situation (sometimes called the 'problem state'), the perceived goals or
outcomes ('goal state'), the potential operators (possible treatments or'solution
paths'), and the restrictions on these operators.
The term problem space has often been used interchangeably with problem
representation n the literature. For example, E. Gagn6 (1985) in citing Newell
and Simon (1972), describes the information processing framework for viewing
problems as including ...
"a goal state, a starting state, and all possible solution paths for reaching
the goal. These three elements are called the problem space" (p 138).
On the other hand, other writers define the problem space as the total number of
actions or solution paths (whether correct or incorrect) that the solver sees as
possible (eg. Glover & Bruning,1987; Hayes, 1978). This definition in fact
sees the problem space as a component of the problem representation, focusing
on the range of possible solution paths or operators. However, this view still
recognises that the problem space is influenced by the solver's interpretation of
the initial situation or goal state; the range of potential solution paths will be
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affected by the amount and complexiry of the information that the solver has to
process.
For the present study, the definition used by Newall and Simon (1972) has been
adopted: that is, problern space is used interchangeably with the term problem
representation.
4.4 Limiting the Problem Space
A critical factor in solving problems is the ability of the solver to limit the
problem space. As Simon (1978) reminds us ...
"an information processing system need not be concerned with the size of
the haystack if a small part can be identified in which there is swe to be a
needle" (p 277).
De Groot (1966), in his study on chess players, explored what makes master
chess players different from less expert ones. He obtained protocols from
former world champions and some skilful club players as they tried to make the
best moves in a given situation. Surprisingly he found no strategy differences.
All players tended to consider the same number of moves, and they also tended
to look ahead to about the same distance in assessing the effects of a move (the
initial problem space was the same). However, experts recognised more rapidly
the best move, thereby reducing options and limiting the problem space (this
erymple is discussed further in Section 4.5 on memory).
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The way in which problems are represented has considerable impact on the ease
with which the solver is able to limit the problem space. Hayes (1978) suggests
that there are two processes at work as people construct the problem
representation:
l. The problem solver selectively attends to information presented ie.
judgments are made about the relative importance of information in
problems.
ln the clinical setting it has been shown that novices in nursing tend to put equal
emphasis on all information whereas experts emphasise certain aspects thereby
showing an ability to selectively attend to information (Broderick,1979;
Benner & Wrubel, 1982). Thus it would appear that experience results in
clinicians being able to make judgements about the relative importance of
information when deciding on a treatment plan.
2. The problem solver makes use of prior knowledge, including knowledge
of solving problems.
In occupational therapy this might involve aspects such as knowledge of
treatment procedures, knowledge of clinical conditions, and recall of previous
clinical experience.
The ability to perceive the problem in a way that restricts the problem space has
also been shown to occur in medical diagnosis research. Elstein, Schulman &
Sprafka (1978) concluded that the function of early hypothesis generation was
to limit the size of the space that must be searched in order to obtain a solution.
As in the chess player example, the expert clinicians did not generate more
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hypotheses, but they did interpret data more accurately to test their hypotheses,
thus suggesting that they had more domain specific knowledge than those who
had less expertise.
Hayes (1978) also identifies two different procedures which are used to search
this space and so limit its size:
l. Random Search: Paths are chosen without any special knowledge. This
method is usually not very effective when the problem space is large.
2. Heuristic Search: This uses information from the problem to find the
correct or more probable search paths and is a systematic process. It is the
method used by the experts in the examples quoted above.
Hayes further identifies different types of heuristic search strategies which can
act as guides for defining and limiting the problem space:
i) Proximity Methods (or'working forward')
This is the use of hints to reduce the search space and may involve the
individual trying out one step towards the solution, evaluating whether or not it
works then either rejecting it or attempting a further step towards the goal. This
trial and error approach is typically used by the novice problem solver.
ii) Pattern Matching
This involves the recognition of relationships between elements of the data. In
the clinical field this may involve remembering typical pattems of disease
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processes and treatment outcomes. Having this information from textbooks
does not seem to be as effective for recall as being able to base information on
experience with real patients, as in the case of the expert clinician. The patterns
become strongly reinforced if typical cases are seen frequently.
A comparison may be drawn between the skills of a superior chess player (as
discussed by Simon & Chase, 1973; Simon & Gilmarton, 1973) and the expert
clinician. The chess player has a number of patterns stored in memory which
allows him/trer to look at a new scenario and foresee what the outcome of a
certain move would be. The clinician would have a parallel ability in relation
to new client scenarios. The patterns stored in memory would allow him/trer to
predict the outcome of a treatment procedure with far more ease than a novice
who has not experienced similar situations and therefore does not have the
relevant patterns stored. The concept underlying this method is very similar to
'chunking'which is discussed later in this chapter.
(iii) Planning Methods
The problem solver may make a mental model of the end product by picturing
the consequences of a plan of action. Alternatively he/she may use a solution to
a previous problem as an analogy to develop a plan of the steps that should be
taken to solve the new problem. Abstraction is another planning method in
which the original problem is simplified to obtain a related but easier one. If
this simpler problem can be solved, its solution can be used by analogy as a
plan for solving the original more complex problem. Much of the evidence for
this explanation of problem solving as a searching process is based on
mathematical examples (eg. Kohler, 1925; Greeno,1974; Reed, Ernest &
Banerjii, 1974; Hayes & Simon, 1976). Logically the same processes should
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apply to clinical settings, especially the planning by analogy where solutions to
previous clinical dilemmas are used as a guideline for solving a present
problem.
iv) Means-end Analysis (working backwards from the desired goal)
The steps involved are to first find the differences between the goal state and
the current situation, find an operation that is relevant to that difference, then
apply the operation in an attempt to reduce the difference. These steps are then
repeated until the problem has been solved. This requires more knowledge than
'working forwards' as the problem solver has to have knowledge of operations
that will effectively relate to the goal before success can be achieved. For
example, if an occupational therapist is presented with a client who, although
severely disabled, desperately wants to go home, the therapist would need to
know what environmental modifications are possible and community support
systems available, before the goal could even be considered.
4.5 The Role of Memorv
As can be seen in the above discussion, memory plays an important role in
problem solving as the solver relies heavily on past experience. Problem
solutions require transformation of incoming data through interaction with
information retrieved from memory.
Greeno (1974) proposed a memory model for problem solving based on the
long established concepts of short term and long term memory.
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Short term memory (STM): This is a temporary storage device for holding
information briefly (it may only be a few seconds) before it is either discarded
or encoded in a way that enables it to be more permanently stored in long term
memory GTM). Before information can be transferred from STM to LTM,
connections need to be made between the new information and information
already stored in LTM. STM acts as a kind of filter for incoming information.
Long term memory: Unlike STM, LTM has an unlimited storage capacity
which can hold information for very long periods 
- 
years or even decades.
Hayes (1989) describes three processes in LTM: encoding, storage, and
retrieval. The frst of these is the process whereby information is transferred
from STM to LTM (as above), storage refers to the systems that people have for
structuring information in LTM, and retrieval is the means by which
inforrnation is accessed and retrieved for use when needed.
In addition to STM and LTM, Greeno (1974) proposes a third facility which he
calls working memory. This covers the processing that takes place when
information from short and long term memories interact, for example, to
generate and test a solution route to a problem. For a period of time, a mental
representation exists which is undergoing development or transformation but
which is not yet consolidated for long term storage. However, aspects of the
mental representation may be retained in LTM thus enabling a person to pick up
a problem from where they last left it off.
From the viewpoint of problem solving, the internal representation of the
problem initially occurs in working memory, including the construction of links
between the givens and the unknowns. Relevant past experience is used to
modify the structure held in working memory. Eventually the mental
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representation moves into LTM as it becomes clarified and related to existing
structures. In the process it will modify or expand what is held in LTM.
Greeno (1973) has also argued that the solution to a problem is often found
through the retrieval of relational properties (connections between ideas in
LTIO, not just the retrieval of facts. In this way the unknowns in a problem are
connected to the givens. He suggests that there are two stages in problem
solving:
l. The first stage is the construction of a cognitive tree which represents the
problem. This is caried out during the initial stages of identifying and
understanding the problem and is a structure built into the subjects'
working memory.
2. The second stage is the formation of a set of relationships between the
problem state and the goal state. The solution plan is a relational network
where transformations can change given features or variables into the
desired ones. Thus what is required is a set of transformational relations
stored in LTM which is then retrieved to construct a network among the
problem elements contained in the working memory.
If this is an accurate representation of the memory srategies employed in the
problem solving process, then those medical courses that approach their
teaching curriculum as 'Problem Based Learning', (for examples see Barrows &
Tamblyn, 1980; Boud, 1985; Balla, Gibson & Chang, 1989), would seem to put
their students at an advantage when solving clinical problems. Such a scheme
where students leam through the experience of solving medical dilemma,
encourages the development of cognitive relationships between a range of data
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relevant to clinical problems. In this way the emphasis is on the transforming
of data rather than the accumulation of data, as is stressed in the more
traditional courses. Such an approach is supported by a study carried out by
Norman (1988) who claims that clinical expertise is characterised not by
superior general problem solving strategies, but the availability of an extensive
organised body of specialised knowledge ie. 'experiential' knowledge.
This position is also supported by Fetlovitch ( 198 I ) who compared the problem
solving skills of clinical experts with fourth year medical students. The expert's
knowledge structure was found to be more interconnected and hierarchical than
the novice's, thus enabling the expert to entertain more than one hypothesis at a
time. In contrasq the novice tended to take a more piecemeal approach,
considering only one hypothesis at a time. The novice also tailed to
demonstrate the ability to organise information hierarchically and to identify the
relationships between certain diseases. In a problem solving situation, the
novice typically reacted to the latest bit of information without keeping prior
information in mind. In short, the novice's structure of knowledge did not allow
for efficient management of memory.
The conceptof chunking (Miller, 1956) has been used to describe another
approach for organising knowledge so that it is able to be recalled easily.
Simon and Chase (1973) in their investigation of chess players, showed that
chess masters do not have superior visual memory compared to less skilful
players, but that they are able to perceive groups of chess pieces, or chunks.
The contents of these chunks are closely associated in memory so that once a
chunk is accessed the recall of its component parts is rapid. While it was found
that the less skilful players also used chunking, the size of the chunks were
considerably smaller than that of the experts (l-2 pieces compared to 3-6
\
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pieces). In other words, the ability of experts to memorise bigger chunks of
information enabled them to take account of more chess pieces at a time.
Moreover, pieces were grouped in ways that were illustrative of chess
knowledge, ie. they constituted common patterns on the chess board.
Differences in chunking between experts and non-experts have been observed
in other domains. In electronics, Egan and Schwartz (1979) found that skilled
technicians reconstructed symbolic drawings of circuit diagrams according to
the functional nature of the elements in the circuits, such as amplifiers, rectifiers
and filters. Novice technicians, however, produced chunks based on the spatial
proximity of the elements. When Atkin (1980) asked architects to reconstruct
building plans from memory, several levels of patterns were produced. First the
architects recalled local patterns consisting of wall segments and doors, then
rooms and other areas, then clusters of rooms or areas. In other words, the
reconstruction process exhibited a hierarchical pattern of chunks within chunks.
The importance of this research is that when experts look at an apparently
complicated situation, they are able to represent it in tenns of a small number of
patterns or chunks. If the situation is very intricate, as with architectural
drawings, the experts knowledge is further organised into embedded sets within
a hierarchical structure.
Also associated with storing of inforrration is the concept of a schema. Isolated
bits of information are vulnerable to being forgotten unless they are integrated
with schemas or (as above) chunks. As Neisser (1984) has indicated, there is a
tendency to forget loosely ordered bits of information, but information that is
part of a well established knowledge system is seldom forgotten. Skemp (1979)
postulated that the qualities of schemas are crucial determinants of success in
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problem solving. Such qualities might include the relevance of the content to
the task in hand, the strength and quality of the connections, the extent of its
domain and how well it represents the reality within this domain as well as how
well it can assimilate new knowledse.
Skemp considers that a schema is a highly abstract concept which combines
both knowledge and beliefs in such a way that they become a basis for planned
action. Such plans can be intuitive or reflective, or a combination of the two.
However, a good understanding of both the present state and goal state is
considered a prerequisite for appropriate action.
For students to effectively use heuristic processes, they need to have built up
patterns of knowledge about scenarios that they can readily recall and apply to
new situations (see pattern matching, planning methods, chunking and schema).
Furthermore they need to have adequate knowledge and skills that allow them
to offer solutions for problems thus avoiding toying with trial-and-error type
problem solving and enabling them to use more sophisticated procedures, such
as means-end analysis. However, as already stated, this study will be
concerned with the more basic issue of how students and clinicians represent
problems; this requires consideration of the client, the goal of treatment, the
actions that can be taken and the restrictions on such actions.
Summary of the Discussion
As the above discussion has highlighted, one of the critical issues in the process
of problem solving is the initial representation of the problem. Elstein,
4.6
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Schulman & Sprafka (1978) argued that in medical problem solving, hypothesis
generation was a psychological necessity because of...
"the complexity of the clinical situation, the enormous amount of data that
was potentially obtainable and the limited capacity of working memory"
(p e).
Elstein concluded that an efficient way to solve diagnostic problems was to
transform them from an unstructured to a structured format by generating a
small set of possible solutions 
- 
the hypotheses (or medical diagnosis).
Before the hypotheses can be generated however, there is a process whereby
relevant information regarding the current situation is identified and prior
knowledge and experience recalled. This data sorting process is characterised in
the information processing paradigm as the interaction between the solver and
the task environment. The result is an internal model of the problem. This
problem representation is considered to incorporate the solver's interpretation of
the initial situation, the perceived goals, the potential operators, and the
restrictions on these operators (Hayes 1978). Another factor that influences this
intemal representation is the quality of the problem solver's schemata. These,
according to Skemp (1979), contain both knowledge and beliefs.
The ability to recall inforrration from memory is cnrcial to accurate
representation of the problem. Use of previous knowledge is necessary in
various aspects of the initial state and in conceptualising both the goals and the
operators. A major issue that arises from the literature is the need for this
knowledge to be organised in such a way that relationships between elements of
information are developed, for example, into schemata or by chunking.
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Greeno (1973) suggests the existence of a working memory (in addition to STM
and LTM) which processes information from short and long term memories so
as to generate and test a solution route to a problem. From the viewpoint of
problem solving, the internal representation of the problem initially occurs in
working memory, including the construction of links between the givens and
the unknowns. Relevant past experience is used to modify this representation.
Eventually the representation moves into LTM as it becomes clarified and
related to existing structures.
Figure 4.1 depicts a model of problem solving in occupational therapy. It
illustrates the elements of both the problem representation (the understanding
process) and the solving process, including the relationship between the two. In
problem solving the understanding of the initial situation is of prime importance
and this has been emphasised by allotting this aspect independent status. Both
familiarity with the environment and knowledge base will influence the
problem solver's understandings of the data in the frst instance. (The data
being referred to is considered to be that available prior to seeing the client.)
From the understandings of this initial situation the problem solver develops
potential goals and actions that can be taken to solve the problem (within the
boundaries of the known restrictions in the scenario). This process takes place
in the working memory initially where knowledge from the long-term memory
is recalled and linked with the information in the current situation.
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tr'igure 4.1 A model of problem solving in Occupational Therapy
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The solving process (in the clinical setting) involves carrying out assessments
which will give a greater understanding of the elements of the data, planning
and conducting intervention proceduresn and evaluating the outcomes of these
interventions. This process is illustrated as being linear but in reality it is an
inter-related process where, for instance, all elements can be employed
simultaneously during an intervention procedure. The problem representation is
constantly being challenged and reformulated as new data from the solving
process becomes available. Thus the mental representation undergoes
transformation which in turn alters the information stored in long-term memory.
ln occupational therapy new data can arise from sources such as ongoing
treatment sessions, assessments and the client's sharing of information as
rapport develops. Finally, the problem solving process ends in either resolution
or the emergence of a new problem which would lead to the development of a
new mental representation.
The main purpose of this model is to focus on the key issues that will be
investigated in the present study. One of the aims of the present research will
be to develop a more comprehensive picture of problem representation in
occupational therapy. The problem representation that is being investigated in
this study is not the original formulation when first gathering data on a client,
rather it is a representation that has been refined by time and experience with
the client.
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4.7 Ilypotheses
Three major themes being explored in this study that are pertinent to problem
representation are (i) the environmental influences, (ii) the differences between
novices and experienced clinicians, and (iii) the beliefs that govern the problem
solver's internal representation of the problem situation. In keeping with these
themes, two hypotheses have been developed that address issues relevant to the
environmental influences, two relate to experiential differences and a final one
relates to the beliefs that are held by the respondents.
H 1. That longer term settings will generate more data about the client
compared to short term settings.
This seems obvious, yet there is no literature to support this hypothesis. This
study will be able to make the relevant comparisons between these two types of
settings (ie. long-term: rehabilitation and paediatrics; short-term: acute and
community settings).
H 2. That the environmental context will influence the nature of the problems
and treatment outcomes.
Subjects were in a variety of settings 
- 
hospital, community, schools 
-
enabling comparisons to be drawn between the different settings.
H 3. That direct connections between hypotheses and treatment outcomes will
be more evident in the clinicians'thinking than in the students (ie.
clinicians will have a more complete problem representation).
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The literarure indicates that experts have a well organised body of knowledge,
and in comparison to students, are better able to identify correct hypotheses in
respect of clinical problem solving. This study can address this issue by
comparing the extent to which clinicians and students are able to link problem
to outcomes.
H 4. That compared to students, clinicians will be more likely to take a client
centred focus.
This particular aspect is a current issue in the profession which is pertinent to
the increasing demands for accountability and client satisfaction within the
health service. It has also been identified as a significant aspect of the
experienced clinician's perspective in recent studies in clinical reasoning in
occupational therapy (Crepeau, 1991). The students'and clinicians'interviews
can be analysed to identify if such differences exist.
One further hypothesis was developed that would enable the work to be
embedded in the occupational therapy literature. This addressed the issue of the
parameters within which occupational therapy was being viewed. As described
in chapter Two, Mosey (1981) has developed five assumptions that she
considers to represent the profession's orientation towards the provision of
services. It was considered that the subject's understanding of his/trer
professional role, would have a bearing on how the problem representation was
developed (ie. it is part of the knowledge base that the problem solver draws
on).
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E 5. That the beliefe of tle pa*icipants concernhg oocupationa,l tbrrryy,
treafiffiit wotrld bo qon$i$entwiththe aBsumtrtionE identified by Mosey
(re8u.
The subjeet$,in thepresent smdy representedaudde'rimge of expertise and
Brac.tiee arqffi. This would enablp &e rresEmher to investigae the corrcepts beld
b,y: a large group of subjeets w'ho WerG invol\rcd in the piactice of occupatiional
therapy and to csnsider any differences between the st-udent and clinician
groups.
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CHAPTER FIVE
METHOD AND SAMPLE
5.1 Introduction: The Problem Solving Context
To investigate the problem solving process in occupational therapy, students and
clinicians were interviewed with a view to understandinghow they thought
through the dilemmas that confronted them in regards to the heatment of clients.
Initially students only were to be interviewed, but after reviewing the literature it
was decided to interview clinicians as well to higtrlight the developmental nature of
the problem solving process.
Studies that deal with problem solving in the clinical setting often use simulated
case studies or videos of clients in order to have a standard problem to which
students and clinicians can respond. In this way the data is readily comparable
from one interviewee to another. As mentioned in Chapter One, it was felt that the
clinical environment itself was influential in the way in which problems are solved
(especially in regards to restrictions on the operators). To eliminate environmental
factors would make the study an academic exercise only, with limited application
to student education. Therefore, with the objective to explore real clinical
situations, the interviewees werc each asked to focus their thoughts on one client
whom they knew particularly well (in most instances they had worked with the
client over a four week period at leas| and the interviewer explored their thinking
in relation to the rumagement of this one clienl
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5.2 Subjects
CLINICIANS: Permission to approach staff was obtained from charge
occupational therapists in the larger hospitals in the Wellington area. This was
followed up with a visit to staff meetings which allowed the purpose of the
interviews to be explained and volunteers to be asked for. Times and dates for the
interviews were established during these sessions. Further interviews were
established with therapists working in smaller institutions and settings that were
community based. A total of 22 occupational therapists were interviewed. This
represents about two thirds of the number of therapists who attended the staff
meetings; it is not possible to say whether those who volunteered were
representative of the group overall.
STIJDENTS: To give a balance betrveen practice areas (physical and psychiatric
dysfunction, community and hospital environments, etc.) all students in placement
in the Wellington central area and at a large psychiatric institution (Porirua
Hospital) were approached and asked to participate. This included both stage tr
and stage III students with the number of stage III students being grcater as they
were on placement on three occasions during the year compared to twice for the
stage II students. It should be noted that there were no stage I students at the
School of Occupational Therapy in Wellington at this time because the School
was in the process of being closed and new schools being established in Dunedin
and Auckland. This was not thought to be a problem because first year students
would not have worked with a client over a suffrcient length of time from which to
draw valid conclusions.
All students agreed to participate, however, some interviews were missed due to
illness, prcssure of work and, on one occasion, a technical fault when the tape
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recorder did not function. A total of 45 students were interviewed: 14 stage II
students and 31 stage trI students.
Students placements last for a six week period. To enable students to become
familiar with the nature of the work, interviews were not conducted until at least
the fourth week of placement.
5.3 Settings
Table 5.1 provides a breakdown of the range of settings that students and
clinicians were working in at the time of the interview. Each heading is explained
in the following paragraphs.
PHYSICAL: These are settings where the primary area of dysfunction is physical
in nature such as orthopaedics, neurology and general medicine.
PSYCHIATRIC: These senings deal primarily with psychosocial dysfunction
such as psychiatric illness and mental retardation.
PAEDIATRIC: This is a sening in which children are the recipients of the
service. In this sftdy, the occupational therapy service was located in a school, a
paediatric unit and in the child's own home.
For the purpose of this study it is necessary to identify the settings where clients
are treated over a long period of time versus those where the work involves dealing
with a client for a relatively short perid (eg. over a one or two week period).
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Table 5.1
The Nwnber of Subjects Working in Each Sefting
N = number of respondents, eg. 14 stage II students. The unbracketed number is the number of
respondents in a particular category eg. 2 respondents from the stage II group were located in
physical acute settings.. The bracketed number is the perceentage of the total respondents group
eg. 2 respondents is equivalentto l4Vo ofthe stage tr group
Both the physical and psychiatric settings can be further subdivided into acute
care and rehabilitation In acute care, clients are seen for a short period of time
and may either be discharged or referred on to rehabilitation or community based
senings. In rehabilitation settings clients will be seen for longer periods of time,
this may include outpatient involvement. The paediatic sevice is also long-termin
nahrre with children often being treated over a period of years.
RESFONDENTS
SETTING
STAGE II
N=14
STACE NI
N=3 I
CLINICIANS
N=22
TOTAL
N=67
PHYSICAL
ACUTE
REHABILITATION
COMMUNITY
2 (l{Vo)
3 (Zlvo)
3 (t0%o)
9 (29Vo)
4 (13%)
4 (l\Vo)
9 (41?o)
| (57o)
9 (137o)
2l(3t%o)
5 (1Eo)
SUBTOTAL 5 (36Eo) t6 (527o) t4 ((AVo) 35 (52%)
PSYCHIATRIC
ACUTE
REHABILITATION
3 (217o)
5 (36Vo)
3 (109o)
8 (267o) 7 (32Vo)
6 (9Vo)
20 (30%)
SUBTOTAL 8 (57Vo) lt (369o) 7 (32%) 26 (39vo)
PAEDIATRIC
t(7%) 4(t3%) r(s%) 6(9Vo)
SUBTOTAL t(7%) 4(t37o) t(s%) 6 (9Vo)
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Commwity based work in physical settings is frequently relatively short term
where the work consists of assessment visits only, with treaunent being
preventative in nature and ensuring safety in the home environment. On the other
hand, there may be involvement with a client over a very long period of time,
especially if he/she has a progressive disorder. Even in this situation, the work
stops and starts as new problems arise and are dealt with, rather than it being a
continual ongoing process as in the senings that have been designated,
'rehabilitation'. Therefore'community'is considered to be a short-term setting in
this study.
s.4 The fnterviewer
All interviews were conducted by the author of this study. At the time of the
study, the author was employed as a fieldwork tutor by the School of
Occupational Therapy in Wellington. This job entailed supervision of students
while they were on fieldwork practice in the Wellington area. It was emphasised
that the interview had no bearing on the outcome of the students clinical
placement, that is, their responses would not affect their final evaluation in the
placement.
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5.5 The Interview
The main concern was that the interview should yield data that could be analysed
in relation to the information processing model given in Chapter Four (see Figure
4.1). To this end, a pilot study was undertaken in July 1989 with 18 subjects to
test the effectiveness of interview questions in eliciting information on how
subjects represented and analysed the client's problem(s). These interviews were
taped and transcribed for analysis. Following these trials the interview questions
were modified in order to ensure that the information given was consistent with
the information processing model of problem representation.
ln the pilot study some questions required recipients to discuss treaunent
procedures and in this way were delving into the solving process which was not
the primary focus of this study. For instance, one question was "How did you go
about oeciaing which treatment procedures would be appropriate?" followed by a
second question, "'Was any part of this difficult? Why?" Typical responses
described the treatment procedures and often gave quite simple answers such as "I
looked back at what she had done previously......and asked her what she was
interested in." Many respondents did not consider the process of deciding on
teatment procedures to be difficult. For example, one student said that her
strategy was to look back on the files and "seeing what had worked before and re-
enforcing those procedures rather than coming in and changing completely what
she (the client) had done previously." Neither of these questions tended to give
more information on how the respondents perceived the issues, rather they lead to
a more pragmatic discussion about what actions were taken. Furthennore the
reasons for the choice of actions often seemed to be based on what was an
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accepted course of treatment rather than on a conscious decision making process
based on an understanding of the problem being addressed. Because these
particular questions did not prompt answers which gave an indication of how
students viewed the problem situation they were not considered appropriate for
this study.
A further question was modified for inclusion in the final study. Originally it reas
"How satisfactory do you think these treatment procedures will be?" This
question encouraged a discussion on how the goals were being reached rather
than identifying what the actual goals were. As the individual's perception of the
goal is a crucial aspect of problem representation, the question was modified to
explore this issue more dircctly (Table 5.2, question 3).
From the pilot study five questions were developed to tease out each subject's
representation and analysis of the problem situation. After a small number of
interviews with stage II students, a sixth question was added to investigate the
subject's understanding of any restrictions that might influence treatment. Only
six of the stage II students answered this question.
The final interview schedule is given in Table 5.2; it should be noted that
additional probing questions were asked when necessary to clarify a subject's
response.
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Table 5.2.
Interview Questions
Questions one, two, three, frve and six all asked for inforrration that clarified how
the interviewee represented the problenr, that is, how the subject viewed the initial
situation, the goal, the operators and the restrictions on these. Question 2
provided information on the beliefs governing Featment decisions by asking the
subject to explain why one (or more) of the client's problems was considered to be
a priority for treatment. Question four was included to get further information on
how well the subject looked at the problem from the client's perspective (ie. the
goal state from the client's perspective).
Table 5.3 lists the questions used in the interview and indicates beside each
question, the issues that were addressed in respect of the internal representation of
the subject's problem thus showing the link with the model given in chapter four
Q1: What problems did you identi$ as important for occupational therapy
intervention?
Q2: Which problem area(s) took priority in your planning? Why?
Q3: In your evaluation, what would be a satisfactory teatment outcome? That is,
what should be achieved?
Q4: What are the main benefits to the client/patient? What will he/she get out of
your intervention?
Q5: What criteria do you think should be met before he/she is discharged?
Q6: How effective do you think the treatment procedures are for this client? Given
an ideal world, is there anything you would like to change? (If so what and
, if not, why not ie. why are the effective!
7I
(Figure 4.1) Furthennore, the relationship between the hypotheses and each of
the questions is also indicated.
Table 5.3.
Link Between the Model, the Hypothesis and the Interview Questions
In 1990, students were interviewed and recorded while they were on six week
clinical placement blocks. Approximately nine students were interviewed during
each six week placement.
Prior to the interview, the subject was asked to identify a client with whom they
were familiar. For surdents this would be someone they had been allocated to
work with, whereas clinicians were asked, where possible, to identify not only
someone they knew well, but also someone who was typical of their case load. All
interviewees were given the option of having the case notes with them. The first
questions was always preceded by the statement ... "Now in relation to the client
you have in mind. . . ".
PROBLEM REPRESENTATION
SURVEY QT.JESTIONS
Ql (Problems for OT Intervention)
Q2 (Priority and Why )
Q3 (TreatmentOutcomes)
Q4 (Benefit to Client)
Q5 (Discharge Criteria)
Q6 @ffectiveness of Treatrnent)
FOCUS
Problem state
Problem state
Beliefs
Coal state
Goal state
Goal state
Restrictions
HYPOT}IESES
ADDRESSED
Hr, H2, H3
Hl, H2, H3,
H4, H5
H2, H3, H4
H3, H4,
H2, H3, H4
tn
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Prior to the interview taking place, all questions were reviewed with the intenriewee
to check the relevance of the questions; for instance, question five, dealing with
discharge, was not always an option for the client. This procedure enabled
subjects to feel confident that they would not be asked awkward or inappropriate
questions. Basic data such as the interviewee's age, years of experience of
clinicians, and the setting in which subjects worked, were noted prior to the
interview.
5.6 Interview Analysis
The method of dealing with the data was to search for common themes within
each question and then look for relationships between questions. In the process,
any differences in orientation betrpeen the three respondent groups or arising from
the settings in which individuals worked, were examined. The datawas analysed
in relation to the five hypotheses identified in Chapter Four.
In addition, question two was analysed using Voss's (1983) modification of
Toulmin's ( 1958) information processing analysis of arguments. The aim of this
analysis was to identify the underlying beliefs or principles, often implicit, held by
subjects in relation to the interventions they implement. This method of analysis
focuses on three elements: the data which the subject uses to support an
argument, the claim that is made from the argument, and the waruant(s) or
rationale which are applied to the data to produce the claim. The critical feature
for this study are the warrants held by subjects to justiff their choice of problem
priority; this reveals the kinds of principles 
- 
implicit as well as explicit 
- 
that
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subjects call upon to justify their treaunent decisions. More information is given
in Chapter Seven with the presentation of results.
To throw further light on hypotheses three and four, the interviews were further
analysed using a qualitative approach. The following issues were explored 
- 
the
Iogic between the problems, outcomes and beliefs, the extent to which rationales
were provided to explain the responses and the ability of the respondents to show
an understanding of the human dimension of the problem.
5.7 Coding of Subjects
Subjects are classified in the results chapters of this thesis on the following basis:
A = Stage III students
B = Stage II students
C 
= Clinicians.
Thus the code A/4 refers to student four of the stage Itr group; similarly, C/10 is
the tenth clinician in the studv.
5.E Validity of Results
Any research needs to address the two questions of reliability and validity.
Reliability is dealt with in the next section.
In general tertrls, validity focuses on the notion of 'fitness for purpose', tbat is, that
the methods used to achieve the results are appropriale and give inforrration that is
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a true cornmentary on the way people think, act or behave. For this research, two
features of validity need to be considered:
Validity of the interview schedule;
Validity of the model (see Figure 4.1) and processes used to analyse data.
The first of these has been dealt with through the pilot study. This study provided
a basis by which questions could be refined or replaced in relation to their
capacity to yield information of relevance to the model and hypotheses under
analysis.
The validity of the model and processes used to analyse the data is harder to
assess. One test to be used is whether the information provided enables useful
conclusions to be drawn, that is, information which expands both our theoretical
and practical understanding of how students solve problems in an occupational
therapy sening. It is important therefore that the model under analysis is derived
from a sound evaluation of the literature and is able to be used or adapted to the
present context. Chapter Four deals with this aspect of validity. In addition, the
model and processes used should be able to distinguish between different groups
in a way that reflects their level of development in the subject. The data should
also meaningfully address the hypotheses under consideration and indicate the
way in which teaching practice can be developed to improve student learning. The
final chapter re-assesses the validity of the model under analysis.
Establishing the Reliability of the Coding System
The reliability for the coding of responses to each question was established in two
steps. The first stege was a clarification of the classification of the data and the
5.9
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second was a procedure to enhance agreement between the researcher and an
independent rater.
Stage One:
The rater was given:
i) Definitions for the four'performance components'.
ii) The responses from the clinicians (N = 22).
The rater was asked to categorise all the'performance component'problems from
question one into the four given categories.
Results: For the four categories, the following rate of agreement with the
researcher was reached:
Sensorimotor: 59Vo
Interpersonal 40Vo
Cognitive 67Vo
Intrapersonal TlVo
Overall 56Vo
Some of the diffrculties were caused by a misunderstanding of technical words eg.
dysphagia" However, most of the inconsistencies were due to definitions lacking
clarity.
Stage two:
All definitions were rewritten and expanded to ensure that the content of the
categories were clear and the boundaries well defined. To overcbme the issue of
technical words posing difficulties in establishing the correct categories, a rater
who was an occupational therapist was chosen for this second phase. The rater
was given:
i) A definition of all categories of the data.
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ii) Six complete interviews which were selected on the basis of representing the
three respondent groups and the three major settings (physical, psychiatric and
paediatric).
Results:
There were a number of discrepancies following the rater's initial analysis of the
data (see Table 5.4). Following discussion it became apparent that the rater had a
tendency to interpret the respondents intentions rather than work with the data that
was actually given ie. assumptions were made based on the rater's knowledge of
occupational therapy. A second reason for the discrepancies was a computer error
in which two categories of the data from question six were combined, making it
appear as one category only. A third reason for differences were due to mistakes
ie. in some instances data was unintentionally recorded in the wrong category.
These problems were then rectified and the entire procedure repeated. The results
of the re-classification are given in Table 5.5.
Table 5.4
Agreement Between Raters: Initial Rating
Table 5.5
Agreement Between Raters: Second Rating
QUESTION
AGREEMENT
Qr
637o
a?a Q2b
lOOVo 30Vo
Q3 a4
567o 67%
Qs a6
67Vo 63Vo
QUESTION
AGREEMENT
Ql
88Vo
q2: Q2b Q3 a4 Qs ao
lffiVo l00Vo lffi% 679o |ffiVo lNVo
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In all, four discrepancies, one from each of four of the six interviews , were found
(see Table 5.5). The ensuing discussion of the intention of the respondents
resulted in the researcher changing the categorisation of three of these items to
eliminate the potential ambiguity. However on the fourth item it became apparent
that the interpretation of both researcher and rater were valid and that the response
needed to be classified into two categories.
Based on this exercise, the classification of responses for other interviews was
modified to improve the reliability of the coding.
In relation to the qualitative analysis of interview data, the coding of responses w:ls
initially done by the researcher. The classification of fourty seven of the sixty
seven interviews were given to a rater with a psychology background who, in
consultation with the researcher, suggested modifications to some of the coding.
The modifications eliminated minor sources of ambiguity between researcher and
rater. The researcher then recoded the data for the remaining twenty interviews.
5.10 Statistical Analysis
Chapters 6 -l I analyse each of the research questions in turn, classifying
responses according to particular categories (eg. cognitive, interpersonal).
Statistical analyses have been undertaken using chi-square because the data is in
the form of nominal categories and the purpose of the analysis is to indicate
whether differences exist between groups in such features as the r€sponse rates
and the number of problem categories.
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To assist statistical significance the conventional0.05 level (p < 0.05) has been
chosen. For the interest of the reader 0.01 and 0.001 have also been indicated
where chi-square values reach this level.In some instances, chi-square analysis
were not undertaken simply because the expected cell frequencies were less than
five.
In chapter twelve, a different kind of statistical analysis was undertaken in which
respondents'responses overall ie. across questions, was categorised according to
the following four codes (see chapter 12 for further explanation).
Focus on the oroblem:
Problems identified in questions one and two are complete, clearly
stated and related to outcomes.
Some problems are stated but are not complete as more information is
given later.
No problems identified in response to question one but are identified
later in the interview.
Problems never identified.
Focus on the Outcomes:
Clearly focussed, Iogical progression from problems to outcomes
and the beliefs are consistent with this progression.
Outcomes are stated but are not all related to the initial problems.
Outcomes appear unrelated to the initial problems.
No outcomes mentioned.
2
I
0
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3
2
Elaboration:
Provides justification for claims, descriptive responses to questions.
Attempts some justification for claims, may need to be prompted to do
this.
Does not attempt any justification, answers questions in a matter-of-
fact way without explanations.
Not applicable.
Human Dimension:
Provides a clear sense of the personal identity of the client as an
individual
Gives some sense of the individual as apposed to a general
description.
Very general. Could have applied to any individual with the given
problern
Not applicable.
The groups were then compared using a T test analysis. Again the 0.05 level of
significance was chosen as the criteria for significance with 0.01 and 0.001 levels
also included for the interest of the reader.
The following chapters (6 to 11), will analyse the data from the six questions.
Each question has been taken in hffn and observations made in rcspect of the
information that was provided by the respondents. By contrast, chapter 12
analyses the interviews from a "horizontal" perspective and considers the
overview of each of the interviews.
0
0
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CHAPTER STX
QUESTION I: PROBLEM ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction: Classification of Question Responses
Chapter six is the beginning of the data analysis chapters and includes
considerable material in quantitative form. This is to indicate the range of
analysis that has been undertaken in these chapters and should not be taken to
indicate that qualitative data is considered less important. ln subsequent
chapters less quantitative material will be presented with the balance located in
the appendix.
The response to question one will be discussed in this section, ie. "What
problems did you identify as important for Occupational Therapy intervention?"
The problems identified by the respondents were divided into two major
categories i) performance components and ii) occupational performance skills.
This division is consistent with the occupational therapy literature.
1. Performance Components: these are the elements of human
functioning (eg. intrapersonal, sensory motor, interpersonal and cognitive skills)
that affect an individual's ability to perform daily living tasks. In occupational
therapy, their siguificance is evaluated in relation to their impact on
occupational performance (Kielhofner, 1983). In her description of the domain
of concern for occupational therapy, Mosey (1981) considers that the
performance components are the core and so should be the primary or fust area
of consideration in the evaluation and intervention process.
8l
2. Occupational Performance: as stated by Christiansen & Baum (lg9l),
this is a reference to...
"the day to day engagement in occupation that organise our lives and
meet our needs to maintain ourselves, to be productive, and to derive
enjoyment and satisfaction within our environments" (p 27).
In this study, occupational performance skills have been divided into the
following major areas: activities of daily living, family interactions, school,
work, leisure, social life and time management. This final area refers to the
ability to organise time in order that the individual is able to carry out the
other activities. In this way he/she can gain a sense of pleasure from being
able to participate in normal social roles.
This chapter will initially review the types of problems identified by the
respondent groups and then carry out a more detailed analysis of the response
categories where differences between the three goups will be identified. The
next section will analyse the data in respect of the location that the respondents
were in and identify any apparent differences. Finally, the issues that were
raised in the data will be further discussed using examples from the interviews
to illustrate the earlier findings.
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6.2 Comparisons Between the Groups
Table 6.1 is a summary of the types of problems (ie. performance component
and occupational performance) that were identified by each of the respondent
groups.
Table 6.1
Summary of the Responses given by the Three Respondent Groups
N = number of respondents, eg. 14 stage II students. Unbracketed number = number of
responses made in this category eg. 18 responses were made by stage II students in the
performance component c?tegory. Bracketed number (with decimal points) = mean response
rate, eg. the response rate for the performance comlnnents was I .29 for the stage II students ( I 8
+ l4).
Table 6.1 indicates that:
1. The number of problem categories identified per respondent, increases
with experience (2.29 <2.48 <2.73), however, the result is not
statistically significant (chi-square = 0.56, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. The response rates for the two major categories (perforrrance
components and occupational performance) varied between the
RESPONDBNTS
STAGEII STAGEIII CLIMCIANS TOTAL
PROBLEM TYPE: N=14 N=31 N=22 N=67
PERFORMANCE
coMFoNENT 18 (t.29) 33(1.06) 32(1.45) 83 (1.24)
OCCI.JPATIONALPERFORMANCE 14 (1.00) 44 (r.42) 28 (r.27, 86 (1.28)
TOTALS 32 (2.29) 77 (2.48) 60 (2.73) t69 (2.52)
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respondent groups. The clinicians and stage II students emphasised the
performance components ( 1.45 cf . 1.27 : 1.29 cf. 1.00) and that stage
III students emphasised the occupational performance category (1.42
cf. 1.06). However, a chi-square analysis indicates that the variation
between groups is not significant (chi-square =2.29, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
A more detailed analysis of the above responses has been summarised in Tables
6.2 & 6.3 below. The responses have been ranked from most to least frequently
mentioned. An explanation of the sub-categories used in the tables will occur in
the ensuing discussion.
6.2.1 The Performance Component Skills
Table 6.2 summarises the responses of the three respondent groups in respect of
each of the performance component areas. In this table the figure '6 (.43133)',
for example, means that 6 of the 14 stage II students identified problems that
were'sensory motor' in origin; the response rate for'sensory motor'is therefore
0.43 (6 + l4); given that a total of 18 classifications were made by stage II
students for the performance components,33%o of the classifications made (6 +-
18 x 100) were for sensory motor problems.
The highest proportion of respondents worked in settings where physical
dysfunction was predominant and this is reflected by the highest nurnber of
responses being in the sensory motor domain. The problems identified in this
category were those that involved motor dysfunction such as restricted range of
movement, decreased strength and endurance. In addition, difhculties in the
area of sensory integration were also included ie. the individual's ability to co-
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ordinate sensory input with motor functioning in order to produce controlled
movement. Reference was made by the subjects to problems such as restricted
mobility, weakness or paralysis of an arm/trand and unco-ordinated upper limb
movements. A relatively high percentage of the clinician group (SOVo) referred
to this problem area.
Table 6.2
Summary of the Petformance Component Problems
* Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified performance component
problems. A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
The next most ftequently mentioned identified group of problems were the
intrapersonal ones. This category deals with a person's ability to process
information in such a way as to view themselves, others and their own life
situation realistically. Subjects made reference to poor self-esteem, poor self-
PROBLEMS
SENSORY MOTOR
INTRAPERSONAL
COGNITIVE
INTERPERSONAL
CONTROL
STAGEN
N=14
RESPONDENTS
STAGEIII CLINICIANS
N=31 N=22
TOTAL
N=67
6 (.43t33)
6 (.43/33)
3 (.2Vt7)
3 (.2vr7)
ro (.33t32)
7 (2tn3)
8 (.24t26)
6 (.r8/r9)
2(.Mt6)
r I (.50/34)
6 (.27trg)
8(36ns)
7 (32122)
27 (.40t33)
t9 (zvn)
D (28rn)
16 (.24tr9)
2 (.03t2)
83 (1.24)
st (76%)
TOTALRESFONSES
*NUMBEROF
SUBJECTS:
r8 (1.29)
12 (86Vo)
33( r.06)
22(7r%)
32(1.45)
17 (1'lVo)
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awareness and lack of motivation. In comparison to the other two groups, the
second year students put more emphasis on this aspect (0.43 cf 0,21 & 0.27).
This may reflect the fact that the majority of this group were located in
psychiatric settings.
The cognitive problems dealt with decision making, concentration and
processing of information. The clinician group had the highest response rate
(0.36, cf .0.24 &0.21), which might be explained by the possibility that they
(the clinicians) could be dealing with more complex cases where cognitive
problems are cornmon.
Difficulties in intemersonal skills included inability to communicate because of
poor social skills, such as controlling angry outbursts, poor non-verbal skills, or
an inability to speak resulting from damage to speech centres in the brain, or the
muscles that control speech.
The amount of control that the individual has in his/her life was noted by two
students. One student referred to the client as perceiving herself as having an
"external locus of control" (Nl7). The other student described the client as
having "no control over his environment" (A/21); this was due to his inability to
physically control his movements.
Table 6.2 indicates that:
l. The breakdown within performance components (sensory motor,
intrapersonal, cognitive and interpersonal) differs little across the three
groups; the only possible difference is between the stage II students
and clinicians on the intrapersonal category (337o versus l9%o), but the
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numbers involved are too small to draw a f,rrm conclusion or warrant a
more detailed statistical analvsis.
2. Overall, clinicians made substantially more responses (1.45) than
either group of students ( I .29 and 1.06) respectively, but the
differences are not statistically significant (chi-square = 1.59, d.f . = Z,
n.s.).
6.2.2 OccupationalPerformanceSkills
As previously stated, these are the daily tasks that individuals are involved in.
The summary of the responses can be seen in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3
Summary of the Occupational Performance Problems
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified occupational performance
problems. A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
RESPONDENTS
STAGE IU CLINICIANS
N=31 N=22PROBLEMS
A.D.L.
LEISURE
SOCIAL
FAMILY
EMPLOYMENT
TIIVIE
EDUCATION
TOTALRESFONSES
{.NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS
STAGEII
N=14
7 (.50/50)
3 (.2U2r)
| (wn)
2 (.r4n4)
| (o1n)
14(l.m)
t2(86%)
22 (.7v50)
rt (.3st2s)
4 (.13/9)
1 (.O3t2)
4 (.t3t9)
| (.o3t2)
| (.o3t2)
,14 (1.41)
30 (97%)
r3 (.s9/46)
2(Wn)
3 (.lzUl l)
6 (.27t2t)
t (.05/4)
3 (. l/t/l I )
,ta
r7 (77%)
TOTAL
Nd7
42 (.6y49)
t6 (.23tr9)
8 (.r2.t9)
7 (.r0/8)
5 (.07/6)
6(Wn)
2 (.03t3)
86 (1.28)
ffi (9O4o)
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The major area within the label 'occupational performance skills' is classified as
'Activities of Daily Living'. The abbreviation 'ADL' is frequently used by
occupational therapists and occurred several times in the interviews. This is an
area of work which involves dealing with a broad spectrum of activities
considered to be necessary prior to the individual being able to take part in other
facets of life, such as work and recreation. ADL includes:
Personal self care - eg. bathing, dressing, feeding and hygiene.
Home making - eg. cleaning, cooking and laundry.
Money management - eg. budgeting, banking and shopping.
Communication - eg. dealing with agencies, shopkeepers, basic
reading / writing skills related to self care, home
making and money management.
Mobility - eg. negotiating steps, transferring from bed to
chair and managing a wheelchair.
Health carc - eg. managing pain, stress, medication and diet.
Problems in ADL were the most frequently raised issue by all groups of
respondents (response rates of 0.50, 0.71 and 0.59 respectively), accounting for
about halt (49Vo) of the classifications.
Leisure activities were the next most frequently raised issue. This referred to
the ability of the individual to engage in activities for the sake of amusement,
relaxation or stimulation. Reference was made to aspects such as limited leisure
interests, unable to continue previous interests, lack of productive meaningful
activity, and lack of leisure skills. It is interesting to note that for some
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respondents, leisure was tied to the need to be productive, ie. as a substitute for
work. Quite clearly some respondents saw the extrinsic nature of the activity,
such as being productive, to be as important as the intrinsic one which might be
for the purpose of relaxation and enjoyment.
Social isolation was the next most frequently mentioned area of concern and
dealt with the need for people to have social contacts. Some indicated that a
major source of social stimulation lay in the person's leisure pursuits. Social
isolation was connected to such factors as: limited social skills, mobility
restrictions, high stress levels and poor hygiene.
Family roles and responsibilities raised issues such as the ability of the client to
fulfil their roles eg. as a wife, husband or mother. Also mentioned was the carer
role ie. the amount of support that family members were able to provide. In
some instances the family were seen to need assistance to care for the disabled
member.
Time management included issues such as lack of structure in the day, and a
need for a change in daily routine because someone was not able to return to
work.
Employment refers to the ability to hold down remunerative employment 
- 
this
may be in either open or sheltered work situations. It encompassed the idea of
the work role being important to the individual as well as work skills needing to
be practiced. Reference was made to inability to continue in paid employment,
the need to identify work interests, the lack of identity caused by not having a
job, and sporadic work habits.
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Education refers to the activities of a client relevant to school work. In both
instances in this study, the concern was in respect of the client having adequate
writing skills. This was only raised by members of the student group which can
be readily explained as there were no clinicians interviewed in education
settings.
Table 6.3 indicates that:
l. Overall, substantially more responses were made by clinicians and
stage III students than stage II, but the results iue not statistically
significant (chi-square = 1.51, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. All three groups gave greatest weight to ADL (50Vo;50Vo & 46Vo
respectively).
3. Some differences exist within occupational performance categories eg.
clinicians had a low response rate for "leisure' and a high rate for
"family'. However the numbers in the various'cells'of the table are
too small to justify a more detailed statistical analysis.
6.3 Location of the Respondents
Table 6.4 is a summary of the two main categories of problems that were
generated by respondents with respect to the location in which they were
working at the time of the interview. These locations have been grouped in
such a way that the long-term and short-tenn areas of work can be easily
identified. In this study, the rehabilitation and paediatric settings are considered
to be long-term with the community and acute settings considered as short-term.
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Table 6.4
Summary of the Responses given in each Location
The following abbreviations have been used in the table above: Rehab = rehabilitation; Com = community.
Table 6.4 indicates that:
l. The response rates for the three broad categories of location (physical,
psychiatric and paediatrics) are much the same (2.31,2.77 and2.67
respectively). However, they differ in respect of their distribution
between performance components and occupational performance. The
results indicate that physical locations are more associated with
occupational performance, paediatrics with performance components
while the balance is more even for psychiatric. Thesetesults are not
statistically significant (chi-square =3.9, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
If the 'locations' data is re-organised into long-term (rehabilitation and
paediatric) and shorter-term (acute and community) settings, a
significant difference in the response rates is observed (2.81 for long
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIA
'ROBLEMS 
Acute Rehab. Com. Acute Rehab.
N=8 N=22 N=5 N=6 N=25 N=6
PERFORMANCE
coMPoNENTS 4(0.s7) 28(r.27) 2(0.40) 5(0.83) 33(1.65) ll (1.83)
OCCI.JPATIONALPERFORMANCE r0 (1.25) 32 (r.52) 5 (1.0) 7 (1.16) 27 (t.35) 5 (0.83)
SUBToTALS 14 (2.00) 60 (2.6r) 7 (1.,r0) 12 (2.00) 60 (3.00) t6 (2.67)
TOTALS 8l (2.31) 72(2.77) t6(2.67)
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term and 1.74 for shorter-term; chi-square = 6.6, d.f. = 1, p < .01). A
significant difference is also observable in these two settings in respect
of the distribution of performance component and occupational
performance skills (chi-square = 3.9, d.f. = l, p < .05). Occupational
perforrnance is associated with short-term settings and performance
component with the long-term settings.
A more detailed analysis of the responses can be found in Tables 6.5 and 6.6.
The responses have been listed in the same sequences as in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Table 6.5
I-ocation of the Respondents and the Performance Component Problems
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified performance component problems. A
subject may have given responses that were rccorded in more than one catcgory.
PROBLEMS
SENSORY MOTOR
INTRAPERSONAL
COCNITIVE
INTERPERSONAL
CONTROL
TOTAL
I'NUMBEROF
SUBJECTS
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Rehab. Com.
N=22 N=5
r5 (.68/54) 2(.4tr00)
r(.05/4)
7 GAz'
4 (.r8/r4)
I (.05/4)
?8(J.n)
tB (82Vo)
2 (.4)
2(N%)
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20
- 2(.v6)
3 (.s/6O) 13 (.6sl39)
| (.17t20) 9 (.45t27)
| (.r7t20) 9 (.4st27)
PAEDIATRIC
N=6
4 (.67t36)
| (.t7t9)
2(.33n8)
36tn)
t(.r7t9)
Acute
N=8
4 (.5/100)
4 (.s7)
4 (50%)
5 (.84) 33 (1.65) l r (1.83)
4(67%) 17 (8s%) 6 (100%)
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Table 6.5 illustrates that:
1. Not surprisingly, sensory motor problems were most evident in the
physical and paediatric settings whereas the intrapersonal difficulties
were more apparent in the psychiatric settings.
2. The reorganisation of the data by long+erm and shorter-term settings,
indicates a significant difference in the response rates, in line with the
earlier finding for performance component overall (1.48 for long term
and 0.58 for shorter-term; chi-square = 8.70, d.f. = l, p < .01).
Table 6.6
Location of the Respondents and the Occupational Performance Problems
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified occupational performance problems. A
subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
PROBLEMS
A.D.L.
LEISI.]RE
SOCIAL
FAMILY
EMPLOYMENT
TIME
EDUCATION
TOTAL
RESPONSES
*NI.JMBER OF
SUBJECTS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab.
N=8 N=22
8(r.0/80) ls(.6842)
- 8(.36/2fl
- 2(.Wt6)
2(.25t2O') 3(.1'U9)
- 2(.0et0)
_ 2(.09/6)
10(1.25) 32(1.4s)
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20
3(.50/43) 9(.45/33)
r(.r7tr4) 6(JU?A
2(.33t29) 4(.20{l)
- 2(r0tz)
- 3(.r5[D
t(.t7n4) 3(.l5lLD
7(1.16) 27(t.3s)
LOCATIONS
PAEDIATRIC
5(1.00)
N=6
2(.33t40)
r(nno)
2(.33t40)
5(.83)
8(100%) t9(86%) s(tw%) 4(67%) l8(e0%) s(83%)
Com.
N=5
s(r.0/r00)
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Table 6.6 suggests that:
L ADL problems occur in all locations and contexts (acute, rehabilitation
and community). The response rates indicate that ADL accounts for
the majority of problems in the 'acute' and 'community' contexts of the
physical locations.
2. The two rehabilitation areas give rise to the greatest range of problems
(ie. each covers six categories) and the highest response rates overall
( 1.45 & I .35). Of interest are the percentages for the two rehabilitation
columns (underlined for convenience); these show a similar pattern of
identified problems across the sub-classes.
3. The re-organisation of the data by long-terrr and shorter-term settings,
indicates that the response rate is higher for long-term than short-tenn
settings, in line with the earlier finding for perfonnance component
overall, however this finding is not statistically significant (1.33 for
long term and l.l6 for shorter-term; chi-square = 0.23, d.f. = l, n.s.).
4, There is a high degree of agreement on what the problems are in the
community setting. All respondents identified only one sub-class, ie.
ADL.
5. Paediaric settings are the only ones to identify'education'issues,
howevern little can be drawn from this column because of insufficient
numbers.
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6.4 A Further Analysis of the Location of Respondents
As noted in Table 6.1, clinicians identified more problems than the other two
groups, although the difference was not found to be significant. However,
given the finding that a significantly greater number of problems was identified
in long-term settings, it was decided to look at the response rates of the three
respondent groups in terms of Iong and short-term location. The relevant
Tables arc 6.7 and 6.8.
Table 6.7 shows the location of each of the three groups. The distribution is
similar for all three groups 
- 
all were located more often in long-term settings
(chi-square 
= 0.85, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
Table 6.7
Location of Respondents
Table 6.8 looks at the response rates for each of the classifications. These show
Iittle variation across the three groups in respect of short-term settings (0.57 to
0.41), however a bigger variation is present in the long+erm senings (1.79 to
2.36). Overall, the results in Table 6.8 show no significant relationship between
respondent classification and location (chi-square = 1.47, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
LOCATION
STACE II
N=14
5 (36Vo)
9 (&%)
RESPONDENTS
STACE IN
N=31
CLINICIANS
N=22
SHORT-TERM
LONG-TERM
lO (32Vo)
2t (68vo)
s (23%)
17 (77%)
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Table 6.8
Response Rates of the Respondent Groups by Location.
6.5 Discussion
The initial question of the interview "What problems did you identify as
important for occupational therapy intervention ?" was designed to elicit the
'initial situation'aspect of problem representation. Because respondents were
asked to discuss a client whom they had known for a period of time, it was
assumed that the basic data would have been sorted and the hypotheses which
formed the basis for treatment planning, established. Two indications of
difficulties in establishing a clear problem representation would be where there
was no obvious problem identified at dl, or where there were a great number of
problems identified. Both these scenarios could result in the generation of a
large number of treatment options. and are evident in this study. They will be
discussed in the following pages. Finally, there will be a focus on the major
differences highlighted in the statistical analysis of the frst question; that of the
relationship between the data and the location of the respondents.
LOCATION
STAGE II
N=14
RESPONDENTS
STAGE NI
N=3t
l6 (0.52)
6t (1.97)
CLINICIANS
N=22
SHORT.TERM
LONG-TERM
8 (0.s7)
24 (r.79)
e (0.4r)
5r (2.32)
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6.5.1 Problems Not ldentified
In some instances, the problem(s) being dealt with were not identified in
response to question one (see Table 6.9 below). Generally this information
emerged later in the interview, especially in response to the question asking for
the treatment priority. All of the respondents who did not clearly identify
problems were located in long term settings (six in psychiatric rehabilitation and
two in physical rehabilitation) where there is a great deal of historical data
available on the clients and less certaintv about outcomes.
Table 6.9
Respondents who did not ldentifi Problems in Response to Question One
Of the respondents in Table 6.9, most identified outcomes that were important
to the client, rather than the problems that prevented the person attaining the
particular outcome. For example...
"This person was wanting to go into the community and wanting to get
some kind of job ... to find a programme for her to attend would be as high
as I could aim for" (C/4: psychiatric rehabilitation).
4 (29%) | (3Vo) 3 (t4Vo) 8 (tTvo)
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"Initially the reason for OT intervention was looking for employment and
identifying what she would have to do in terms of getting a job; also to
identify what she was interested in doing..." (N26: physical rehabilitation).
"... what was important to her ... she said she wanted to work in creative arts
,.. and she enjoys crafts so we looked at that sort of thing ..." (B/4:
psychiatric rehabilitation).
One student discussed how she went about collecting the data.
"Well first of all I got the information from the initial interview ... she
expressed quite a few things that were pretty important to her, so I sort of
worked on that and then thought I'd do an interest check-list and I found out
heaps more information after doing that " (B/3: psychiatric rehabilitation).
The fact that some stage II students (29Vo) did not clearly identify problems is
consistent with the findings in medicine (Elstein , Schulman & Sprafta, 1978)
and elsewhere (see Chapter 4) where it has been shown that novices have
difficulty in restricting the problem space. In contrast, it has been reported that
experts are able to start with a more accurate hypothesis. However this has not
been entirely supported by the data in this study as three clinicians (147o), also
had difficulty in clearly identifying the problems for occupational therapy
intervention. The stage trI students were able to verbalise most clearly the
problem areas with which they were dealing.
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6.5.2 The ldentffication of a lnrge Range of Problems
This study has identified that the greatest range of problem categories were
generated by:
i) Clinicians (see Table 6.1), although the response rates between the
three groups were not statistically significant.
ii) Those working in long term settings. The response rates were
significant (see Table 6.4).
The identification of a large number of problems raises the issue of how this is
represented. The two main methods evident in this study will be discussed 
-
disjointed pieces of data or as data where links ue made between cause and
effect. Such linking can be made at various levels as the following discussion
will explain.
Responses where a range of problems are identified can be illustrated by the
following quotes from clinicians who were working in the three long term
settings.
INTERVTEW QTJESTION: WHAT PROBLEMS DID YOU IDENTIFY AS IMPORTANT
FOR OCCUPATIONAL TIIERAPY INTERVENTION?
"The patient was dyspraxic ... had quite a significant receptive dysphasia ...
and some neglect on the right side and right homonymous hemianopia ...
marked proprioceptive loss on the right side and difficulty releasing objects"
(C/1 8: physical rehabilitation).
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" .... he was really confused and disorientated and didn't know where he was
'cos he'd been moved around a lot in the community ... at the present time he
didn't have a major role or function and he's lost ties with his family ... he is
also losing his eye-sight and has poor understanding of English ... and (has)
low mood ... " (C/5 : psychiatric rehabilitation).
"... he was unable to Iift his head when he was on the floor ... he was unable
to sit alone ... he wasn't developing any exploration of his environment ...
his cognitive skills were delayed ... socially he wasn't developing language
or social skills with peers ... " (Cll4: paediatrics).
In the above examples, the respondents have presented the problems as a series,
where they are isolated from one another. As indicated previously some
respondents made links between the various bits of information when
describing quite complex cases. For example:
"The client had a limited range of movement due to a Colles fracture which
she had sustained about a year ago and her main problem for OT was
bathing (because) she can't put any weight on her right hand which was
affected by the fracture" (N28 community).
"She's had a CVA so a limited co-ordination between her left and right sides
and the complications it results in, just functional ability" (B/11 psychiatric
rehabilitation).
"The client had a severe stroke and had all the problems of hemiplegia;
hemianopia,left side neglect, apraxias which involved not only dressing, but
her mobility and ability to do activities" (C/13 physical rehabilitation).
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In all three examples, links are made between the medical diagnosis (Colles
fracture, CVA and 'stroke'), the resulting performance components (can't put
weight through right hand, limited co-ordination between left and right sides;
hemianopia, left sided neglect and apraxia) and subsequent ability to carry out
occupational performance tasks (bathing, functional ability and doing
activities).
This method of defining a problem is consistent with Rogers and Holm's (1991)
description of an Occupational Therapy diagnosis. They state that such a
diagnosis will generally consist of four elements: descriptive, explanatory, cue
and pathology. The flrst component describes the deficit in the occupational
performance skills. The second component is an explanation of why this might
occur and frequently relates to the performance component deficits. The third
component is not apparent in this study and is the evidence that supports the
explanation, and the final element is the pathological agent (eg. medical
condition) which has had an effect on the skill deficit. The sequence here is
interesting as it is given in reverse order by the respondents quoted above, ie.
they have begun with the pathological agent, then followed this by the
explanatory and descriptive components. As activity is the focus for
occupational therapy intervention, it is surprising that a description of this is not
mentioned in the first instance.
Some respondents made links berween two of the elements only. Of these,
some did not include the occupational performance skill. For example:
"He had poor prone extension so that's quite an important factor in his visual
tracking and perception" (A./29 paediatric).
l0t
"Lack of belief in their skills and ability to do anything which sorr of lead
them to having really low self esteem" (8/6 acute psychiatric).
"She has chronic schizophrenia... and showed very chronic symptoms and
lack of motivation and concentration and lack of affect" (ClIz psychiatric
rehabilitation).
Other respondents did not make a link back to the origin of dysfunction such as
the medical diagnosis but did make links between the performance component
and occupational performance skills. For example:
"His main problem was that he had decreased hand function and that meant
he wasn't able to hold his cutlery" (A/18 community).
"Unable to grip small objects, like she can but she's having problems with
writing, peeling potatoes, even her grip on a pot" (4/16 community).
"His lack of concentration affects his participation in the programme and his
organisation of his own day, not only in the programme, but effective use of
this own time outside the programme..." (A/10 psychiatric rehabilitation).
Making links between elements of the presenting problems would result in a
more restricted problem space compared with not making such links.
Potentially a lack of linking could result in each problem being viewed as a
possible basis for treatment and therefore a less restricted problem space.
This linking process would be comparable to'chunking' as described by
Miller (1956). He suggests that experience enables people to'chunk'and so
r02
deal with more information. This study does not seem to support this idea of
chunking being used more by those with experience. On reviewing the data,
linking is evident in all three respondent groups as follows:
Stage II students
Stage III students
Clinicians
=J
-1
-J
(36Vo)
(26Vo)
(32Vo)
Another way of presenting the problems was for respondents to present the
occupational performance deficits in the first instance. Those who took this
approach gave quite concise responses. The following quotes taken from each
of the respondent groups illustrate three different approaches to the initial
identification of the occupational performance problem.
" Being unable to get in and out of the shower, unable to get on and off the
toilet, not having a suitable chair at home to sit in and not having a bed of
suitable height to get in and out of' (CIZO: physical acute).
In this instance, only the occupational performance problems were mentioned.
"The fact that she has few social interests, she's got a very limited
concentration span and that's mainly because she is anxious ... especially
with new or pressured situations and she's generally insecure about how
people are feeling about her..." (B/7: psychiatric rehabilitation).
The above is an example of an instance when the occupational performance
problem (few social interests) has been related to the performance component
deficits (anxiety and limited concentration).
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" The first one (problem) was the ADL, the dressing and the showering and
that sort of thing ... we then started working on the balance and using the
flaccid arm for more activities, but that was only done because I had the
time, whereas a normal therapist wouldn't " (A./1: physical acute).
This respondent identifies the occupational performance problem (ADL) and
although the performance component deficits are also identified (poor balance
and a flaccid arm), no links are made between these. The latter part of the
above statement regarding problems being dealt with, gives an interesting
perspective on legitimate treatment from the point of view of a student.
As indicated previously in the chapter, the assumption was made that the basic
data would be well sorted as the respondents had been working with the client
for a period of time. It was therefore thought that question one would result in
a clear statement of the hypotheses on which treatrnent was based. However, as
discussed, a concise reply was not the usual way of responding and, generally,
respondents gave more elaborated versions of the problems faced by the client.
Such an approach is consistent with Mattingly's (1991) description of narrative
reasoning where she considers that occupational therapists are concerned with
how the illness experience affects the client's life. The examples given
previously in this chapter where respondents identified the client's goals and
aspirations rather than stating the'problems' at the outset, illustrate this type of
thinking.
Making judgements about the relevant importance of information is an
important concept when endeavouring to represent a problem (Hayes, 1978).
Table 6.1 would seem to indicate that the students are more successful at this
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process of eliminating irrelevant information because they identified the smaller
numbers of problems. Another explanation might be that they simply failed to
respond to all the cues and so their limited number of problems stemmed from
an inability to recognise cues rather than to sort the data. Whether or not this is
true will become evident when the responses to question three (treatment
outcomes) uue compared to the initial problems given in question one.
Possibly students are not able to easily take account of all the aspects of a
client's situation consequently providing responses that are more focussed than
those who are able to take into account a wider range of information. If this is
the case, then question two (ie."Which problem area took priority in your
planning?") should indicate that students identified a similar number of
problems to that given in question one.
6.5.3 Incation of Respondents
The statistical analysis of the data indicates that differences do exist between
those in short-term and longterm settings in respect of problem identification.
One such difference is in the range of categories 
- 
those in long-term settings
identify more than those in short-term locations (Table 6.4).
The other major difference was in the identification of the two major types of
problems 
- 
occupational performance and performance compoirents. The short
term locations were more associated with the occupational performance deficits
while those in long term settings were more likely to also consider the
underlying performance component problems (Tables 6.4 & 6.5). As stated
above, this could be explained by the fact that those in long term care are more
likely to have a greater range of underlying problems, on the other hand the
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explanation may lie in the fact that there is time to consider all deficit areas and
not just those that have significance for imminent discharge.
Differences between locations were noted in the distribution between the
performance component and the occupational perfornance categories (see
Table 6.4). Those working in physical settings were more likely to identify the
occupational performance category, by contrast those in paediatric settings were
more attuned to the performance component issues.
An explanation for this difference may be that children are still developing so
the focus of treatment is on improving the underlying performance components
such as head control. Adults, on the other hand, are less likely to make such
great gains in the performance component areas so the focus moves quickly to
the aspects that enable the individual to maintain independence. Another
explanation might be that the therapist is less skilled in treating performance
component deficits. Finally, the demands of the system might be such that there
is pressure to discharge clients early so the immediate concern of being able to
return the client to their own home takes priority over aspects such as improving
control of movement.
In psychiatric settings there was more of a balance between the two categories.
In this type of setting the nature of the performance component difficulties is
such that they affect cognitive, interpersonal and psychological domains such as
self respect. These areas do not readily respond to treatment and are more
difficult to compensate for in contrast to the motor defects. Thus a more equal
balance between the person's ability to get on with life and the recognition of
the underlying difficulties which they might have to constantly live with would
se€m to be logical.
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Summary
Differences between short-term and long-term locations are evident in the data
and confirmed by statistical analysis. There was a significant difference
between these settings in both the response rate (higher for long-term compared
with short-term) and the category of problems identified. Occupational
performance was associated with short-term settings and performance
components with the long-term settings.
This initial question, taken in isolation, has not identified major differences
between students and clinicians although a possible trend of the number of
protlem categories increasing with experience has been noted.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
QUESTION TWO: TREATMENT PRIORITIES
7.1 Introduction
The responses to the second question will be explored in this chapter. The
question was in two parts:
"Which problem area took priority in your planning ? and Why ?"
This chapter will first identify the priority problems and then consider the beliefs
that respondents conveyed in response to the question of why they selected a
particular problem as a priority.
As in the previous chapter, a range of analyses were carried out and a set of tables
prepared which parallel those in chapter six. However, rather than present all of
these here and risk burying the essential results in the detail of the tabulated data,
only the key information is shown. Appendix A sets out all the relevant tables ie.
Tables A.1 to A.6. These correspond to Tables 6.1 to 6.6 in the previous chapter.
7.2 The Priority Problems
Despite that fact that some respondents had identified a range of problems in
response to the fust question, it seemed easy for them to quickly identify the
priority issues for the client. Although the majority presented one problem as a
priority, a few presented two and even as many as thr€e, as priority problems.
Apart from one student who was located in an acute psychiatric axea, those
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presenting multiple concerns for the priority were located in long-tern care
settings, ie. psychiatric and physical rehabilitation and paediatric treatment areas.
As with the results in chapter six, no significant differences were identified
between the respondent groups. However significant differences were evident in
the distribution of performance components and occupational performances for
the three locations of physical, psychiatric and paediatrics and for the long and
short-term outcomes (see Table A.4). The physical and short-term settings were
associated with occupational performance outcomes, paediatric with performance
components while the balance between the two types of outcomes was more even
in the psychiatric and long+erm locations. There was also a significant difference
in the response rates between those in long-term and short-term settings where a
higher rate for performance component outcomes was associated with long-term
settings (Table A.5).
Comparison of General Problems (Ql) and Priority Problems (Q2)
An assumption made in this study is that question one would identify all the issues
that were appropriate for occupational therapy intervention and question two
would identify the problem(s) that was used as the basis for treatrnent planning.
Such an assumption would be consistent with information processing theory, ie.
treaunent plans are the'solution paths'which are based on a'hypothesis' (ie.
priority problem) which arises from the data in the given situation.
7.3
The following observations can be noted in respect of the three respondent groups:
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l. As would be expected, a comparison of Tables 6.1 and A. I indicates that
the three respondent groups show an overall decrease in response rates in the
second question.
2. The response rates are lower for stage II students compared with the stage
Itr and clinician $oups in both questions (see Tables 6.1 & A.l). It was
proposed in chapter six, that stage II students might be more focussed and if
this were the case the response rate should have been similar for both
questions. This, however, is not the case ie. the response rate moved from2.29
for question one to 1.06 for question two. Another explanation might lie in the
notion that stage II students are less able to elaborate on their responses and in
general give less information.
3. The stage III students put an emphasis on the occupational performance
categories in both questions (see Tables 6.1 & A.1). The orientation of the
stage III group towards the occupational perfonnance category might indicate
that current educational trends have influenced their thinking. For example,
recent trends in education have favoured the use of the Model of Human
Occupation (Kielhofner, 1985) as an approach to treatment planning. Many
clinicians would be more familiar with a medical model approach which
would influence their identification of problem areas in favour of performance
component issues. However, this trend in students is not evident in the stage
II group 
- 
perhaps they take cues from the clinicians and as yet are unable to
think independently or are less able to make use of theoretical notions of
treatment.
The location data indicates that there is a difference in the distribution of the
performance component and occupational performance categories ie. physical was
il0
associated with occupational performance problems, paediatrics with performance
components and psychiatric settings had a more even balance between the two
categories. This was a trend in Table 6.4 but became significant in Table A.4.
When divided into short and long-term locations, the response rate was higher for
the long-term locations. This finding was significant in Table 6.4 but when
focussed on the priorities it lost significance but the trend was still noticeable (see
Table A.4). An aspect that remained significant over both questions was the
association of the short-term settings with the occupational performance category.
The long-term settings were associated with performance components in Table 6.4
but in Table A.4 demonstrated more of an even balance between the two
categories.
Comparisons can be made benveen the reported @
problems in Tables 6.5 & A.5. In the long-term settings, both tables indicate that
the responses are more varied and the response rates higher when compared to the
short-term settings. The focussing of the responses to a smaller range of
categories for priorities is particularly noticeable in the community where
performance components are not identified at all. ln some instances there were
large drops in the responses for the sub-categories. For instance, the sensory
motor area attracted 15 responses in question one for those in physical
rehabilitation areas, but moved to six responses only in question two (response
rates of 0.68 & 0.27). On the other hand, in one instance the response rate
remained constant, ie. those in the field of paediatrics referred to sensory motor
problems at the rate of 0.67 in both questions.
In the occupational performance category, the sub-category'ADL'retained the
greatest weighting for both questions suggesting that in all settings, this is a
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particularly important problem area for occupational therapists to deal with. The
fact that family issues were raised as a general problem area but then not
identified as a priority, suggests that it is a contextual factor rather than one that is
dealt with directly in treatment planning. For some of the sub-categories there
were large drops in the response rates 
- 
this is evident in the psychiatric
rehabilitation settings in respect of 'ADL' (the response rate decreased from 0.45
to 0.10). In some instances the response rate remained constant, ie. in the
physical rehabilitation settings 'social' retained a response rate 0.09, in acute
psychiatry, leisure retained a response rate of 0.17 and in the community the
response rate remained at 1.0 for ADL.
Having now considered the problems that respondents indicated were the major
concerns for occupational therapy intervention, the remainder of this chapter will
investigate why these particular issues were important to the respondents.
Treatment Principles: An Introduction
Asking respondents to explain their priority in treatment was a method of eliciting
the beliefs that they held in relation to treatment. It provided a link berween the
problems that they identified and the treatment procedures they were using. As
stated in Chapter Five, the method of analysis used to discover the underlying
beliefs was a modification of Toulman's analysis. Essentially this consisted of
databeing given and a claim arising from this with the belief being the linking
element between the two. In this interview, the data was a client problem that had
been identified 
- 
usually in response to question one 
- 
the claim was a statement
concerning the treatment and generally arose from the response to question two.
7.4
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On some occasions, these claims were made in response to other questions 
-
especially question one where some respondents gave elaborated versions of their
client's problems and also included their treatment strategies. Treatment beliefs
also arose in response to other questions, eg. when discussing outcomes often a
reply would include the justification for the outcome so in this way underlying
beliefs were also explained. Usually the beliefs were implicit rather than explicit,
ie. in stating the argument, the beliefs were not specifically stated but could be
deduced from the data, the claim and other background information. In the
following examples of the data (D), claims, (C) and beliefs (B) the quotation
marks indicate actual statements made by the subjects, but the underlying beliefs
were drawn from these statements rather than clearly defined by the subject.
N7:
D. "Physical limitations ... resulted in frustration and boredom."
C. "Activity would provide a base from which she would be able to
concentrate on other things."
B. Involvement in one activity can lead to participation in other activities.
Nt6:
D. "She was having problems like peeling potatoes.."
C. "That was the one I worked on first because she identified that as being her
first problem."
B. It is important to deal with problems that the client identifies.
B/11
D. "She had limited co-ordination between her left and right sides."
C. "The co-ordination and bilateral activities took priority because .. it was
going to have more effect on how she coped at home."
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B. Emphasis should be on those aspects of function that prevent her
managing at home.
Cn3:
D. "She was mentally alert and desperately wanting to be kept busy."
C. "She becomes down and more difficult to manage on the ward and
unhappy if she's not kept occupied."
B. Engagement in activity can maintain a sense of wellbeing.
cl19:
D. "I've started with the simplest (treatment) which was transferring and
dressing."
C. "They were the less hazardous and .. we're using the skills that he had at
the time to develop them further so he can go on to the next stage."
B. Gaining competence in the simplest task provides a basis for more
complex (hazardous) tasks.
Once the beliefs had been extracted using the above method, these were then
categorised according to the treatment principle that they were illustrating. The
principles fell into two main categories 
- 
those that reflected the characteristics of
treatment programmes (process), and those that dealt with the nature of the
treatment itself (content). The results have therefore been divided into these two
major categories.
The characteristics of treatment programmes focussed on the way in which
treatrnent was delivered. These issues dealt with the process of delivery and
would not be unique to occupational therapy in that they dealt with general issues
such as the safety of clients and success of treatment. The nature of treatrnent
YTCTONIA UT,]IVEIiSITY OF U/ELLIl\JGTON
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progranrmes dealt with the specifics or the content of the occupational therapy
service such as the teaching of particular skills and the use of activity as a medium
of treatment (see Tables 7.2 and 7.3).
The beliefs that were reflected often had more than one element, ie. they often
conveyed an understanding of both process and content issues. For example, one
respondent said that difficulties in motor functioning in upper limbs affects
involvement in all daily living skills (A/3). This was a reflection of both the
sequential nature of treatment and the fact that daily living skills was something
that an occupational therapy prografilme dealt with. Others reflected more than
one type of process issue or more than one fype of content issue. For instance,
one second year student (B/8) referred to the learning of self care tasks being
important for someone who was to live on their own thus reflecting the content
issues of learning skills and coping in the home environment.
7.5 Comparison Between the Groups
Table 7.1 is a summary of the two types of beliefs (content and process) that
identified by each of the respondent groups.
Table 7.1 indicates that:
1. The response rates for the two major categories (process and content)
indicates that clinicians put greater emphasis on process whereas the
student groups put more emphasis on content. However the result is not
statistically significant (chi-square = 2.59, d.f. = 2, p = n.s.).
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Table 7.1
Summary of the Responses Given by the Three Respondent Groups
A more detailed analysis of the above responses has been summarised in Tables
7.2 and,7.3. The sub-categories are sequenced in order of rate of response and
will be explained in the discussion following the tables.
7.5.1 Principles Related to the Delivery of Treatment Programmes
The notion of treatment being sequential was evident in a number of the
responses. The common theme was that one aspect of functioning can have an
impact on other facets of function. Some responses illustrated beliefs about how
the individual's ability to be competent in specific skills resulted in benefits such
as being able to go home or develop friendships, while others focussed on how
skill acquisition was important to the individual's self-esteem. For example, one
respondent made reference to the learning of self-care skills as being important for
the individual's self-esteem (Cl7), while another said that skill in self-care
activities could deterrrine whether or not a patient needs to be in hospital (C/9).
BELIEF:
STAGEII
N=14
r l (0.79)
r5 (r.07)
26(r.86)
RESPONDENTS
STAGEIII
N=31
CLINICIANS
N=22
2l (0.95)
t7 (0.77)
38 (l.73)
TOTALS
Nd7
s2(.78)
63(.94)
r l5( r .72)
PROCESS
CONTENT
TOTALS
20 (0.65)
32 ( r,03)
52 (r.68)
ll6
Table7.2
Beliefs Concerning the Delivery of Treatment Programmes
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified process beliefs. A subject
may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
Others reflected on more basic issues that would affect the individual carrying out
skills such as belief in self, self-awareness, pain and motor functioning. For
instance, one respondent referred to the issue of difficulties in motor functioning
in upper limbs affecting involvement in all daily living tasks (A/3) while another
suggested that lack of belief in your own ability pervades all aspects of life (8/6).
Yet others considered that involvement in activities could result in benefits
beyond the activity itself. Such benefits were said to be improvement in self
esteem and motivation (A/12), the overcoming of feelings of uselessness resulting
in concentration on other tasks (Cn), and the development of social contacts
(A/rs).
PROCESS
BELIEFS:
STAGE II
N=14
6 (.43ls5)
2 (.t4n8)
2(.14n8)
| (.07te)
l t(.79)
9 (64Vo)
R"ESPONDENTS
STAGE III
N=31
CLINICIANS
N=22
r r (.s0/52)
6 (.27t29)
4 (.r8/19)
t"9'
17 (77Vo)
TOTAL
N=67
SEQUENTIAL
IMPORTANTTO
CLIENT
SAFE
SUCCESSFUL
9 (.24t45)
5 (.16125)
4 (.r3t20)
2 (.06/10)
20(.65)
l8 (587o)
26 (.3ets0)
13 (.r9t2s)
r0 (.lzl9)
3 (.04/6)
TOTAL RESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS
s2 (.78)
44 (66%\
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The idea that treatment should deal with issues that are important for the client
was expressed in different ways; the concerns expressed included the clients'
priorities, their particular anxieties, their specific interests and their goals. Some
respondents gave reasons as to why this client driven focus was important, eg. it
will help to maintain a sense of self-worth (C/17), help to reduce anxiety (Cl2l)
and help the client to make decisions about his/her own life (N26).
This notion is supported by the literature. For instance, Kielhofner (1985)
suggests that the client-therapist interaction should reflect the valuing of "mutual
co-operation" (p 52). It reflects a pragmatic view of featment where intervention
is determined by the client's perceived needs. To what extent the client is able to
influence hiVher own treatment is not clear. The orientation seems to be that the
therapist plans the treatment then accommodates the client's goals within this,
rather than being directed solely by the client's goals.
Safety was usually associated with the home environment and the need to ensure
safety prior to discharging a patient to live at home (eg. Nl4, Clg,Bl3\. It was
also related to precautions following surgical intervention (eg. C/8, C/20) and
personal safety in respect of someone having a potential for self harm (B/l). One
student was concerned that the client should have access to a communication
system in case of emergencies (A/18).
The need for treatment to be immediately successful was noted by three students.
Generally this was seen to be important because the client would have immediate
results which related to their comfort, skills or involvement in activity. In one
case, such a result was desirable because it provided credibility and enabled the
therapist to develop rapport which was useful as a basis for further assessments
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(B/3). This was not an issue for clinicians 
- 
possibly because they assume that
treatment will be successful so would not see a need to make this explicit.
Table 7.2 indicates that:
l. Treatment being sequential in nature was an important belief for all three
respondent groups with 45Vo or more of the responses being in this
category.
2. Treatment being important to the client, assumes greater significance
with experience as indicated by the percentages of the responses of the
three respondent groups (l8%o <257o <29Vo).
3. Overall, clinicians had a higher response rate than the students (0.95 cf.
O.79 & 0.65). A chi-square analysis indicates that this variation is not
significant (chi-square = 1.6, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
7.5.2 Principles Related to the Nature of Treatment Programmes
The focus in this section is on the content of the treatment offered bv
Occupational Therapists.
The highest response was in relation to clients ability to cope with life beyond the
confines of a treatment programme either within their own home or more
generally, in the community. This was most frequently relatedto the fact that
individuals were discharged to live in their own homes and were often perceived
as needing to be independent in self care tasks, especially if they lived alone
(B/l I, N8,Cl?). Some respondents referred to clients needing to manage money
(B/15, A/31), or more generally manage the home (N5, N27). One third year
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student stated categorically that the main aim of the occupational therapy
progranrme was "to keep her (the client) as independent as possible" (N28).
Table 7.3
Beliefs Concerning the Nature of Treatment Programmes
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified content beliefs. A subject
may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
Skill acquisition referred to the learning of a range of skills such as managing
self-care tasks (such as showering and dressing; C|I9,N3), home making tasks
(B/18), writing (B/14), leisure skills (A/11), communication and social skills @/2,
NIl, N25). Quite clearly those who mentioned skill acquisition were in the
business of teaching skills in order that clients would be able to cope with living
in the community, as discussed above, or for the purpose of improving their
confidence and self-esteem.
RESPONDENTS
STAGE II STACE III
N=14 N=31
CONTENT
BEUEFS:
COPING STRATEGIES
DEVELOPING SKILLS
USE OF ACTIVITY
ENVIRONMENTAL
ADAPTATION
TOTAL RESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS
5 (.36t33)
6 (.43t40)
2 (.t4tr3)
2 (.tut3)
l5 (1.07)
e (u%)
r r (.3s/34)
6 (.29t28)
8 (.26t2s)
4 (.t3t13)
32(1.03)
27 (87Vo)
CLINICIANS
N=22
3 (.14(18)
4(.18124)
4 (.t8t24)
6 (.27t35)
r7 (o.77)
14 (64Vo)
TOTAL
N=67
l9 (.28/30)
t8 (.27t29)
14 (.2v22)
12 (rarg)
63(.94)
50 (75Vo)
r20
The use of activity within treatment was mentioned by all respondent groups.
Such involvement was considered to have a range of benefits for the client such as
preventing boredom or unhappiness (A/24,C1I3), cognitive stimulation C/I0),
improved concentration (A/7), motivation and self esteem (NI2,Cl22). Other
benefits were perceived to be the rapport that was established between client and
therapist (B/13. Clt6) and the fact that the outcome is a tangible product (N22).
The range of activities mentioned were leisure or recreational, work programmes
and self-care activities. In some cases references were made to'structured'
activity programmes where the type of activity was not specified.
Two students (B,12, A/10) indicated that clients needed to actively participate in a
structured prograflrme before they could expect to gain any benefits. Both
students were in psychiatric settings where clients are often poorly motivated to
participate and frequently don't. It is possible that this is more of a source of
frustration for students than for clinicians who would better understand why some
clients were reluctant to get involved in activity programmes.
Finally the environment 
- 
both human and non-human- was an issue for a
number of respondents. There was reference to the need to consider the people
that the individual lived with, for instance, it was noted that treatment should
ensure a satisfactory outcome for both client and spouse (C/l) and that the
presence of someone in the home environment would influence the level of
independence required (C|Z:O, C/18). One clinician indicated that treatment
should compensate for a social background that did not provide support for the
client (C/3). Conversely, another respondent noted the need to compensate for a
social background that provided too much support in the sense of the client being
unable to make any decisions due to dependence on nursing care (Nl7). One
response had elements of both the human and non-human environments when it
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was considered that people should be able to feel comfortable with a new
environment (non-human) before demands (human) are made on them (C/5).
The manipulation of the non-human environment was also raised. For example, a
change of environment was considered to be able to facilitate the maintenance or
learning of skills (Cllz) and to influence mental well-being (N23). Also,
modifying the home environment was thought to make it easier for the patient
once discharged (B/8) and could enable someone to carry out their roles for a bit
longer (A/16). Finally one respondent referred to the need to modify a
wheelchair (an aspect of the non-human environment) in order that the client was
comfortable (A/18).
Table 7.3 indicates that:
l. Overall, the students had a higher response rate compared to the clinician
group (1.07 & 1.00 cf. O.77). Howevern this result is not statistically
significant (chi-square = 1.4, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. Some differences exist within the content categories. For instance
students put greater emphasis on developing skills and coping strategies
when compared to the clinicians (0.36 & 0.35 cf. 0.14), whereas
clinicians put more emphasis on environmental adaptations. However,
the numbers in each of the 'cells' of the table are too small to justify a
statistical analvsis.
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7.6 Location of Respondents
Table 7.4 is a summary of the two main categories of beliefs that were generated
by the respondents with respect to the locations in which they worked at the time
of the interview.
Table 7.4
Summary of the Responses Given in each Incation
Table 7.4 indicates that:
1. The response rates for the three broad categories of location (physical,
psychiatric and paediatric) are much the same (1.77,1.62 and 1.83
respectively). They differ a little with respect to their distribution
between process and content beliefs, but this is not a statistically
significant finding (chi-square = 0.17, d.f. = l, n.s., with paediatrics
eliminated due to the small cells).
BELIEF:
PROCESS
CONIENT
SUBTOTALS
TOTALS
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab. Com.
N=8 N=22 N=5
s (0.63) 15(0.68) 7 (1.40)
r0 (1.2s) 22 (1.00) 3 (0.60)
r5(1.86) 37 (r.68) l0(2.00)
62(r.77\
PSYCHIATRJC PAEDIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20 N=6
4(0..67) 16(0.80)
6(r.00) 16 (0.80)
r0(1.67) 32(1.60)
42(t.62)
5 (0.83)
6 (1.00)
l l (1.83)
l l (r.83)
r23
2. Aput from the community setting which has a response rate of 2.00, the
overall response rates are similar in all the settings varying only from
1.60 to 1.86.
3. If the location data is re-organised into long-term (rehabilitation and
paediatric) and shorter-term settings (acute and community), a difference
in the response rates is observed (short-term 1.84 and long-term 1.65).
However this result is not significant (chi-square = 0.23, d.f. = l, n.s.).
No real difference is observed in the distribution of the process and
content responses between these settings (chi-square = 0.02, d.f. = l,
n.s.).
A more detailed analysis of the rcsponses can be found in Tables A.7 and A.8.
These may be found in Appendix A.
7.7 Discussion
The philosophical base of Occupational Therapy as defined by the American
Occupational Therapy Delegate Assembly (see Chapter 2), stated that there was
both an intrinsic and therapeutic value in activity. This has been reflected in many
of the beliefs regarding treatment in that the value of learning to do tasks and
being involved in activities was often related to the person's sense of self-esteem
as well as to the benefits such as being able to live in their own home, and
meeting other people.
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The content issues fall into three major concerns 
- 
those related to:
a) the individual (ie. their coping strategies and skill acquisition related to this or
more generally to improved self-esteem and confidence). This aspect was given
the most emphasis by all respondents;
b) the environment and how this can be managed to assist the individual to cope,
and finally;
c) activity as it is used in treatment.
The above categorisation is consistent with the three basic elements of the
Occupational Adaptation framework (Schlade & Schlutz 1992). The'person'
element of this framework is concerned with a desire for mastery in occupational
situations which is similiar to the above concepts under the'individual'where
'coping strategies' and'developing skills'can be viewed as the individual's need to
gain mastery in their daily lives. The occupational environments of the framework
include physical, social and cultural sub systems 
- 
the study has identified only
physical and social elements. Finally occupation is viewed as...
"activities that are characterised by three properties 
- 
active participation,
meaning to the person and a product that is the output of a process". (p 831)
All these aspects have been identified under the 'activity' component of this study.
Overall, clinicians put a greater emphasis on the process issues, whereas both
groups of students were more highly represented in the content categories. This
observation would be consistent with what is known about learning in the clinical
field; ie. the novice learner tends to focus initially on specific tasks and once
comfortable with these, is able to consider the broader issues such as how the end
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is achieved. One such process issue that was given notably more importance by
the clinician group was the need to take into account the clients' concerns and
priorities.
There were differences arising from the various work environments. Those in
community work mentioned process skills more frequently than contentn and in
particular the assumption that treatrnent should take into account those issues that
are important to the client. This finding would be compatible with the community
work environment where dealing with people in their own homes tends to place
the client in a controlling position. The content beliefs were focused on two
subcategories only ie. coping strategies and the environment. This again is
consistant with the nature of the service in that the time frame would not allow for
teaching skills and involvement in activity.
The respondents in the acute physical settings, rated the content issues more
highly than the process ones. This service is hospital based and meets the needs
of clients in order that they can be discharged to their own homes or into
rehabilitation services. Hence, as the data indicates, the focus is on the content
issues of 'coping strategies' and 'skill acquisition'.
The two rehabilitation settings put most emphasis on the use of activity as a
treatment principle whereas this was not rated at all by those working in acute
settings. Possibly time constraints were a factor in the short-term settings where
the coping strategies were favoured, presumeably to prepare clients for early
discharge.
The physical settings put more emphasis on safety compared to other areas and
less on treatment being sequential. Both the psychiatric and paediatric settings
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had high response rates (all at 0.50) for the sequential nature of treatment. The
reason for this is not obvious 
- 
possibly the clients in physical areas have
problems that can be dealt with more immediately, rather than having to work
through a sequential process.
7.7.1 Relationship Between Treatment Priorities and Treatment Principles
ADL problems have been identified as a major priority area for occupational
therapy intervention. This is strongly connected to the major content issue of
'coping strategies'as well as'skill acquisition'and'environmental adaptation'.
Clients having difficulties in daily activities quite clearly have a need to overcome
these to enable them to cope with the basics of daily life; and in some instances
their environment may need to be modified to accommodate their change in health
status.
The use of activity in treatment was clearly related by the respondents to thrce of
the performance components, ie. intrapersonal, interpersonal and cognitive aspects
as well as having connections with the occupational performance sub-categories
of leisure, work and ADL. Activity seems to be quite a pervasive concept in
occupational therapy 
- 
in some instances it is used as a specific treatment medium
for the improvement of various performance components and in other instances it
is regarded as the outcome of treatment, as can be noted in the employment, ADL
and leisure tasks.
Sensory motor problems was the major performance component category
identified, but is not clearly linked to any of the content issues. However,
reference to the need to deal with underlying sensory motor problems is noted as
7.8
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an issue by some respondents when considering the need for a client to relearn or
acquire skills.
Summary
Statistical significance was established for the priority problems in respect of the
differences between the locations. This included variation between long and
short-term senings in both the distribution of the type of priority problem and in
the response rate. Also there was a difference in the disuibution of the type of
priority problem between the physical, psychiatric and paediatric locations.
No significant differences between the three respondent groups were found.
In the beliefs section, no significant differences were noted, however clinicians
put greater emphasis on process issues whereas students emphasised the content
ones. Of the process issues, clinicians put greater emphasis on treatrnent being
important to the client when compared to the students.
Another finding was that the community setting was notably different to other
settings in that there was a particularly high response rate, a focus on process
issues and, in particular, a need for treatment to be important to the client.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
QI.JESTION 3: TREATMENT OUTCOMES
8.1 Introduction
This chapter will address the third question of the interview: "In your
evaluation, what would be a satisfactory treatment outcome?" To be consistent
with the analysis of the problems, the two major categories "Performance
Components" and "Occupational Performance" have been used as well as the
same sub-categories found in chapter six although there have been minor
adjustments made to these as necessary.
E.2 Comparison Between the Groupc
Table 8.1 is a summa{y of the types of treatment outcomes that were identified
by each of the respondent grcups.
Table 8.1 indicates that:
l. The response rate for the treatment outcomes increases with experience
(1.22 < I .55 < I .64). However the result is just short of statistical
significance at the 0.05 level (chi-square = 5.0, d.f. = 2,p = 0.08).
2. The response rates for the two major categories indicates that all the
three groups put more emphasis on the occupational performance
compared to the perfonnance component skills.
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Table 8.1
Summary of Responses
A more detailed analysis of the responses has been summarised in Tables 8.2
and 8.3. The responses have been ranked from most to least frequently
mentioned. Descriptions of the sub-categories have been given in the
discussion following each of the tables.
8.2.1 The Performance Component Skills
A group of treatment outcomes was related to sensory motor improvements.
Control of movement, strength and co-ordination was one aspect, the other was
the issue of general physical fitness and avoiding fatigue resulting from
carrying out daily tasks. One respondent who identified the very specific
outcome of having full tendon excursion, was dealing with a client who had a
hand injury, but in other instances the motor outcomes were related to the
ability of the individual to carry out daily tasks such as writing, and in this way
were not seen as an end in themselves. However, not all respondents identified
RESPONDENTS
STAGE II STAGE III CLINICIANS TOTAL
OUTCOMES: N=14 N=31 N=22 N=67
PERFORMANCE
coMPoNENTS 6 (0.43) t8 (0.58) 16 (0.73) 40 (.60)
OCCUPATIONALPERFORMANCE I l (0.79) 30 (0.97) 20 (0.e1) 6l (.91)
TOTAL RESPONSES t7 (r.22) 48 (r_55) 36 (1.64) l0l (1.51)
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these more functional outcomes. All respondents in this group were located in
either physical or paediatric settings.
Table 8.2
Summary of the Performance Component Outcomes
*No[e: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified performance component
outcomes. A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
The interpersonal skills outcome was raised by all respondent groups. This
was exprcssed in various ways. One of the concems being that the individual
could listen effectively and initiate conversation with others. Another concern
was that of the individual needing to deal with behaviour problems that
resulted in alienating people 
- 
this aspect was only mentioned by clinicians.
The above examples are drawn from respondents who worked in psychiatric
settings. One respondent working with physically disabled who mentioned
this, did so in a different manner where the issue was in relation to word loss
OUTCOME:
SENSORY MOTOR
INTERPERSONAL
SELF RESPONSIBILITY
COGNITION
INTRAPERSONAL
TOTALRESPONSES
+NUMBER OF
RESFONDENTS:
STACE II
N=14
3 (.21150)
l (.07/17)
2 (.r4t33)
6 (0.43)
8(57Vo)
RESPONDENTS
STACE III
N=31
4 (.r3t22)
4 (.13t22)
5 (.r6/28)
3 (.r0/17)
2 (.06/l r )
r8 (0.58)
l4(45Vo)
CLINICIANS
N=22
s (.23t31)
6(nt38)
l (.05/6)
2(.Wn3)
2(.Wil3)
l6 (0.73)
l0(45Vo)
TOTAL
N=67
r2 (.r8/30)
r0 (.15/25)
7 (.ron 8)
5 (.07/13)
6 (.09/5)
40 (0.60)
3t(46%)
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and the client being able to compensate for this by writing down messages in a
notebook.
Self-responsibility refers to the individual's recognition of himftrerself as
accountable for his/trer own actions in respect of setting personal goals and
accepting the limitations that disability imposes. All respondent groups raised
this issue. The second year srudents and the clinicians concerned were
working in psychiatric rehabilitation settings, but the third year students were
in a wider range of settings ie. physical, psychiatric and paediatric. In general
there was a theme that people should learn to accept the limitations of their
disability and take responsibility for their own actions/health. The outcomes
ranged from clients simply making their own decisions to seeking assistance
when necessary. Implicit in this is the need for the individual to recognise that
he/she is capable of being able to take action in response to situational
demands.
An outcome mentioned by six respondents concerned the individual's
intrapersonal development. This was expressed in words such as'self-worth',
'expectations of success' and 'self-esteem'. In one instance this was linked to a
client's ability to cope with daily living tasks, otherwise it was an end in itself.
All respondents who referred to this aspect were in psychiatric settings.
lmprovements in cognitive functioning was raised by the stage m students and
clinician groups. Reference was made to mental stimulation, improved
concentration span and the need for a client to "sort out his thought processes"
(A/10).
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Table 8.2 indicates that:
1. Overall, the number of performance component outcome categories
increases with experience (0.43 < 0.58 < 0.73). However, this is not
statistically significant (chi-square = 1.3, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. The breakdown within the performance component category (sensory
motor, interpersonal, self-responsibility, cognition and intrapersonal)
shows some variation between the three groups. However the small
number of responses overall do not allow any conclusions to be drawn.
8.2.2 The Occupational Performance Skills
The issue most frequently mentioned, was that of the client's ability to carry
out daily living activities and so be as independent as possible and safe in their
home. This included self-care tasks such as dressing, eating and bathing, home
making skills such as cleaning, cooking and washing clothes, and the ability to
manage money in order that appropriate food and clothing can be purchased.
The tendency was for the respondents to mention several of these issues at one
time, eg.
"That he be safe and independent at home managing with all areas like self
care and cooking and all that kind of thing" Nl3. '
Alternatively, this range of concerns was fused together into one global
statement, eg. "For the person to be able to go home safely and independently"
A/30.
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Table 8.3
Summary of the Occupational Performnnce Outcomes
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified occupational performance
outcomes. A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one
category.
The client's ability to carry out these life tasks was referred to in different
ways. Some respondents simply stated that the client should be able to return
home and be safe and independent. Others qualified this by mentioning the
necessity of outside help (eg. district nurses, meals on wheels) or the use of
aids and equipment. Forclients already living at home or in the community,
the issues were related to specific aspects of independence such as getting out
of a chair, eating, getting shoes on 
- 
by implication these were the only
concerns that the client had. Some referred to both self-care and home making
skills together. The respondents were in a wide range of settings.
STAGE II
N=14
RESPONDENTS
STAGE III
N=31
CLINICIANS
N=22
TOTAL
N=67
38 (.s6t62',)
ll (.16/18)
4 (07n)
3 (.05/5)
2 (.03t3)
2(.O3t3)
l (.02/2)
6l (.9r)
s2 (78%)
OUTCOMES:
A.D.L.
ACTIVITY
SOCIAL
EDUCATION
FAMILY
RESPONSIBILITY
TIME
EMPLOYMENT
TOTALRESPONSES
,INUMBEROF
RESPONDENTS
6 (.43/55)
2(.r4n8)
| (.07D)
| (.wtg)
I (.07/9)
t*"
8(s7%)
19 (.61/63)
6 (.L9t2O)
r (.03/3)
2(06n)
I (.03/3)
r (3/3)
30 (.97)
26 (84%)
r3 (.59/6s)
3 (r4lr5)
2 (.e/10)
2(.WnO)
20 (.9r)
l8 (88%)
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The need for the individual to be involved in activities was identified by all
respondent groups. The purpose of this was stated by one respondent as
providing something the person finds enjoyable, another respondent felt the
purpose was to provide physical and mental stimulation. All respondents were
working in long-term settings. The actual location varied from hospitals
dealing with psychiatric and physical dysfunction to cornmunity based work
such as day care centres.
The issue of developing social networks was also raised by all respondent
groups. The idea encompassed in this was that an important aspect of
maintaining a satisfactory life in the community was to have friends and feel
comfortable meeting new people.
Education referred to the need for children to function adequately in the
classroom eg. being able to write, paint, cut and play games. This was raised
by the three respondents who were in educational settings.
Family responsibility as an outcome was only raised by the clinicians. Two
aspects of this were mentioned, one being to establish a mother role in respect
of a young family, the other was the need to maintain a relationship with a
partner.
Managing time effectively was identified by two respondents. One was
concerned that the client should make good use of time within an institutional
setting while the other was involved with a client who needed to balance time
between home and work responsibilities.
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Learning work skills was raised by one stage III student in a psychiatric
rehabilitation setting. The final outcome of work skills, in this instance was
not to get the client back into the work force, but was to do with learning
specific "manual skills" (A/10).
Table 8.3 indicates that:
1. ADL was the most frequently referred to outcome by all the
respondent groups with response rates of 0.43, 0.61 and 0.59
respectively.
2. There was little variation in the overall response rate between the three
respondent groups (0.79,0.97 & 0.91).
8.3 Locations of Respondents
Table 8.4 is a summary of the two main categories of treatment outcomes that
were generated by the respondents with respect to the location in which they
were working at the time of the interview.
Table 8.4 indicates that:
1. Overall, the response rate varied between the three major settings
(physical 1.37, psychiatric 1.50 and paediatric 2.33) but these
differences are not statistically significant (chi-square = 2.81, d.f. =2,
n.s.). The distribution between the performance components and the
occupational perfonnance categories also differs. The results indicate
that physical settings are more associated with occupational
perfonnance outcomes, while the balance is more even for both
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psychiatric and paediatric settings. However this is not a significant
finding (chi-square =2.'7, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
Table 8.4
Summary of the Responses Given in Each Location
2. If the 'locations' data is re-organised into long-term and short-term
settings there is some difference between the response rates (long-term
1.54 and short term 1.42) however this is not statistically significant
(chi-square 
= 0.20, d.f. = l, n.s.). Also there is no real difference
observable in the distribution of the performance component and
occupational performance categories between these two settings (chi-
squiue = 0.10, d.f. = l, n.s.).
A more detailed analysis of the rcsponses can be found in Tables B.l and B.2.
These are located in Appendix B.
ouTcoMEs
PERFORMANCE
COMPONENTS
OCCUPATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
SUBTOTALS
TOTALS
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab. Com.
N=8 N=22 N=5
5 (0.63) e (0.41) I (.20)
8 (1.00) 20 (0.9r) 5 (1.00)
13 (1.63) 29 (1.32' 6 (r.20)
48 (1.37)
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20
4 (0.67) 14 (.70)
4 (0.67) r7 (0.85)
8 (1.34) 3r (1.5s)
3e (r.s0)
PAEDIATRIC
N=6
7 (r.r7)
7 (r.r7)
t4 (2.33)
r4 (2.33)
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8.4 Discussion
One second year student who was located in a psychiatric setting did not
indicate an outcome even after prompting. This student focussed on what she
was doing with the client rather than the outcome of his treatment. The
impression given was that certain assessment procedures were being carried
out and until this was completed, an outcome could not be contemplated.
In occupational therapy, the major concern is with the ability of the individual
to carry out meaningful occupation within the limitations of his/her physical or
psychological abilities. Generally, it would not be appropriate for
improvement in performance components to be a final goal of treaEnent, rather
the goals should be directed to functional performance ie. the occupational
performance skills. As Kielhofner states:
"Role function provides the focal point for treatment, with medical problems
as part of the necessary background information. Problems of motor control,
sensory integration and intra psychic functions are approached in terms of
their implications for occupational role dysfunctions. The significance of
these problems is evaluated according to their impact on occupational role
performance" (Kielhofner, I 983, p. 108).
Many of the treatment outcomes were directed towards role functioning
especially those related to the areas of carrying out life tasks, social skills,
involvement in activity and employment. However, many outcomes were
concerned with the improvement of performance components, in particular the
sensory motor and interpersonal skills. As mentioned previously these were
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sometimes linked to role functioning but they retained importance as a primary
goal.
Table 8.1 indicates that all three respondent groups put more emphasis on the
occupational performance outcomes. However Table 8.4 indicates that the
focus on the occupational performance outcomes is not consistent with all
locations, ie. respondents in both acute psychiatry and in paediatrics put equal
weighting on performance component and occupational performance
outcomes.
The outcomes were in some cases stated in behavioural terms, for example:
"IJse a tripod grip when writing" B/14
"Get shoes and stockings on independently" C/17
"Be competent in using a laundry" B/15
"Be able to recognise different money pieces" A./31
However, this type of outcome was not usual and was confined to the areas of
motor improvement, competence in daily living tasks and work skills.
Generally, outcomes were expressed in an open-ended manner, for example:
"Have a wider circle of friends and acquaintances" A./15
"Make her own decisions" A./17
"Be involved with satisfying activity" C/13
"A greater sense of self worth" A/l I
"Relax and enjoy herself in ordinary social situations" Bl7
In Reitman's (1965) terms, outcomes that have no particular end point are
'poorly defined goal states'(see Chapter 4). The information processing
approach states that the clearer the goals are, the more explicit the paths taken
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to achieve them will be. As indicated in the above discussion, the goals in
occupational therapy are often open ended. The use of an information
processing model would result in an assumption that there would be some
difficulty in deciding on treatment methods that would be appropriate in
relation to such goals.
8.4.1 Comparisons Between the Prablems ldentified in Questions One and
Two and the Treatrnent Outcomes
The balance between the occupational performance and the performance
component categories in each of the three questions has remained similar for the
stage III student group in that they consistently identified less performance
component skills compared to the occupational performance type (see Tables 6.1,
A.l & 8.1). However this was not the case for the stage II student and clinician
groups. Both had a balance in favour of the performance component responses
(compared to the occupational performance category) in the first two questions,
but this trend was reversed in question three where a greater number of
occupational performance outcomes were identified. It is possible that the focus
by stage III students on occupational performance issues is a result of recent
educational trends where a system model has been in vogue (Model of Human
Occupation; Kielhofrrer 1985) compared to the medical model having influenced
eadier occupational therapy education and therefore many of the clinician group.
This explanation, however, does not clarify why stage tr students were more
focused on the performance component problems. It may be that this group has
not had previous exposure to the performance component problems, so emphasise
them because they are new to their experience.
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The stage II students consistently produced the lowest response rate over the
three questions, stage III students identified more problems than the clinicians in
responses to questions one and two, but less treatment outcomes than the
clinicians. One of the observations made at the end of chapter seven was that one
reason for the stage II students low response rate was their ability to focus on the
critical issues and not give data that was peripheral in nature. If they had been
more focussed then the ongoing response rates would have retained the initial
level. However this has not happened ie. the response rate has decreased, so it
would seem that the stage II students simply do not take as many cues into
account as those with more experience.
It appears that one location in particular has a very focussed approach ie. the
community area. There has been a consistently high response rate to the
occupational performance issues and a very low rate for the performance
component ones. Within the occupational performance category, the only sub-
category that was identified was ADL. Seemingly this is the only aspect of
intervention that was considered, suggesting that there is less diversity in the
nature of the work compared to the other settings.
85 Summary
There has been no statistically significant difference noted in relation to either the
respondent groups or the locations in which they worked. However, there is a
tendency for the response rate to increase with experience and for the
occupational performanca treatment outcomes (ADL in particular) to be favoured
in comparison to the performance components.
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CHAPTER NINE
QUESTION 4: BENEFIT TO THE CLIENT
9.1 Introduction
The response to the fourth question will be explored in this section, ie. "What are
the main benefits to the client/patient ? What will he/she get out of your
intervention ?"
The responses to this question were ultimately divided into five categories 
- 
skill
acquisition, self-confidence, control of life, enjoyment and helpful relationships.
Of these, self-confidence, control of life and enjoyment seemed to reflect an
understanding of the inner needs/feelings of the client, while the skill acquisition
and helpful relationships was more to do with the therapist's goal for the client.
Some respondents'replies contained elements from more than one category.
9.2 Data Analysis
Table 9.1 is a summary of the responses given in respect of the benefit of
treatment to the client. These are listed in order of frequency of response.
The highest response rates were for skill acquisition as the main benefit to the
client. A wide range of issues were mentioned, many of which were similar to
the ADL category used in the previous data chapters. Some respondents referred
to specific skills that would be learned such as establishing routines, eating
t4l
independently, getting up from the floor, while others were concerned that these
skills would enable someone to live independently, go home, or be safe. The
primary focus was on the learning of skills in order that the individual might
carry out their usual roles more adequately.
Table 9.1
Summary of the Benefits to the Client
* Note: This figrne refers to the number of subjects who identified benefits to the client. A
subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
Of the total group of interviewaes, 25Vo referred to their client's ability to feel
more confident in themselves. In this category the respondents described the
way in which an individual would feel better about him/herself, this was related
to such things as the client's ability to manage tasks without assistance or be kept
usefully occupied. Words such as self-esteem, confidence, self-worth, belief in
self, and feelings of well-being were used to convey this concept.
BENEFIT:
RESPONDENTS
STAGE II STAGE IIIN=14 N=31 CLINICIANSN=22 TOTALN=67
sKrLL ACQUTSnON
SELF CONFIDENCE
CONTROL OFLIFE
ENJOYMENT
HELPFTJL
RELATIONSHIP
OTHER
I (eE3)
4 (.29t24)
4 (.29t24)
2r (.68/53)
rc (3425)
5 (.16/13)
2(.Mts)
I (.03/3)
I (.03/3)
40 (1.29)
3r (100%)
r r (.5ry35)
6 (.27n9)
s (.23tr6)
4 (.18/13)
3 (.121/10)
2(.Wt6)
3r (r.38)
22QAo%)
4t (.6v47)
20 (.30t2s)
t4 (.2U16)
6(0p.n)
4 (.06/5)
3 (.04/3)
TOTAL RESPONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS:
r7 (1.21)
14 (rm'%)
88 (r.31)
67 (lOWo)
r42
Another benefit that was mentioned by all three groups, was the ability of the
client to gain some control over his/fier life. A number of respondents made
reference to the individual being able to control their own behaviour. Some
were concerned that the individual should be able to set goals and make
decisions that influenced his/her life, while for others the issue was one of not
being dependent on others.
Only the stage III and the clinician groups made reference to enjoyment as being
the major benefit. For some respondents, quality of life was related to
enjoyment eg. the client will gain a "better quality of life; more enjoyable and
interesting one" (N22). Some respondents indicated that enjoyment should be
gained from therapy sessions, eg. one clinician felt that the occupational therapy
prograillme offered the client "something she can look foreword to" (Cl3), while
others referred to life in general beyond involvement in an occupational therapy
programme (eg. see N22 above).
Four considered that the client's relationship with the therapist was a major
benefit. One stage III student said that the value of this was that the client
simply received attention, while two clinicians said the benefit was in having
"someone to trust" (C/11) and "someone to treat him more as an equal" (Cn).
The final respondent was a clinician working in paediatrics who said that in
contrast to other agencies dealing with the child, the occupational therapist made
a point of working with the parents to establish a prograrnme. This partnership
would help to ensure that the progranrme was implemented.
The remaining group labelled as other, were difficult to categorise in any way.
Two of the respondents focussed on what the therapist could offer. In one
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instance this was "information about other agencies" (C/14) and the other
clinician stated that "I hone in on things that are important to her" ((JZD.
Finally, one student referred to the potential of the occupational therapy
prograuune in offering the client "something to do" (N24) but the value of this
to the client was never stated.
Table 9.1 indicates that:
1. The response rate increases with experience (1.21 < 1.29 < 1.38).
However the result is not statistically significant (chi-square = 0.2O,
d.f. =2, n.s.).
2. Skill acquisition had the highest rcsponse rate by all groups (0.64, 0.68
& 0.50 respectively).
3. Enjoyment and helpful relationships wer€ not identified as benefits by
the stage II students.
4. If the data is re-organised to differentiate between the pragmatic
concerns of skill acquisition / helpful relationship and the personal
considerations of self-confidence / control of life /enjoyment, there is
an almost equal balance in the response rates of the clinician group
(0.64 cf 0.68). Both the stage tr and III groups, however, gave more
emphasis to the pragmatic concerns (0.64 cf. 0.29;O.71cf.0.55
respectively). These differences are not significant (chi-square = 1.62,
d.f.= 2, n.s.).
t4
9.3 Location of Respondents
Table 9.2
Incation of the Respondents and the Perceived Benefits to the Client.
* Note: This figure refen to the number of subjects who identified benefits to the client. A subject may have
given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
Table 9.2 suggests that:
l. The response rate for the three broad categories of location (physical,
psychiatric and paediatric) are much the same 
- 
1.26,1.38 & 1.33
respectively. When location is divided into the short and long-term
settings, a difference in response rate is observed but this is not
significant (short-term 1.42 and long-term 1.27; chi-square = 0.20, d.f.
= l, n.s.).
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIATRIC
Acute Rehab. Com. Acute Rehab.
BENEFITS N=8 N=22 N=5 N=6 N=20 N=6
ACQr.nSrTrON 5(.63/50)
SELF-CONFIDENCE 5(.63/50)
CONTROLOFLIFE
ENJOYMENT
HELPFI.JL
RELATIONSHIP
OTHER
l3(.59/48)
3(. 14 /l 1)
s(.23^9)
4(. r8/15)
l(.05/4)
l (.05/4)
5(r.7r)
2(.4ry2e)
3(.5040) r(.5st42) 4{.67ts0)
5(.83/50) 4(.2Ur5) r(. r7ll3)
2(.33t20) 6GOn' l(.17l13)
- 2(.10/8)
- 
2(.10/8) r(.r7l13)
- l(.05/4) r(.r7tr3)
suB ToTAL 10(1,25) 27(1.23) 7(1.40) 10(1.67) 26(1.30) 8(1.33)
,I.NUMBER OF
RESPCINDEIITS 8(1007o) 22(Jm%) 5(100%) 6(1ffi7o) 20{|n%) 6(rW%)
TOTALS U(t.26) 36(r.38) 8(1.33)
t45
2. Skill acquisition and self-confidence are relevant in all locations and
contexts (acute, rehabilitation, community and paediatrics).
3. The three long term settings (physical and psychiatric rehabilitation
and paediatrics) identified the greatest range of sub-categories.
4. There is a high degree of agreement as to the major benefits for the
client in the community setting. All respondents identified the
category,'skill acquisition'.
9.4 Discussion
Quite clearly the pragmatic consideration of skill acquisition was seen as beiug
the major benefit with personal feelings of greater self-confidence being the
second choice.
The panerns of responses indicates that the respondent groups viewed the
benefits to the clients in a similar fashion, ie. skill acguisition mentioned most
frequently, then self-confidence and conuol of life. Notably, neitherenjoyment
nor helpful relationships were mentioned by stage II students, possibly indicating
this type of understanding develops at a later stage of experience.
The ability to take the client's perspective requires an understanding of hislher
'life world'. This term is used by Crepeau (1991) to refer to an individual's
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physical and social reality. She reports that fully understanding the life-world of
another person is a difficult process because each individual interprets their
observations of others' behaviour from his or her own perspective. So to enter
another's life world, a reflective stance is needed from which conscious
interpretations can be made to extract meaning from the interactions.
Crepeau (1991) says that there are a variety of barriers to taking the client's
perspective one of which is the dominance of the medical model which tends to
separate the illness from the client's experience. Such a separation can lead to
the tendency for the health care professionals to focus on technical problems
rather than everyday experiences and needs. The data which has arisen from
question four may be an example of this dichotomy where the focus on skill
acquisition is a technical concern whereas the focus on feelings arises from
involvement with the client's life-world.
It is perhaps surprising that the clinicians did not show a balance in favour of
identifying the client's feelings as this type of understanding should develop with
experience as explained by Dreyfus and Dreyfus's (1986) Model of Skill
Acquisition. The model identifies novices as focussing on 'context free'
elements whereas in the next level, the advanced beginner is able to consider
elements that relate to the patient as an individual, ie. the concern moves to
'situational' elements. The qualitative data analysis provides another perspective
on this aspect of problem representation and will be discussed in chapter 12.
LAX
Sqmory
Statistical eignifiqancc has,not been es,ttiblished for any of the issues in this
question. Ho-wever, the general truad for clinicianc to, have a higher respense
rate when compnred to str,rdonts hac bee.n evident
One of,the ftemgs tltat ha*,cmdr.gBd is tbat the teqbnical side of the,oecupatisnal
therapist's wo-rk is, rnore likely to be made explicit tiran the urrdersturdings that
are gaind ftotn hv,olvoment with the cono€u$ of theindividual ctrieqt.
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CHAPTER TEN
QTIESTION 5: DISCHARGE CRITERIA
10.1 Introduction
This section is an analysis of question 5: "What criteria do you think should be met
before he/she is discharged ?"
In the development phase of the interview, this particular question was not
included for four of the second year students which reduces the total number of
possible responses for this group to 10. For some respondents the question was
not relevant because their chosen client was not likely to ever be discharged from
therapy. This was true of one of the stage II students, two of the stage III students
and six clinicians. This therefore reduced the total numbers in each group to:
9 Stage II students; 30 Stage III students; 16 Clinicians.
Question five was included with the intention of obtaining another view of the
treatment outcomes, ie. a long-term view as compared to the short-term view of
question three. The summary of the responses was again divided into performance
components and occupational performance outcomes.
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10.2 Comparisons Between the Groups
Table 10.1 is a summary of the types of problems (performance component and
occupational performance) that were identified by each of the respondent groups.
Table 10.1
Summary of the Responses Given by the Three Respondent Groups
Table l0.l indicates that:
1. The stage III students had a lower response rate compared to the stage
II students and clinicians (1.20 cf. 1.55 & 1.57), however the result is
not statistically significant (chi-square = 1.10, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. All respondent groups put much grcater emphasis on the occupational
performance criteria compared to the performance components; in
particular the stage III students and clinicians.
Tables 10.2 and 10.3 provide a more detailed analysis of the above rcsponses 
-
these summaries are listed in order of frequency.
RESPONDENTS
STI.]DENTS CLINICIANS TOTAL
STAGE II STACE III
DISCHARGE
CRITERIA: N=9 N=30 N=16 N=55
PERFORMANCE
coMPoNENTS 5 (0.55) 5 (0.r7) 4 (0.25) 14 (0.25)
OCCUPATIONALPERFORMANCE 9 (l.m) 3l (1.03) 2t (r.32) 6t (t.12)
TOTALS 14 (1.5s) 36 (1.20) 25 (r.57) 75(1.36)
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Table 10.2
Summary of Performance Component Discharge Criteria
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified the performance component
discharge criteria. A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
10.2.1 The Pedormance Componentt Skdlls
The sensory motor outcomes were expressed as either related to improvement in
general activity tolerance level or in specific movements. The.responses were
relevant to clients in a range of settings.
The self responsibility sub-category referred to the ability of an individual to be
realistic about what they were able to achieve, to recognise when assistance might
be required and to ensure that he or she was not a risk to themselves or to other
RESPONDENTS
STUDENTS CLINICIANS TOTAL
STAGE II STACE III
DISCHARGE
CRITERIA: N=9 N=30 N=16 N=55
SENSORY MOTOR
SELF RESPONSIBILITY
MENTAL STATE
2(2?/40)
2(2444)
r (.1r/20)
2@7m)
2(.07t40)
2 (.r3150)
| (.06/25)
l (.06/25)
6 (. I l/43)
5 (.09t36)
2(.Utr4)
TOTAL RESPCINSES s (.55) 5 (.t7) 4 (.2s) t4 (.25)
{.NUMBER OFRESFONDENTS 4(4%) 4(r4%) 4(25%) t2(22%)
l5l
people. All respondents who mentioned this were working in the psychiatric field.
Two respondents, both in psychiatric rehabilitation areas, referred to the client's
mental state needing to be stabilised prior to discharge, ie. his/her "mood is not
fluctuating a lot" (B/2).
Only one respondent referred to any discharge criteria that might be considered in
the cognition, sub-category and this was for the client to have an "improved
concentration span" (NI4).
Table 10.2 indicates that:
l. The number of performance component discharge criteria categories
identified per respondent, is greater for the stage II group than the
stage III and clinician grcups (0.55,0.17 & 0.25 respectively).
However, numbers involved are too small to warrant a statistical
analysis.
10.2.2 The Occupational Performance Skills
Table 10.3 summarises the occupational performance discharge criteria.
ADL related mainly to concerns regarding self care skills such as dressing and
bathing. Budgeting ability was mentioned in two instances with cooking and
general mobility in the home mentioned by several respondents. The need for
assistive devices (ie. non-human support such as bath seats and kitchen aids) and
support networks (ie. human supports such as district nursing, meals on wheels,
and community occupational therapy services) was raised. There was concern that
any home alterations and support networks should be in place prior to the client
being discharged. Only one respondent stated the need for a care-giver to be given
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advice regarding the best way to assist a disabled family member. Safety was also
a theme that was evident in regards to clients'independence. As can be seen in the
Table 10.3 , ADL was given the most support by the three respondent groups as a
discharge criteria.
Table 10.3
Summary of the Occupational Performance Discharge Criteria
l$o1e: This figgre refers to the number of subjects who identified the occupational performance
discharge criteria. A subject may have given rcsponses that were recorded in morc than one category.
With one exception, social competence was voiced only by respondents who were
in psychiatric settings. Issues raised were those of clients needing to monitor their
speech content in order to interact appropriately, to feel confident in doing this, to
manage anger so that uncontrolled outbursts did not impair social relationships,
and, in one instance to learn English as a second language. Thus social ability is
DISCHARGE
CRIIERIA:
RESPONDENTS
STUDENTS
STAGE II STAGE III
N=9 N=30
CLINICIANS
N=16
t2 (.75ts7)
3 (.t9n4)
3 (.19/14)
3 (.r9/r4)
TOTAL
N=55
ADL
SOCIAL
ACTIVITY
EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION
6 (.67t67)
r (.r r/r l)
| (.r r/l r)
r (.n/il)
9 (1.00)
8 (89Vo)
r8 (.6Cr/58)
6 (.20tr9',
3 (.r0/r0)
2(.07t6\
2 (.O7t6)
3l (1.03)
28 (93%)
36 (.67t59)
r0 (. r9l16)
7 (.r3ll l)
s (.09/8)
3 (.06/s)
TOTALRESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
RESFONDENTS
2t (1.32)
r5 (94%)
6r (r.r3)
st (93%)
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being viewed in an integrated way where social skills are not the only issues but
aspects such as self-confidence and ability to monitor behaviour are included as
ingredients essential to social competence.
Involvement in activity was mentioned by all respondent groups. Some were
concerned that individuals were able to carry out meaningful activities within their
home environment, others were concerned that interest in an activity took the
person out of the home environment in order that he/she had social contact.
Both the employment and education skills issues were related to specific settings
where individuals were affending for the purpose of developing these skills, for
example, in a school or an industrial therapy unit.
Table 10.3 indicates that:
l. The ADL criteria was of major concern to all respondent groups
(average response rate of 0.67).
2. A high percentage of respondents referred to discharge criteria in the
occupational performance categories (average of 93Vo).
3. The response rate for clinicians is higher than the shrdent groups (1.32
cf 1.00 &1.03) however the result is not statistically significant (chi-
square = 0.70, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
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f03 Location of Respondents
Table 10.4 provides a summary of the two major categories of problems that were
generated by the respondents with respect to the locations in which they were
working at the time of the interview.
Table 10.4
Location of the Respondents and the Surnrnary of Responses
Table 10.4 indicates that:
l. The response rates varied between locations 
- 
physical l.l4;
psychiatric 1.64; paediatric 1.40. This variation is not statistically
significant (chi-square = 3.05, d.f.= 2, n.s.).
2. In all settings, the response rates for the occupational perforrrance
criteria were much higher than those for the performance components.
DISCTIARGE
CRTTERIA
PERFORMANCE
COMFONENT
OCCI.JPATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
SUB.TOTAL
TOTAIJ
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab. Com.
N=7 N=17 N4
l (0.r7) 2 (0.t l)
7 (r.00) t8 (1.06) 4 (t.00)
E (1.14) 20(r.r8) 4 (r.00)
32(r.14)
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=5 N=17
r (0.20) 9 (0.s4)
s (r.00) 2t (r.u)
6 (1.20) 30 (r.78)
36 (1.64)
PAEDIATRIC
N=5
l (0.2s)
6 (1.50)
7 (r.N)
7 (r.40)
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3. If the locations data is re-organised into long-term (rehabilitation and
paediatric) and shorter-tenn (acute and community) settings, a
difference in the response rate is observed but this is not statistically
significant (long-term 1.46 and short-term 1.13; chi-square = 1.0, d.f.
= 1, n.s.). No real difference is observable in the distribution of these
settings in respect of the performance components and occupational
performance (chi-square = 0.90, d.f. = 1, n.s.).
4. No respondents in the community senings identified performance
component discharge criteria.
A more detailed analysis of the responses can be found in Tables C.l and C.2.
These are located in Appendix C.
10.4 Discussion
A comparison of the two major categories of discharge criteria indicates that the
majority of respondents identified criteria in the occupational perfomrance
category (93Vo), by contrast relatively few mentioned the performance component
category (22Vo). Of the twelve respondents who did identify performance
components, eight also identified occupational performance criteria. The
remaining four were in rehabilitation settings 
- 
three were working in psychiatric
rehabilitation and of those, two were in industrial therapy units and the other one
in a rehabilitation programme; the final respondent was working in the specialised
area ofhand therapy.
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The identification of discharge criteria in the occupational performance category is
consistent with Kielhofner's statement quoted in chapter eight, that role
functioning is ultimately the important issue for occupational therapists. However,
the fact that some respondents identified improvement in performance components
as the final outcome raises the issue of whether or not these are also valid
discharge criteria.
Some of the earlier categories listed under treatment outcomes are now missing, ie.
interpersonal and intrapersonal. Such issues now seem to be related to
occupational performance outcomes. For example, one respondent said ...
"he should be able to communicate on a level where ..... he can take some sort
of control in his abilities to ..... socially interact with people" (A/11).
In this example, interpersonal skills are being combined with inuapersonal skills to
ensure that the individual will be able to cope with forming and maintaining
relationships.
This question has focussed on the long-term views of treatment outcomes. In a
recent article Flemming (l99lb) suggests in relation to a client that...
"the ability to imagine new ways that this person could function in the
future may be essential to Occupational Therapy practice." (p. 994)
This is in comparison to medical clinical reasoning where making a definitive
diagnosis based on an accurate history is vital. Flemming suggests that a different
kind of reasoning is indicated for occupational therapists. She rcfers to this as
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'conditional' reasoning ie. thinking strategies that enable therapists to place clients
in the context of the past as well as the current and future. Some respondents quite
clearly had this temporal view and were thinking into the future when the client's
situation might be different eg.
"rt's a continuing care setting... keeping her occupied took the greater
priority,.. she had been through rehabilitation... I decided to make sure rhat
she didn't go backwards... she was mentally alert and desperately wanting
to be kept occupied... we are already having to change the activities for
her... she is becoming slightly less able..." ClI3
Such reasoning puts the focus on the uniqueness of the individual. Experience
enables the therapist to both anticipate long-term goals and also to understand that
specific outcomes might be different for each individual.
10.4.1 Comparisons Between the Treatment Outcomes (Q.3) and the Disclurge
Criteria (Q.5)
These two questions both identify treatrnent outcomes, but the discharge criteria
give a longer term view of the outcomes. A comparison of Tables 8.1 and l0.l
indicate trends from short-tenn to long-terrr outcomes. A logical progrcssion
would be that there should be less long-term outcomes overall 6nd a decreasing
number of performance component outcomes considered at the final stages of
treatment.
The overall response rate did decrease for both stage III and clinician groups but
increased for the stage II group. The stage Itr and clinician groups were also
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consistent with the prediction that the response rates for the performance
component categories would decrease. The one aspect that was not expected was
that stage II students had a higher response rate for the performance component
long-term outcomes when compared to the short-tenn outcomes. A comparison of
the three groups'responses to questions three and five indicates that the difference
in response rates between the stage III students and clinician groups was strongly
in the direction of favouring less performance components as outcomes, but this
was in reverse for the stage II student group (see Table C.3 in Appendix C). The
numbers are too small to test for significance.
As already speculated in chapter eight, it may be that for stage II students, the
identification of performance component problems is a new experience and
provides a focus because of their novelty value. Once the implication of this type
of problem is integrated into the larger picture of treatment planning, the focus is
lessened and the more functional outcomes achieve dominance as was true for the
stage III group.
A comparison of the location tables (8.4 and 10.4) indicates that the physical and
paediatric settings both conform to the above expectation of a decrease in the long-
tenn outcomes, while for the psychiatric setting the opposite is true ie. the
response rate increases for the long-terrn outcomes. The main contributing factor
to this unexpected trend is the relatively high response rate for the performance
components in the psychiatric rchabilitation area.
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10.5 Summary
Statistical significance has not been established for the differences betvieen
respondent groups andlocations. Ilowevel, the trend for ADL to be e major sub-
cat€gory is evident. Ttle response rate for the occtpational performance categories
for discharge criteria is higher than that f,or the perfornance component categories
forall groups and in all sottings.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
QTJESTION 6: EFFECTIVENESS OF TREATMENT
11.1 Introduction
The following is an analysis of question 6: "How effective do you think the
treatment procedures are with this client ? In an ideal world is there anything you
would like to change ? "
In the development phase of this interview, this particular question was not
included for eight of the second year students which rcduces the total number of
respondents in this Broup, from fifteen to six. The number of respondents were as
follows: Stage II, N=6; Stage III, N=31; Clinicians, N=22.
The focus of the question was the identification of factors that limited treatment.
While the majority of respondents gave rcsponses which indicated that they
viewed treatment as being less than ideal, some viewed trcatment as being entirely
satisfactory. A further group indicated why trcatrnent was satisfactory yet also
described some of the limitations.
Table I 1 .l is a sunrmary of the rcsponses grven by the thrce respondent groups.
This has been divided into the two major categories of 'dissatisfied with treatment'
and'satisfied with beatment'.
l6l
Table 11,1
Summary of Reasons the Responses Given by the Three Respondent Groups.
Table l1.l indicates that:
1. The clinicians generated a greater number of responses compared to
the students (1.64 cf. to 1.26 & 1.33). However the rcsult is not
significant (chi-square = t.2, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. The response rate for the two major categories indicates that all three
groups put more emphasis on reasons for dissatisfaction with
treatment compared with satisfaction.
A more detailed analysis of the above results has been summarised in Tables I1.2
and 11.3.
RESPONDENTS
STAGEII STACEIII CLINICIANS TOTALS
REASONS: N=6 N=31 N=22 N=59
DISSATISFIED
wrTH TREATMENT 7 (r.16) 29 (O.94) 25 (r.16) 6r (1.03)
SATISFIEDWTTHTREATMENT 1(0.17) 10(0.32) 10(0.48) 2l (0.36)
E (1.33) 39 (r.26) 3s (r.64) 82 (1.39)
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ll.2 DissatisfactionwithTreatment
Table I 1.2 is a summary of the issues raised in respect of why there was
dissatisfaction with treatrnent procedures. These are recorded in sequence of
frequency of response.
The aspect most frequently raised was the need for more time to be spent with
individual clients. The advantages of more time spent with the client were wide
ranging for example,bringing about changes (in behaviour) more quickly,
consolidating new learning for the client, and providing more information for the
therapist on which to make informed decisions.
Lack of co-operation between members of the treatrnent team was another major
reason for limitations on trcatment. Some comments were made regarding the
need for all team members to understand the contribution of each other to the
overall management of the client. Others suggested that referrals for occupational
therapy services should be earlier; by implication, for this to happen, doctors and
other team members should know what the service provides.
The reality of treatment programmes was raised by stage III students and
clinicians. There werc a number of issues around this topic. Some felt that the
settings they were working in did not adequately simulate real situations,
especially in relation to self-care, work and social skills. Othen felt that their
client lacked the opportunity to practice skills in the real world and one respondent
indicated that it was not helpful for the client to be sunounded by people who
were ill and not managing their lives effectively.
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Table ll.2
Summary of Reasons for Dissatisfaction With Treatment
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identifred a reason for being
dissatisfied with treatment. A subject may have given responses that werc recorded in more
than one category.
The constraints imposed by the hospital environment varied from views on the
actual occupational therapy resources, such as inadequate kitchen facilities for
training patients in kitchen tasks, to the size and location of rooms. For example, a
clinician who was working with the elderly said that...
REASONS:
TIME WITH CLIENT
TEAM WORK
REALIry OF
TREATMENT
HOSPITAL
ENVIRONMET.IT
COMMUNIry
RESOURCES
PATIENT
MOTIVATION
EQI.NPMENTDELAY
INCONCLUSIVE
HOMEENVIRONMET.IT
OWN ABIUTIES
TOTAL RESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
SUBJESTS
STACE II
N=6
2 (.33t29)
2Q3n9)
2Q3n9)
l (.17lr4)
7 (1.r6)
5 (83%)
6(nnt)
5 (.16/17)
s (.r6117)
4 (.t3tr4)
3 (.r0/t0)
3 (.r0/r0)
2@6n)
I (.03R)
,t r*
23 (74%)
9 (.4v36)
s (.23t20)
2(.Wtl)
r (.05/4)
4 (.r8/16)
r (.05/4)
2(.Wt8)
l (.0s/4)
25 (1.r6)
r7 (77%)
RESPONDENTS
STACE III
N=31
CLINICIANS
N=22
TOTAL
N=59
t7 (.3V29)
r0 (.r7l16)
7 (.tutt)
7 (ratr)
7 (rart)
s (.08/8)
3 (.05/5)
2 (.O3t3)
2(.03t3)
1(Ozn)
6r (r.03)
47 (8O%)
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"being situated on a ground floor would be ideal so that people could get out on
public transport and use community facilities " (C/13).
The constraints of the hospital environment was also considered to affect the
motivation of clients. One respondent (a student) related this to the treatment
activity a client had been assigned; in this instance it was hard to know if the
constraint was due to lack of resources or lack of imagination on the part of the
occupational therapist.
Discharge from a hospital without adequate community resources was considered
by some respondents as being likely to lead to a deterioration of the client's
condition and./or their being restricted to their own home. Mention was made of
follow-up services, community facilities for clients to attend and support gxoups.
Another aspect identified only by students was the frusuation of clients' lacking in
motivation or insight and therefore not taking advantage of the programme being
offered. As one student said: "If people had insight all the time, that would be
really good ....." (A/14).
The time taken for the supply of aids and home alterations was a concern for those
working in community settings. For some clients, by the time funding was
arranged, their condition had deteriorated with the result that it was too late for the
adaptation to their home to be helpful.
Only clinicians working in rehabilitation settings raised the issue of treatment
programmes being inconclusive. As one interviewee said..
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"It's difficult to know if treatment affects improvement in cognitive function,
or if spontaneous recovery accounts for it " (Cls).
The other respondent was more concerned about deterioration in a patient's
condition, ie. whether or not he was ultimately going to be blind. This uncertainty
made it difficult for the clinician to decide on treatment priorities.
Two different perspective's on the home situation were raised 
- 
one respondent
referred to putting families under stress if patients were discharged too early, and
the other mentioned a client who ideally should not live alone.
The other issue was on a noticeably different theme. A student who had been
working in a specialised paediatric setting stated that treatment procedures...
"could improve their effectiveness with my further training, my further
understanding and my greater experience" (Bll4).
This is an interesting perspective on the treatment restrictions as it is the only
instance when a respondent has indicated that they themselves might influence
treatment. In her development of a model for clinical reasoning in physiotherapy,
Higgs (1990) considers that both cognitive and metacognitive reasoning skills are
the driving forces behind clinical decision making.
Table 11.2 indicates that:
l. Some differences exist within the categories between groups eg. team
work and reality of treatment were not issues of concern to stage II
students whereas patient motivation was not an issue for clinicians;
however the fact that the effectiveness of treatment was sometimes
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inconclusive, was a concern for clinicians. However the numbers in
the various 'cells' of the table are too small to justify a more detailed
statistical analysis.
2. There was a difference in the response rates with the stage III group
being the lowest (0.94 cf.l.16 & 1.16). However this difference is not
statistically significant (chi-square = 0.60, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
113 Satisfaction with Treatment
The views of those who regarded treatment as being effective arc sununarised in
Table 11.3.
Each respondent only gave one reason for success. This is in contrast to the
reasons for dissatisfaction with treatment which often raised more than one issue
for each respondent. The following is a summary of the issues:
Treatment procedures have enabled an individual to be independent and return to
their home environment. The four who mentioned this made very similar
statements. For example one clinician said that ..
"OT treatment is really effective'cos it allows the person to go home " (Cy9).
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Table 11.3
S ummary of Re as ons for Satisfac tion W ith Tre atment
hoblems can be solved by the provisions of aids. equipment and other resources
and ensuring the individual can use these. Resources may include home-help,
district nurse, district occupational therapist and social worker. This was related to
the first category where the issue is enabling people to return to their own homes,
however, in this instance as stated by one student the individual...
"doesn't have to be totally independent if she's utilising the resources that are
made available to her, like home-help or rails, then that is satisfactory " (A/8).
REASONS:
INDEPENDENCE
PROVISION OFAIDS
MEETCLIENTS GOALS
WITHIN CLIENTS
ABILITY
CLIENT SATISFACTION
GOODTEAMWORK
IMPROVEMENTSEEN
OTHER
TOTAL RESFONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS
RESPONDENTS
STACE III
N=31
I (.03/3)
3 (.r0/r0)
2 (.06t6)
l (.03/3)
3 (.rulo)
r0 (.32)
r0 (32%')
CLINICIANS
N=22
3 (.t4lt4)
r (.05/5)
2(.Wtg)
r (.05/5)
r (.05/5)
l (.05/5)
I (.0s/5)
l0 (.48)
t0(48%)
STAGE II
Nd
| (.17n7)
l (.17)
| (t7%)
TOTAL
N=59
4 (.07t6)
4 (O7n)
3 (.os/s)
3 (.0s/s)
2 (.03t3)
| (.o2t2)
| (oaz)
3 (.05/5)
2l (.36)
2t (36%)
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The client gains satisfaction from being involved in activities and knowing that a
problem that was causing concern has been solved. For instance one student
referred to a patient being...
"happier going home -- at night because she knows that the next day she can
go out and see some friends rather than staying at home and getting lonely "
(A/15).
The clients goals are met through the treatment sessions. For instance one
clinician said that treatment... "will enable him to live how he wants to live" (C/19)
and another felt it was important to "suit the customer" (Cn).
ln some instances treaunent that was ongoing was considered successful because it
was within the limitations of the client's ability. Progress might be very slow but
no more could be expected considering the client's limitations.
One clinician described good working rclationships with physiotherapy as a
critical issue in ensuring treatment was effective and said it was "a split between
the disciplines and that works tairly well" (C/8).
Another clinician stated that treatment had been effective... "because I was able to
see improvement by comparing initial written records with the current ones" (C/6).
In this instance the issue was to do with improvement being evident when
comparing the current situation with baseline data.
Of the group recorded as 'g&ef', the respondents gave vague responses. Two did
not give any particular reason as to why treatment was effective. One student
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referred to a client being satisfactory because he was both mobile and aware of
safety issues.
Table 11.3 indicates that:
1. The response rate for satisfaction with treatment increases with
experience (0.17 < 0.32 < 0.48), however, this difference is not
significant (chi-square = 1.5, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. There is a wide range of responses compared to the number of
respondents. This has resulted in low response rates.
ll.4 Location of Respondents
Table I1.4 provides a suurmary by respondent location, of the two major
categories of responses to the issue of treatment effectiveness.
Table I1.4 indicates that:
l. The response rate varies across the three major settings (physical,
psychiatric and paediatric) 1.55, 1.25 and 1.00 rcspectively, however,
the result is not statistically significant (chi-square = 1.4, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
Similarly, the variation in their distribution between dissatisfaction and
satisfaction with treatment is not significant (chi-square = 1.0, d.f. = l,
n.s.; paediaEics has not been included because of the low cell
numbers).
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Table 11.4
Location of the Respondents and the Summary af Responses
2. When the location data is re-organised into long and short-term
settings, a small difference (not significant) in response rates can be
observed (long+erm 1.33 and short-term 1.56; chi-square = 0.6, d.f. =
I, n.s.). The distribution of the satisfaction and dissatisfaction
categories between the long and short-tenn settings shows little
difference (chi-square = 0.005, d.f. = l, n.s.).
3. None of the respondents in paediatric seffings expressed reasons for
satisfaction with reatment.
A more detailed analysis of the above responses has been summarised in tables
D.l and D.2 See Appendix D.
Table D.l indicates that the two highest fesponse rates for any one category of
dissatisfaction with treaFnent came from the community and acute psychiatric
DISCHARGE
CRITERIA
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab. Com.
N=7 N=21 N=5
PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=4 N=16 N=6
DISSATISFACTION
wlTH TREATMENT
SATISFACTION WMH
TREATMENT
9 (1.29) 22(1.05) 4 (0.80)
3(0.43) ll (0.s2) 2(0.40)
6 (1.50) r4 (0.86)
r (0.r7) 4 (0.20)
6 (r.00)
SUB-TOTALS
TOTALS
r2(2.00) 33(1.s0) 6(1.20)
5l ( l.5s)
7(t.67) l8(r.13)
u(t.2s)
6(l.00)
6(r.00)
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areas, ie. equipment delay in the community setting (0.60) and insufficient time
with clients in the psychiatric acute setting (0.50).
Issues that were evident in most of the settings were time with the client, team
t
work and fuUity of treatment. One exception to this was community settings
where 'reality of treatment' and 'inadequate time' were not included. The former of
these is understandably not an issue as the service is being provided in the client's
own home. The other exception was in the acute psychiatric setting where poor
'co-ordination of team work'was not mentioned as a concern.
11.5 Discussion
This particular interview question has raised the issue of the 'restrictions on the
operators' in information processing terminology. Many of the rcstrictions were
related to hierarchical systems where early discharge and inadequate staffing can
result in limited time spent with a client. Poor communication between staff can
also be a major block to providing the most effective treatment. It is interesting to
note that the majority of respondents did have some rcservations about the
effectiveness of treatment. This included both human and non-human resources.
Differcnces between the clinician and students groups werc most notable in the
arca of patient motivation. Clinicians did not view this as a problem with respect
to tr€atment effectiveness 
- 
presumably they did not ignore this aspect of the client
but viewed it as a symptom to be dealt with rather than an asPect that thwarted
their treatment plans. Students, on the other hand, were more concerned about
their plans being frustrated by unco-operative clients. The majority of respondents
were in physical rehabilitation settings which is perhaps surprising as Poor
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motivation is most commonly associated with mental illness. Possibly this
difficulty has more of an impact in locations where it is not expected.
Another area of difference in response rate was in respect of the constraints
imposed by the hospital environment which was mentioned less frequently by the
clinician group. This may be because they have been working in this setting for a
longer period of time and so have become accustomed to working within the
constraints whereas the students are viewing the situation with newer eyes and are
more sensitive to such restrictions. Logically, no respondents from either
community or paediatric services mentioned this aspect.
lnconclusive outcomes of treatment was only raised by the clinicians 
- 
possibly
students are unable to consider this type of uncertainty at this stage and need to
feel more in control.
Overall, the majority of stage II students concerns were those dealing with direct
client contact (7l%o) ie. time with client, patient motivation and own abilities. On
the other hand, stage m student and clinicians put less focus on these areas (3l%o
& 36Vo rcspectively) ana more on broader issues relating to resources, team-work
and the reality of trcatment.
Only a few respondents indicated that there was no more K)om for improvement in
treaunent procedures. This included one stage II student (l7Eo), eight stage III
students (26Vo) and five of the clinician $oup (23%).
Because most of the constraints seemed to be related to hierarchical systems one
might speculate that those who were not working within such environments
would be the most satisfied. This was true for some rcspondents. eg. three out of
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the four who were located in a Hospice and five of the six who were working in
rehabilitation settings located in the community (such as a day centre for disabled
people), indicated only satisfaction with treatment. These settings do not have
strict hierarchical systems so the therapist is able to be relatively autonomous in
her/his work.
The remaining six respondents were in a variety of hospital based locations 
-
three in physical rehabilitation, two in psychiatric rehabilitation and only one in
an acute medicaUsurgical ward. ln contrast to those mentioned in the above
paragraph, these settings are constrained by hospital hierarchical systems. This
suggests that it is possible to be entircly satisfied with treatment procedurcs
within hospital settings.
Some respondents indicated that treatnent had both satisfactory and
unsatisfactory featurcs. For instance, one clinician (Cl9) said that although
treatment was satisfactory because it enabled the client to rcturn home with some
skills accomplished, further ADL skills could have been achieved if more time
had been available. Another rcspondent (A/15) said that the client in question
was much more satisfied with her life-style but ideally it would be bener for her
to live with someone else than by herself.
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11.6 SumnirrT
Although,, the clinician gr,oup had a higtler rcsBonse rate than the student groups,
therc was no statistic-al significance in the data in respect of the differences
belween group$ and locations. TIterc was a Eend forleast experienced group;(ie.
stage II snden-ts) to bemorc focused onissues that'were related to client cortact
while the other two gtoups wercconcerned about broader issues"
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CHAPTER TWELVE
..HORIZONTAL'' DATA ANALYSIS
l2.l Introduction
To date, the analysis of the data had been approached as a 'vertical' exercise where
all responses to each of the questions have been considered in turn, themes
extracted and differences between respondent groups and locations identified. The
major differences to date as shown by statistical analysis has been with respect to
the location of respondents rather than the degree of expertise.
In the course of conducting the interviews, it was noticeable that there were possible
patterns in the way in which students and clinicians rcsponded to the questions,
taken collectively. These differences have not been cvident in the question by
question analysis, so to capture the 'qualitative' elements, each of the interviews was
reviewed in a'horizontal'manner. During this review it became apparent that there
were a number of issues that differcntiated the interviewees so these became the
basis for a further analysis of the data.
The issues that arose were:
1. The logic between the problerx, outcomes and beliefs, ie. the extent to which
there was a clear line of reasoning evident throughout the interview. There werc
two major types of inconsistencies in the rcasoning processes 
- 
one related to the
problems and the other related to the outcomes:
i) Some respondents did not identify all of the problems in response to
question one ie. other problems arose in the course of the interview.
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ii) Some identified treatment outcomes and/or discharge criteria that were not
apparently related to the initial problems.
Despite some discrepancies between problem and outcomes occurring, there was
usually a logical flow of thought that could be identified in the interview. The
following analysis differentiates between those whose flow of thought was
consistent with the problems and/or with the outcomes.
2. Elaboration of information, ie. the extent to which justification was given for
claims made and a rationale provided to explain the answers to questions.
3. The human dimension, ie. the extent to which the rcspondent gave a clear sense
of the personal identity of the client being discussed as apposed to a general
description that could have applied to a number of individuals.
The interviews wer€ taken in turn and rated on the following criteria:
Focus on the problem:
3 Ptoblems identified in questions one and two are complete, clearly
stated and rclated to outcomes.
2 Some problems arc stated but are not complete as more information
is given later.
I No problems identified in response to question one but are identified
larcr in the interview.
0 Problems never identified.
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Focus on the Outcomes:
3 Clearly focussed,logical progression from problems to outcomes
and the beliefs are consistent with this progression.
2 Outcomes are stated but are not all related to the initial problems.
I Outcomes appear unrelated to the initial problems.
0 No outcomes mentioned.
Elaboration:
3 hovides justification for claims, descriptive responses to questions.
2 Attempts some justification for claims, may need to be prompted to do
thi.s.
I Does not attempt any justification, answers questions in a matter-of-
fact way without explanations.
0 Not applicable.
Human Dimension:
3 Providcs a clear sense of the personal identity of the client as an
individual
2 Gives some sense of the individual as apposed to a general
description.
I Very general. Could have applied to any individual with the grven
problem.
0 Not applicable.
The results were then subjectcd to a t-test analysis for the Purposc of making
comparisons betwecn the ttuee respondcnt groups.
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12.2 Comparisons Between Groups
Tables 12.l and 12.2 provide a surnmary of the analysis that was carried out using
the above criteria.
Table 12.l
Means and Standard Deviationsfor Focus (Probletns and Outcomes), Elaboration
and Human Dimension 
- 
Comparison Between Groups
Table 12.2 indicates that:
l. There are no significant differences between the three groups in their focus
on problems, but the difference between stage tr & Itr is close to
significance (t = 1.99, p = 0.06).
2. There is a strong difference betn'een both clinicians and stage III students
in comparison with stage II in their focus on outcomes; no differcnce exists
between stage Itr and clinicians.
Stage tr
N=14
Stage Itr
N=3t
2.68(rO.54)
2.60(10.52)
t.77(fl.?s)
1.44(10.62)
Clinicians
N=22
2.55(fl.67)
2.71(10.55)
2.n(fr.67)
2.25(10.88)
FC'CI.JSPROBLEM
FOCUS OUTCOMES
ELABORATION
H(N'AN DIMENSION
2.r4{10.95)
2.07(j0.65)
r.57(10.60)
r.46(10.60)
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Table 12.2
Results of t-tests Between Groups for Scores on Focus (Problems and Outcomes),
Elaboration and Human Dimension
* Significance has been rcprcsented by: * p < 0.05; ** p S 0.01; ***p S 0.001. Probabilities are
shown only if p S 0.10.
3. In rclation to elaboration, no difference was found between stage II and
stage m, but clinicians obtained a significantly higher score than both
these groups.
4. There is no difference btwecn stage tr and stage m students in their
scores on the human dimension, but clinicians obtained a significantly
higher score than both these groups.
VARIABLE COMPARISON
Suge lI & Ill
I-VALUE PROBABILITY SICNIFICANCE
FOCUS PROBLEM
FOCUS PROBLEM
FOCUS PROBLEM
FOCUS OUTCOME
FOCT.IS OUTCOME
FOCUSOLTTCOME
ELABORATION
ELABORATION
ELABORATION
HUMAN
DTMENSION
HUMAN
DIMENSION
HUMAN
DIMENSION
r.99
r.52
0.78
2.93
3.17
0.74
0.E3
2.95
2.50
0.10
2.95
3.93
0.06 No
No
No
rt*
Stage II & clinicians
Stage III & Clinicians
Stage II & il
Stage II & clinicians
Suge III & Clinicians
Stage Il & ilI
Stage II & clinicians
Suge III & Clinicians
Suge lt & lII
Suge ll & clinicians
Stagc lll & Clinicians
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.05
No
No
,t:t
No
< 0.01
< 0.001
art
*+*
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In all, six of the twelve comparisons were significant at 0.05 level (or higher); by
chance, only one pairing would be expected to be significant. This indicates that an
important variation between the groups has been revealed.
12.2.1 Focus and Logical Progression
It was expected that there should be considerable familiarity with the problems and
the intended treatment goals as the interviewer asked respondents to discuss a client
they had been working with for a period of time. Table 12.2 indicates that this was
particularly tnre for stage III and clinician groups. Stage II students were less able
to convey this consistency and their line of reasoning was more in tune with the
problems rather than the outcomes. It is apparent that stage III students are able to
link together the various elements of problem rcprcsentation in much the same way
as the clinicians.
The greatest difficulty in providing a clearly focused account arose with stage II
students in psychiatric settings. For instance, one student (B/2) identified
communication within a group as being the priority problem, then stated that the
outcome should be that the client investigate her use of time and finally that the
discharge criteria was for the client to recognise when she was gening sick and be
able to deal with that. There is no clear pattern of rcasoning evident nor enough
extra information given to make sense of the line of thought.
Another second year student (B/3) also did not give a clear indication as to how
Ueatment was proceeding. The svsriding theme was that the client was suffering
from delusions and that ongoing assessment was rcquired in order that the client's
ability could be determined once her mood had stabilised. However, during the
course of the interview various aspects emerged which could easily have been
l8l
translated into the problems and outcomes asked for. It would appear that the
respondent was totally distracted by the delusional state of the client.
However, lack of clear focus was not confined to students. One clinician (C/5) in a
psychiatric setting also showed inconsistencies between the problems and
outcomes. For instance confusion and low mood state were identified as major
problems yet outcomes were to do with the client using his initiative to join in a
group activity. In this instance, the respondent considered that more assessments
needed to be carried out before treatment outcomes could be determined.
For two students the outcome was confined to participating in groups that were
treatment sessions rather than considering why this might be a useful treatment
activity in relation to the life of the client. One student (B/l) made refercnce to the
client being involved in a self-awareness group and the other student (B/4) felt that
participation in a group would assist in dealing with behaviour problems and poor
concentration.
In contrast to this narrow focus on participation in treatment sessions being the
ultimate goal of treatment, hilo students identified outcomes that were far beyond
the reach of the client. For instance, one (Bll2) stated that the client would be able
to sew independently and join in scwing classes in the community, however, the
student was not taking into account the mental ability of the client and the fact that
currently she was unable to sew a suaight line without supervision. A second
student (N2l) refened to her client (a child) being able to do something that he felt
was of benefit to the community, however, at this stage in his life he was not even
able to indicate 'yes' or 'no' in rcsponse to a question becausc of the extent of his
physical disability.
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Both these students had difficulty in projecting into the future in a realistic way.
Flemming (l99la) comments that this kind of thinking process..."is essentially
imagination tempered by clinical experience and expertise " (p l0l2). Students of
course, lack both experience and expertise so it is not surprising that they also have
difficulty with long term planning.
This study was not designed to comment on the reality of the treatment goals but it
is an issue that is evident in the data and could be addressed in a future study. The
above observations are able to be drawn from some interviews because of the nature
of the information that was provided. Although it can be determined that they are
unrealistic, they are however consistent with the problems identified by the
respondents earlier in the interview which is the issue that this study was
considering.
12.2.2 Elaboration
The ability to justify decisions and elaborate on issues develops with experience
(see table 12.1) although this is also lacking in somc clinicians'responses. For
instance one clinician (C120) who was working in an orthopaedic ward gave very
stilted rcsponses with very little explanation unless prompted to do so. The
following quotes from a stage m student (A/15) is an example of a poorly
elaborated rcsponse for question six.
Q6: HOW EFFECTM DO YOU THINK THE TREATMENT PROCEDURES ARE WrrH THIS
CLIENT ? IN AN IDEAL WORLD IS THERE AI.TYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE ?
"At the moment they appear to be quite effective, she's getting a lot out of
what's happening, she's finding benefits from things that arc happening."
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IN WHAT KIND OF WAY ? WHAT BENEFTTS DO YOU MEAN ?
"She's happier going home to her flat on her own at night because she knows
that the next day she can go out and see some friends and do things rather than
stay at home getting lonely."
SO THINGS ARE OK ?
"Ideally she could have people or maybe even have a boarder or something like
that, but that would be in the ideal world but she hasn't got a big enough house
for all that, so she can't."
It can be noted that for the student to elaborate at all on the response, there needed
to be further question added to facilitate this process. By contrast another student
(A/10), also in a psychiatric sening, said in response to the same question:
"Yes,I think he needs more one to one, it's a big group that he's working
with....it would b,20 plus patients in the environment that he's in ..... it's too
easy for him to wander out..... he needs more one to one attention to focus on
his problems,I mean the craft goups aren't suited to him really ... if we're
looking at getting him out into the community into a work environment ...he's
not going to get out into the community on the skills that he's learning here, he's
not going to be able to use them. It's all right the communication, interaction
skills that he's gening, but as far as putting him in a working situation he's not
going to be employed to make paper mach6 picturc frames and things like that."
This student was able to identify the needs of the client in relation to currcnt
treatment procedures and probable outcomes and explain why these procedurcs
were, or were not, suitable.
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Coles (1989) referred to students'ability to develop relationships between
information as "elaboration" (p 43). He viewed this as a product of students having
experienced the context in which previously learned knowledge could be applied.
Experience has provided clinicians with a context that enables them to draw on
previous knowledge and gain greater understandings of their current situation. On
the other hand, students in the early stages of their training, have not had enough
time in a particular location to enable them to successfully draw on previous
knowledge and describe the links between various elements of the data.
12.2.3 Human Dimension
There was a notable difference in the ability of students and clinicians to identify
the human dimension. Many of the clinicians were able to provide responses that
almost made the interviewer feel as if the client was known to her personally; this
was in contrast to other respondents who did not describe the client's perspective at
all. An example of providing the human dimension can be observed in one
clinician's (Cll7) response to question two. This respondent was working in a
physical community sefting.
Q2: WHICH PROBLEM AREA TOOK PRJORITY ON YOLJR PLANNINC? wHY?
"Dressing and undressing her fect. ....... She's a.... 'lady'; very, vcry nice but
a lady-like person and it was crucial to her that she hadstockings on and that
she had nice shoes on, and it wasn't appropriate to sit around, even if she
was at home all day, ..... in slippers... "
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An example of a respondent giving very little of the human dimension was a
student (A/2) who was also working in the community. In response to the sirme
question she said:
"I don'[ know, they (getting out of his bed and chair) ..... were both just as
important as each other.
WHY DO YOU SAY THEY ARE BOTH AS IMPORTANT AS ONE ANOTHER?
"Well ..... I suppose he was just as concerned with them equally .... so I was
going to deal with both of them, there was no priority really, I suppose
'cause it was ADL tasks overall."
Often, those whose responses lacked a human dimension gave rcsponses that
focussed on techniques rather than the client, or generalised to include all clients in
that particular category. Examples to illustrate these features have been taken from
the clinician goup.In response to question thrce one clinician who was working in
the field of hand tf,auma (C/8) said:
Q3: IN YOUR EVALUATION, WHAT wOttLD BE A SATISFACTORY TREATMENT
OI.JTCOME?
"A satisfactory treatment outcome would be a rcturn of hand function to as
normal as possible in temrs of if you're looking at just the tendon aspect of
it, that this person has full tendon excursion; in other words that they're able
to fully extend their fingers and make a fist that reaches the palm and the
same applies to the thumb as well ...."
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Another example in response to the same question comes from a respondent (C120)
working in an orthopaedic ward.
"That the person could safely transfer on and off the toilet, in and out of
bed, and on and off the chair is the first priority so that there was
minimal chance of them dislocating ..... and shower themselves being
aware of all the precautions of total hip replacement."
In both these examples, there is a sense of the treatment outcomes being appropriate
for any client ie, these were general principles, based on established treatment
procedures rather then explanations that were related to a specific client. By
contrast, a clinician (C/7) who was working in a physical rehabilitation setting said:
"For him to dress himself as much by himself, even if it took a long time,
because that would be very important to his pride and self image...."
Flemming (l99lb) suggests that to work effectively with a client, the therapist must
be able to "tailor" treatment to meet the need and values of each client. In a study
of clinical reasoning, as discussed by Flemming, novice students rcported that they
did not have the confidence to interact with patients as individuals and so felt
compelled to use a procedural approach until they were confident in using their
skills. In the quotes prcsented above, one clinician (C/20) had only two years
experience while the other who was also technique orientated (Cy8) was very much
an expert, ie. had l0 years of experience, four of these being in the cunent arca of
work. The final clinician quoted above (Cn), had bcen working as an occupational
therapist for I 1 years, two of these being in the current location. It would seem that
years of experience do not necessarily result in an approach that modifies trcatment
to meet the individual's values and needs.
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This lack of human dimension by some clinicians has been noted in the discussions
pertaining to the question "What are the main benefits to the client?". The
responses to this question favoured technical concerns rather than those gained
from an involvement with the individual client's own concerns. The idea that
occupational therapists work with both the physical and emotional characteristics of
a person is not a new one (Fidler & Fidler, 1963; cited by Flemming, l99l). If
emotional aspects were considered equally with the physical ones in the
respondents minds, one would expect that intrapersonal elements would be cited
more frequently as part of the treatnrent outcomes than has been apparent (see
Tables 8.2 & 10.2).
Overall, this analysis has provided valuable information on problem representation
by providing an integrated perspective of the interview. This particular chapter has
provided evidence of differences between students and clinicians that was not
apparent in the analysis of the individual questions. The analysis indicates that
stage Itr students and clinicians are able to sort the client data and relarc this to
treatment outcomes, whereas the stage II students have difficulty identifying
treatment outcomes that are consistent with their thinking about the client's
sinlation. The clinicians,, however, arc able to consider the data in a qualitatively
different way than either student group by describing and elaborating on the
elements of the problem reprcsentation. Part of this elaboration process is the
ability to convey a clear sense of the client as an individual.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
INTEGRATION AND ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESES
There were a number of hypotheses considered at the outset of this study. The
following discussion will consider each of them in turn. Finally a model which
summarises the main findings of the study will be presented.
13.1 Hypothesis One
That the longer t"-r rettirrgs will generate more data about the client
compared to the short-term senings.
This study has identified that the settings that are long-term in nature with the
period of time for heatment measwed over months or even years (ie. the
rchabilitation and paediatric locations) do result in the generation of a greater
number of problems compared to the short-rcrm settings (see Table 6.4).
132 Hypothesis Two
That the environmental context will influence the nahre of the problems and
treatment outconres considcrcd.
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An examination of the problems identified by the respondents in the physical
psychiatric and paediatric settings identified that there was a difference in the
distribution of the response rates between the performance component and
occupational performance categories. This was a trend in response to the first
question but the differences became significant when identifying the priority
problems in question two (see Table A.4). The physical settings were associated
with occupational performance outcomes, paediatric with performance components
with the balance being more even for the psychiauic settings.
When the location data was organised into long and short term senings, a difference
was also observed in the distribution of the performance component and
occupational performance categories with the long-tenn settings generating a
greater number of performance component problems (p <.01).
The generation of perfonnance component problems provides a more complex
array of treatment options, ie. the alternative of treating perfornance component
deficits is available, rather than focusing only on the resulting occupational
performance difficulty.
It is noticeable that the difference between long and short-term settings is not so
evident in respect of the treatment outcomes (see Table 8.4). The focus moves to
the occupational performance category for both senings and the rcsponse rates are
more comparable, suggesting that the greater range of problems generated in long-
term settings has been sorrcd to develop a manageable number of outcomes.
Thus the evidence supports this hypothesis in relation to the problems that werc
identified, but not in respect of the treatment outcomes.
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13.3 Hypothesis Three
That direct connections between hypotheses and treatment outcomes will be
more evident in the clinicians'thinking than in the students (ie. clinicians will
have a clearer problem representation).
The qualitative analysis of the interviews indicates that links between hypothesis
and treatment outcomes are evident to the same extent in the clinician and stage III
groups, but are less evident in the stage II group (Table 12.2). Thus stage Itr
students make these connections with the same frequency as clinicians whereas the
least experienceD group (stage II) have more difficulry in linking the elements.
Another aspect that has been demonstrated by this study is the clinicians' ability to
provide justification for this linking and to elaborate on the ideas being conveyed.
Using Greeno's (1973) description of the stages of problem solving, the second year
students would be at the first stage which is the development of a basic "cognitive
tree". This is consistent with the initial obsenration that this group have diffrculty
in making direct connections between hypothesis and trcatment outcomes.
Students with more experience (stage Itr) arc able to make connections between the
elements of the data with similar frequency as the clinicians, however, they are not
able to clearly articulate the relationships between these elemedts. They are
apparently able to constnrct a'cognitive trce'which rEpresents the problem. Their
difficulty lies in the second stage of problem solving which is identi$ing the
rclationship between the problem state and the goal state. Clinicians demonstrate
their ability to do this by justifying and elaborating. Students appear not to have yet
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developed a set of "transformational relations" (Greeno 1973) in their long term
memory and so have difficulty making links between the problem elements.
This description of similarities between stage III and clinician groups is consistent
with De Groot's (1966) observations that both novice and expert chess players
tended to consider the same number of moves and look ahead about the same
distance in assessing the effect of a move. In the same way, the stage Itr and
clinician groups can both consider the same basic data and have a similar
understanding of the outcomes.
Hypothesis three is therefore tnre for the stage II student group, but not for the stage
III students.
13.4 Hypothesis Four
That compared to students, clinicians will be more likely to take a client centred
focus.
The question that specifically requested information on how orientated the
respondents were to the client's perspective (question four) did not provide evidence
of any differcnces benpeen students and clinicians in relation to taking the client's
perspective
However the qualitative analysis which integrated all the questions (see Table 12.2)
did reveal that clinicians had more awar€ness of the human pcrspective when
compared to students. This was manifested by the acknowledgment in the
interview of the client as an individual with their own values and concerns. This
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same trend was also evident in response to the question dealing with why the
respondents had chosen a particular priority for treatment (see Table A.2). Such a
perspective is evidently an integral part of the clinicians thinking rather than
something they focus on consciously when planning treatment.
This would seem to be part of a natural development process where once a novice
learner is able to comfortably handle the technical skills and is familiar with the
relevant knowledge, then he/she is able to consider the cues that arise from
relationships with clients. This ability to relate to the client as an individual begins
in the stage of the 'advanced beginner' in Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model of skill
acquisition (1986, cited in Slater and Cohn l99l). Acknowledging this
individuality is an initial step to being able to meet the needs of a particular client.
Crepeau (1991) has suggested that there are various reasons as to why there might
be barriers to understanding the client's perspective, such as the dominance of the
medical model (which tends to separate the illness from the patient's experience and
results in the therapist focusing on technical skills) and the power of physicians
with their focus on biomedical issues. As suggested by this study and supported by
the model of skill acquisition, it is evident that one major barrier for students is their
inability to deal with the client's perspective until they have first mastered the skills
and knowledge relevant to the situation.
Hypothesis four has thercfore been supported by the study.
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13.5 Hypothesis Five
That the beliefs of participants concerning occupational therapy treatment
would be consistent with the assumptions identified by Mosey (1981).
Each of these assumptions which were previously outlined in chapter two will be
considered in tum. Table l3.l summarises the numbers of rcspondents who
identified each of the assumptions.
i) Each individual has the right to a meaningful existence; to an existence that
allows one to be productive, to experience pleasure and joy, to love and be
loved and to live in safe, supportive and comfortable surroundings.
There are several themes in this assumption that will be explored:
The need tobe producrive has been rcferrcd to in various ways throughout the
interviews. This theme was apparcnt when interviewees identified lack of
involvement in leisure activities and employment as problems to be dealt with
(Table 6.3), and involvement in these pursuits as an outcome of Eeatment (Tables
8.3 & 10.3).
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Table 13.l
Summary of the Assumptions ldentifted by the Three Respondent Groups.
* NB. This figurc rcfers to the number of subjects who identified an assumption. A subject may
have given respons€s that werc recorded in more than one category.
The use of activity in teatment was one of the beliefs in chapter seven (see Table
7.3). In keeping with the above assumption, the naturc of activity involvement was
for psychological benefits such as improvement in self-esteem and to keep someone
occupied and thercfore happy.
RESPONDENTS
ASSUMPTIONS STAGE II
N=14
STAGE III
N=31
CLINICIANS
N=22
TOTAL
N=67
ASSUMPTION I:
(meaningful existance)
PRODUCTIVITY
PLEASURE
LOVE
SURROUNDINCS
4 (29%)
0 (07o)
0(0%)
E (s7%)
15 (487o)
2 (64o)
0 (Wo)
t9 (61%)
6 (27?o)
4(t8%)
0(o%)
13(s9%)
25 (37%)
6(e%)
0 (0%)
q(60%)
TOTAL * to(7t%) 27 (81%) t8(82%) 5s (82%)
ASSUMPTION2:
(nature of the species)
COGNINVE
SOCIAL
8 (s7%) 12(39%\ 13 (59%')
6(43%) lr (35%) 10(45%)
33 (49%)
27 (M)
TOTAL * 8 (s7%) r7 (55%\ t7 (77%) 42(63%',)
ASSUMPTION3:(oersond choice)
6 (43%) t3 (42%\ t3 (s9%) 32(48%)
ASSUMPTION 4: e (u%) t7 (ss%\ 9 (4r%) 35 (52%){nrrmefirl inlemlion\
ASSUMPTION 5: 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 Q%) 0 (Ofo)
I wnrk/rort/nlav hnlnnccl
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Overall, 27Vo af the clinicians,4STo of stage III students and29Vo of stage [I
students conveyed the idea of productivity being a human need. Clearly the stage
III students were more focused on this aspect compared to the other two groups.
Enjoyment for the client also arose in the question concerning the benefit of
treatment to the client (fable 9.1). Again this was linked to being involved in an
activity programme. Relatively few respondents identified this aspect (l8%o of
clinician group, 6Vo stage III and OVo stage II group) .
The next element of the assumption was not been mentioned by any respondents in
this study, ie. the need for the individual to love and be loved.
Finally, the theme of people living in safe, supponive and comfonable
sunoundingr was evident in various facets of the interview. Safety was commonly
linked to the discharge of the individual from the shelter of a hospital environment
to live in the community. Respondents who identified ADL problems and
outcomes (Tables 8.3 & 10.3) frequently conveyed the idea that it is desirable to
return people to their own homes where they can live in familiar / comfortable
surroundings and many also spoke of the need for support to be available either
from family or conrmunity senices. This same theme was evident when
respondents identified lack of community resources as a reason for dissatisfaction
with treatment (Table ll.2). Finally the belief that people need to develop coping
strategies (Table 7.3) was also rclated to the theme of the individual being safe and
able to live in comfortable surroundings.
In summary, a relatively high number of respondents made obvious rcfercnce to the
need for people to live in safe, supportive and comfortable surroundngs (59Vo
clinicians,6lTo stageltr andSTVo stage tr). These rcsponses indicate that the idea of
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people having a meaningful existence is more closely related to the quality of their
sunoundings than the more emotional needs of experiencing pleasure and love.
However, stage III students also had strong support for the need for productivity.
ii) Each individual is influenced by stage-specific maturation of the species, the
social nature of the species, and the cognitive nature of the species.
It is difficult to test the present data for the first aspect of this assumption (stage-
specific maturation) but it is of relevance that most participants indicated belief in
the sequential nature of treatment (see Table 7.2) and as such should cater for
individual needs at different stages of change in functional ability. The social
environment of the individual was identified in this belief when, for instance, it was
noted that being involved in leisure pursuits was one way of assisting someone to
develop social networks . It was also raised under the subcategory "environment"
(see Table 7.3). Anention was drawn to the fact that people do not live in a
vacuum, they interact with and are influenced by other significant people eg.
spouse, tamily, friends. The social needs of people was also identified in the
problem and treatment outcome sections of the interview (see Tables 6.3, 8.3 &
10.3).
Another aspect of the intenriews that considered the human or social dimension of
the environment was the issue of clients benefiting from occupational therapy
intervention because they are able to form a trusting relationship with the
occupational therapist (Table 9.1). The idea conveyed was that this was a first step
in exploring an ability to interact beforc learning to trust other people.
The social environment was identified by the following percentages of rcspondent
groups (clinicians 45?o,stageIn'31%o and stage lI43Vo).
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The cognitive nature of individuals as identified in this assumption refers not only
to the ability to think, reason and foreword plan, but also the effect of this on
psychological well-being. Concern with these areas was evident in the problems
and outcomes in the subcategories of 'cognition' and 'intrapersonal' (Tables 6.2 and
8.2). The impact of a sense of psychological well-being can also be seen in the
belief that treatment is sequential in nature (Table A.2) where, for instance, low
self-esteem was viewed as a cause for not carrying out daily tasks and self-
confidence was a result of being able to do these tasks. This cognitive view of
people was identified by the following percentages of respondents (clinicians 59Vo,
stage III 39Vo and stage II 57Vo).
iii) Each individual has the right to seek his or her potential through personal
choice within the context of some social constraints.
The recognition of the client's right to determine how they wish to live their lives
was identified in the belief section (see Table A.2), where some rcspondents stated
that treatrnent should take into account concerns that were important to the client.
The desirability of enabling people to make choices in life was also apparent in
response to the question regarding the benefits of occupational therapy to the client
(question four). Some indicatcd that the major benefit of treatmcnt was that the
individual could take control of hiVher own life (Table 9.1). Titis focus was also
apparent in the problem and outcomes questions (see Tables 6.2, A.2,8.2 & 10.2)
and in Table I1.2 where meeting clients goals was rcgarded as a reason for
treaunent being successful. The right of the client to have personal choice was
identified by 59Vo of clinicians,42% of stage III students and 43Vo of stage tr
students.
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iv) Each individual is able to reach his or her potential only through purposeful
interaction with the human and non-human environment.
The ability to acquire skills in order that mastery of the non-human environment
may be achieved was expressed in the belief section (see Table 7.3) and in the
question dealing with the benefits to the client (see Table 9.1). Also in Table 9.1,
the issue of developing self-confidence was in many instances linked to the idea of
mastery of daily tasks. This is consistent with Mosey's (1981) idea that what is
learnt about oneself through purposeful interaction with the non-human
environment is an integral facet of occupational therapy intervention. Purposeful
interaction with the non-human environment was identified by 4l%o of the
clinicians, 55Vo of stage m students and 64Vo of stage II students.
Developing potential through socid interaction (ie. the "human environment"), has
already been considered under assumption nvo. In this study, the recognition of
people needing other people as part of normal development is difficult to
differcntiate from the concept of people devcloping their own potential through this
interaction.
v) Each individual has inhercnt needs for work, play and rcst which must be
satisfied in relatively equal balance.
This assumption had no obvious support from the respondents. However, one third
year student did articulate the concept of balance in the life style of the individual
by stating that...
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"If there is a defect in leisure interests and social contacts then there's an
imbalance in the person's daily life." (ful1)
The idea of rest and work as vital ingredients of the balance has not been included.
There could be various reasons for this omission such as the setting or context does
not allow for this type of consideration of the client's needs (ie. the influence on the
medical model on determining treatment priorities), clients do not value it or it is
addressed by other professionals. On the other hand, therapists may perceive that
facets such as ADL and leisure should be the focus of treatment and consider these
elements in isolation from the overall concept of balance between work, play and
rcst.
Another reason for this move away from assumption five could be the change in the
use of treatment models. The humanistic model with its focus on healthy patterns
of living was developed at a time when liberal socialists views of society supported
such an approach. Currcntly a more reductionistic approach is dominant and
involves each team member, including the occupational therapist, providing a
specialist service which deals with a particular facct of the client. Lack of team
work was noted as a major cause for treatment not being as effective as possible
(see Table I1.2) and could be rclated to the move away from the concept of balance
in the life of the individual.
It was noted in chapter six that for some rcspondents leisurc was tied to the need to
be productive, ie. as a work substitute. The implicit message in this could be that
too much leisure can be a problem and that work rclated activity provides a balance
between work and play in peoples'lives. However, this study does not allow
conclusions to be drawn on this issue.
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13.5.1 Summary of Hypothesis Five
Overall, most support was given for assumption one followed by assumptions two,
four and three with no support for assumption five. There are variations in the level
of support between the three groups for the components of the assumptions, When
considering which of the assumptions and/or sub components yielded a response of
50Vo from each group, it can be noted that the need for people to live in safe,
supportive and comfortable surroundings was identified by all three groups. The
two student groups identified interaction with the non-human environment, both
stage II and clinicians identified the cognitive nature of the species and only the
clinicians identified seeking potential through personal choice. The stage III level
of rcsponse for productivity was notably higher compared with the other two
groups. No respondents identified the need to love and be loved and the idea of
balance between work, play and rest.
In chapter two it was noted that there were some uncertainties concerning the basrc
core of occupational therapy. This snldy indicates that there is support for four out
of five of the assumptions underlying the profession as described by Mosey (1981).
Not every respondent mentioned all or any of the assumptions; however, when the
interviews are looked at collectively, the major assumptions are present apart from
the concept of balance benreen work, play and rest. As this is stated to be one of
the oldest concepts in that it has been around since the inception of the profession, it
is noteworthy that it is not apparent in this study.
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13.6 Conclusions
The environmental context affected problem representation in that it influenced
both the amount of data to be considered at the outset and the nature of that data.
Differences in students and clinicians understandings of the treatment planning
process were related to qualitative differences (in their explanations of the process)
rather than their basic understandings of the elements of the process. The beliefs
that govern thinking about treatment demonstrate consistency with the literature
(except for the concept of a balance between work, rest and play), and a consistency
between the respondents regardless of location and/or experience.
Although an information processing approach has been used primarily in this study,
such an approach used alone would not be suffrcient to explain the strategies
discovered in the interview. For some of the analysis it has been useful to draw on
literature which takes a phenomenological approach.
At the outset of this study, it was stated that clinical knowledge is...
"the transformation of prcconceived notions and expectations by encounter
with actual practical situations" @enner & Wrubel, 1982, pl l).
This study has noted that practical experience does change the internal
representation of clinical problems. In chapter four, a model of problem solving
in occupational therapy was presenrcd; the problem representation component of
this has now been developed to depict the differences between student and
clinician in problem representation 
- 
ie. the understanding process (see Figures
t3.l(a) and 13.l(b)). The model illustrarcs that both students and clinicians have
access to the same inforrration but that this is more cleady defined and organised
in the clinician.
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Clinicians have well developed schema which enable a network of information to
be drawn on and links with current information to be successfully made. The
clinicians' view of the data, goals and operators are encapsulated in the knowledge
and expertise that has been gained in a specific setting. Such information sets
parameters and allows reasonable predictions to be made with confidence. Their
intimate understanding of both the human and non-human elements of the
environment will invariably familiarise them with the restrictions.
A relevant issue to raise at this stage is that although the data, goals and operators
will vary to some extent from client to client, from the perspective of the clinician
there will be past experiences that enable recall of patterns relevant to the curent
situation. This application of prior knowledge is arguably not a problem solving
situation as the outcomes are fairly predictable and the actions that can be taken to
reach the outcomes are routine. This is consistent with Gagnd.'s view that problem
solving is more than the application of a set of existing rules to achieve a goal.
For Gagn6, problem solving is a process whercby rcstructuring must take place
with new learning occurring in order to form a higher order rule; this is then
generalised to other new situations when problems of the same type are presented.
Students on the other hand, do not have well developed schema. They have some
knowledge of the appropriate ffeatment procedures and some experience of
clinical work but they have to adjust to the specifics of a new working
environment before rclational networks can be developed and schema formulated.
Students have a tentative grasp on the various elements in problem rcprcsentation
and have not only to juggle with the data, the possible actions that can be taken
and the goals, they also have to come to tenns with the environment" ie. the
particular treatments that are corlmon within that setting and the rcstictions that
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are peculiar to the setting. The problem sPace is less defined than that of the
clinicians largely due to the lack of domain specific knowledge and a limited
understanding of the work environment.
An aspect of problem representation that was not noted in the original model was
the human dimension. The interaction with the client was a significant aspect of
the problem representation with clinicians frequently weaving a human
perspective into their understanding of the problem. This is depicted by the
central box (human understanding) in Figure 13.1(a) and refers to the clinicians'
understanding of their clients. Students, on the other hand, were able to note the
client's concerns but this was similar to another piece of data rather than an in-
depth understanding of how disability impacts on the life of that individual.
Figure l3.l O) shows the students' representation of a problem - the various
components or elements are present but they are not necessarily co-ordinated or
clearly structurcd.
The model illustrates the transformation of knowledge by practical experience
over a period of time. The abstract knowledge and factud data that is the focus of
the beginner is transformed over time to the point where experience results in the
availability of a rich supply of schema. Therefore comparcd to the students, who
use theory as a guide, clinicians are able to use past concrete experiences as
paradigms thereby refining theory through practice.
14.l
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This final chapter will first highlight the implications of this study for the
education of occupational therapy students then suggest further research that
could provide educators with a greater understanding of the learning needs of
students.
Implications for Education
14.1.1 Development of Schema and the Ability to Elaborate
Educational strategies should develop students'abilities to make links between
data and form relevant schema. Experience in one arca of work and its resulting
understandings of treatrnent planning processes for a particular client group is a
prc-requisite for being able to link data and elaborate on the treament planning
issues.
l. At a simple level, one way of developing students' awareness of links befween
data is to provide these. This would be appropriate when dseling with case
situations. Students could be given:
i) a summary of the initial situation data and links in this data eg.
occupational theraPY diagnoses.
ii) the goal state (ie. the ueatment goals) related to the stated diagnoses.
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Skemp ( 1979) considers that a good understanding of these two facets is essential
before appropriate action can be taken, ie. planning treatment. Such an approach
should be used in both classroom and fieldwork settings for both level I and level
II students. A useful approach would be to give the stage II students the treatment
goals then expect them to plan the relevant treatment rather than requiring them to
sort the data and develop the goals. This would eliminate much of the data that
has to be processed and allow students to focus on one aspect only 
- 
ie. the
treatment procedures (operators). Setting the parameters in this way would also
limit the 'problem space', ie. the range of solution paths that the students would
consider. As previously discussed in chapter four, the formulating of goals and
objectives is critical in effective problem solving.
The links that are made for the student provide a pattern of thinking which will
become familiar by later steges in their education progamme when they will be
expected to deal with the entire treatment planning process, ie. develop
occupational therapy diagnoses, treabnent goals as well as plan the trcatment.
This approach is contrary to traditional methods which follows the occupational
therapy process and requires students to sort the data, establish the problem and
treatment goals and then plan treatment. The traditional approach makes complex
cognitive demands on inexperienced students as they do not have the relevant
schema to assist them in their reasoning processes.
2. Another approach to developing schemata is for students to develop expertise
in specific ar€as. The implications for an education programme are as follows:
i) Iong fieldwork placement would encourage students to consolidate
knowledge and skills and be able to justiff their treatment planning processes
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in specific fields of practice. How long such a placement would need to be
and whether or not this is more valuable than providing a range of experiences
via short fieldwork placements are debateable issues. However, from a
cognitive perspective, the longer placements in one area would enable schema
to be developed and deeper reasoning processes used.
ii) Analysis of problem solving that took place while on fieldwork placements
is another method of developing a level of expertise in a particular area. In
this instance, the expertise is not gained in skills and techniques but in the
thinking and reasoning related to the skills and techniques that the student
knows to be appropriate in particular settings. Thus schema could be
developed based on a sound understanding of the context. This would provide
the student with a solid base for reasoning and justifying the treatment
procedurcs that were carried out. Students could be required to carry out this
type of exercise following each fieldwork placement.
With this approach, the context has been established and understood. Coles
(1989) says that this will then enable the student to draw on previous abstract
knowledge which has been learnt out of context and develop a greater
understanding of the 'concrete' situation. Elaboration, he says...
"does not happen proactively from abstract to concrctebut retroactively
from concrcte to abstract". (p.45)
Thus it is the process of reflection on action that enables students to establish the
links benveen elements of knowledge rclevant for clinical settings.
2ro
From a slightly different perspective, R Gagnd (1985) says that using problem
solving scenarios where students are able to elaborate on situations they have been
involved in draws on the internal state of the individual, ie. not only their
experience but also their motivation. Harnessing students'motivation can be a
key factor in stimulating the use of deeper reasoning processes.
3. A third consideration is that requirements should be realistic in respect of
students being able to elaborate and justify. This ability in respect of clinical
problem solving should be expected in the latter period of the programme, once
adequate experiential knowledge is gained in a range of fieldwork senings.
Students will then be able to draw on knowledge and understandings gained in
these settings to enable them to form relevant schema and justify decisions for
problem solving scenarios which have been given as academic exercises.
The normal pattern of clinical experience is an inverted pyramid wherc therc is
little experience in the first year and extended expcrience in the final year. To tap
the students'ability to reason critically in rclation to treatment planning, then the
pyramid should be rcversed with much of the practical experience occurring in the
initial stages of the course. This would enable the final year to draw on the
understandings that students have gained from their practical experience.
2Ll
14.1.2 Understanding the Client's Perspective
Understanding the client's perspective is an integral part of the clinicians' thinking
when planning treatment. Again, it is an aspect that students should not be
expected to demonstrate until latter stages of their education programme.
Realistically, this may be a facet of problem representation that does not occur
naturally until the student has graduated and gained experience.
The use of assessment tools that specifically request client input may be of value
to get students into the habit of asking questions that provide information on the
client's concerns. However the evidence suggests that although this would enable
appropriate information to be acquired, it is at the level of technical concerns such
as knowing which skills the client wants to learn rather than an in-depth
understanding of the individual.
The skills acquisition model (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986) also suggests that
having an awareness of the client beyond a technical concern does not develop
until the student has passed from the'novice'to the'advanced beginner' stage.
Based on the premise that students first have to master knowledge and technical
skills, the best preparation for a new graduate would be to ensure that they have
this basic ruNtery. This would enable them to quickly gain confidence in their
skills in their chosen area of work and allow them to develop flexibility and, with
this, an ability to respond to cues from the client.
2t2
14.1.3 Location Dffirences
Some settings in which students gain experience of practice provide greater
challenges than others. Long-term settings provide a more complex array of data,
and for this reason, tools/methods that help students to sort data will be of
particular value. Such tools should encourage students to sort data in a problem
solving format. The previous suggestion of giving students both the occupational
therapy diagnosis and treatment goals would have particular value in these
settings, in that they would set limits on the problem space.
14.1.4 Beliefs of Occupational Therapists
It is evident that occupational therapists do have cornmon understandings of their
practice irrespective of the sening. Students should be aware of these and be able
to articulate them with confidence.
14.2 Implicatioru for Further Research
This study has identified that major differences between student and clinician lie
in the qualitative aspects of the rcassning processes rathenthan the quantitative
elements. This would indicate that further rcsearch should be more concerned
with teasing out the qualitative issues. The following suggestions havc been
drawn from this study:
2r3
l. Develop a greater understanding of the developmental process that occurs in
students'ability to process information from fieldwork.
One suggested method would be an in depth analysis of interviews of students and
their supervising therapists where both are asked to focus on the same client. The
same students could be followed through their education programme and
interviewed annually with their supervisors also interviewed on each occasion.
This would allow differences to be identified between clinician and student as
well as developments in the students' problem representation to be noted. One
aspect that could be developed in such an approach would be the reality of the
treatment outcomes. As previously indicated in this study, the reality of this
particular aspect of problem representation was thought to be suspect in some of
the students responses.
Factors to be taken into consideration in the selection of students:
Age 
- 
does life experience allow students to develop greater understandings
of the human dimension or is it entirely related to experience as an
occupational therapist?
Gender - what influence does this have on problem representation?
Another method would be the use of action learning and action research methods
to clarify problem solving in occupational therapy. These procedures could be
undertaken with clinicians and/or students while they are on fieldwork placement.
To gain a developmental perspective, a group of snrdents could bc followed
through the three years of their education programme. Such a study would cnable
participants to be...
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"actively and critically engaged in developing their own theories and
meanings on the basis of group deliberation, experience and reflection"
(Zuber-Skenitt, 1993 47 \.
2. Environmental factors could usefully be studied in greater depth rather than
the global long and short-term senings. For example, the community setting has
already been referred to as being notably less divergent in approach when
compared to other settings such as rehabilitation. Two examples where clinicians
did not take a humanistic perspective were in orthopaedic locations. To know if
this were characteristic of the perspective of those working in this type of sening,
a study which investigated more respondents in this location would need to be
conducted.
Environments that have not been included in this study are community settings
that are client driven and make use of a 'holistic' model (see Chapter 2) wherc
therapist and client collaborate together to decide on behaviour change. These
settings are particularly difficult for students because the planning process
involves working with clients to reach a consensus, rather than making decisions
on their behalf. To investigate how clinicians develop problem representations in
these sinrations might be a first step in developing strategies that students could
use. Locations wherc a clicnt centred focus is used are more frequently becoming
the work senings for occupational therapists so it is particularly important that
these understandings are gained.
3. It was proposed in chapter four that an individual's understanding of his/her
own strengths and weaknesses would be an element of problem rePres€ntation. In
this study only one respondent, a stage II student, alluded to this. From the
2t5
students' perspective, their lack of knowledge would certainly be a restriction on
treatment 
- 
yet this metacognitive view has not been evident in this study.
A proposal therefore, is that a study be undertaken where the focus is directed
towards understanding an individual's perceptions of their strengths and
weaknesses in relation to Ueatment planning ie. self-assessment by students and
clinicians.
4. The length of the fieldwork placement has been described as a factor that
influences students reasoning ability. A study that investigated the students'
ability to think and reason throughout a placement could give valuable insights
into the development of an internal problem rcprcsentation (eg. after 2 weeks, 4
weeks,6 weeks, 8 weeks).
5. lnvestigate the potential of an assessment tool that focuses on the client's
contribution to treatment planning. Would such a tool enable students to take a
more humanistic perspective in their problem rcpresentation ? A similar proposal
made by the rccent American study of clinical reasoning in occupational therapy
suggests that such a tool may "encourage patients to discuss their feelings about
illness and disability" (Schwarts, 1991, p1035) and so assist students to develop
an understanding of what disability means to the individual. However, my
proposal is much more tentative, suggesting that while such tools may be of value
a phenomenological perspective may ultimatcly be a product of experience.
6. An implication for teaching arising from this study is that concrete experience
is a basis for understanding theory - partly because it dcfines the contrext. Thus
the implementation and evaluation of a teaching method that encourages students
2t6
to reflect on actual practical experience would be valuable in developing insights
into effective ways of bridging the gap between theory and practice. Examples of
teaching strategies are the use of diaries and journals during practice followed by
tasks/assignments that involve students using the information they have recorded,
and role play of actual situations in reflective sessions following fieldwork
experience. Action learning and research methods could be employed with
students being asked to participate in evaluation sessions of the teaching method
under investigation.
14.3 Conclusions
Clinical reasoning is complex and influenced by the environment, experience and
beliefs. With changing health systems and social values, basic philosophies of
hedth care will inevitably change over time and with this some of the premises on
which clinical reasoning in based. Experience, on the other hand, is a
developmental phenomena that is not so prone to change. Understandings of how
experience influences problem representation will always be useful and add to our
basic understandings of the cognitive development of the student.
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APPENDIX A
Supplementary data analysis for chapter seven.
Table A.l is a summary of the types of problems (ie. performance component and
occupational performance) that were identified by each of the respondent groups.
Table A.l
Sumrnary of the Responses given by the Three Respondent Groups
Table A.l indicates that:
l. The number of problem categories identified as priorities was less for
stage II students compared to the other 2 groups (1.06 cf. 1.18).
However this result is not statistically significant (chi-square = 0.50,
d.f. = 2, n.s.).
2. The response rates for the two major categories werc similar for both
clinician (0.64 & 0.55) and stage tr (0.56 & 0.50) groups, but the stage
III students put an emphasis on the occupational performance category
(0.84 cf. 0.45). However a chi-square analysis indicates that the
TYPEOFPRIORITY
PROBLEM:
STAGEII
N=14
RESPONDENTS
STAGE III
N=31
CLINICIANS
N=22
TOTAL
N=67
PERFORMANCE
COMFONENT
OCCI"JPATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
TOTAI-S
8 (0.56)
7 (0.50)
14 (0.45)
26 (0.M)
t4 (0.ff)
l2 (0.55)
26 (r.r8)
36 (0.54)
45 (0.67)
l5 (1.06) 40 (1.29) 8l (1.21)
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variation between groups is not significant (chi-square = 2.90, d.f . = 2,
n.s.).
A more detailed analysis of the above responses has been summarised in Tables
7.2 and 7.3. These tables reflect the same sequence of sub-categories used in
chapter six so that comparisons can readily be made to Tables 6.2 and 6.3 where
the problems identifred in response to question one were summarised.
Explanations of the sub-categories can be seen in Chapter 6.
However, one different subcategory now arises, that of self responsibility. The
two respondents both refer to the clients needing to make their own decisions,
rather than having other people control their lives. This relates directly to the
subcategory of 'control'in Table 6.2.
Table A.2
Summary of the Performance Component Problems
rNote: This figrrc refers to the numbcr of subjecq who idcntified performance component problems. A
subject may have given rasponses that werc recordd in more than one category.
RESPONDENTS
STAGEIII
N=31
INTRAPERSONAL
COCNITTVE
INTERPERSONAL
SELFRESPONSIBILITY
3 (.10/21)
4 (.r3t29)
2(.O6il4)
3 (.2V381
2(.r4t25)
2(.Wn4)
3 (.Wtr4)
4 (1429)
8 (.r2t22)
7 (.r(yr9)
6 (.Wtr7)
2 (.O3tr7)
TOTALRESFONSES
*NI.JMBEROF
SUBJECTS:
14 (.45)
13 (42%)
s 1.56)
8 (s7%)
r4(.&,
1265qo)
36 (.s4)
33 (49%\
3.
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Table A.2 indicates that:
l. Some differences exist within the performance component categories
between the three groups 
- 
intrapersonal (less emphasis given by
clinicians), cognitive (most emphasis given by the stage III students
but not rated at all by the stage II students) and interpersonal (not rated
at all by the stage III snrdents). The numbers in the cells are too small
to warrant a statistical analvsis.
The greatest consistency between groups was in respect of the
percentage of replies given for the sensorimotor components (0.387o,
O.36Vo &O.36Vo).
The response rates do not indicate major differences between groups.
This is confrmed by statistical analysis (chi-square = 0.90, d.f. = 2,
n.s.)
Table A.3 indicates that:
t. All three groups gave the greatest weight to ADL (7l%o, 54Vo & 67Vo
respectively).
Differences exist within all the other occupational performance sub-
categories between the groups. The response rate on three of these
(employment, time and education) is low even by those groups who
did mention them so the differences are not considered to be useful
distinctions. In the rcmaining two categories,'leisure' was given the
least emphasis by the clinicians and'social'was not responded to at all
by the stage tr students. While differences appear to exist between the
three groups, the numbers in each cell are too small to draw any
conclusions. .
The stage III group had a higher response rate in comparison to the
suge II and clinician groups (.82 cf. .50 & .55). However this result is
not statistically significant (chi-square = 2.2, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
Family concems, which had been raised as a problem area in response
to question one, were not raised as a priority issue.
2.
3.
4.
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Table A.3
Summary of the Occupational Performance Problems
rNote: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified occupational performance problems. A
subject may have given rcspons€s that werc recorded in more than one category.
Table A.4 is a surnmary of the two main categories of problems that were
generated by the respondents with respect to the location in which they were
working at the time of the interview.
PRIORITY
PROBLEMS:
A.D.L
LEISUF€
soctAl
FAMILY
EMPI-]OYMENT
TIME
EDUCATION
TOTALRESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS:
STAGEII
N=14
5 (.36/71)
2 (.r4t29)
7 (.50)
7 (sffio)
RESPONDENTS
STAGENI
N=31
14 (.4sts4)
6 (.r9t23)
2 (.odE)
2 (.064)
l (.03/4)
I (.03/4)
26(.82)
24 (77%)
CLINICIANS
N=22
8 (.36/67 )
l (.0s/8)
2(Agtn)
I (.0t8)
12 (.55)
12(ss%)
TOTAL
N=67
n (nt60)
9 (.13/20)
4 (.06/9)
2(.O3t4)
2(.O3t4)
l (.03/4)
45 (.67)
$(e%)
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Table A.4
Summary of the Responses Given in Each Location
Table A.4 indicates that:
1. The response rate for the three broad categories of location (physical,
psychiatric and paediatric) are much the same (1.14, 1.27 & 1.33
respectively). However they do differ significantly in respect of their
distribution between performance components and occupational
performance (chi-square 
= 6.0, d.f. = 2,p < 0.5). The results indicate
that physical locations are more associated with occupational
performance problems, paediatric with performance components (but
the numbers are too few to be confident of this) while the balance is
more even for psychiatric.
2. If the 'location' data is re-organised into long term (rehabilitation and
paediatrics and shorter term (acute and community) senings, the
response rates differ, but not significantly (chi-square = 0.50, d.f. = 1,
n.s.). However, a significant difference is observable in the
distribution of the performance components and the occupational
performance categories (chi-square = 6.43, d.f. = l, p < 0.01). The
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIATRIC
Acute Rehab. Com. Acute Rehab.
PRIORITYpnOgLEMS N=8 N=22 N=5 N=6 N=20 N=6
PERFORMANCE
coMpoNENTS 2 (0.25) r I (0.50) 2 (0.33) ls (0.75) 6 (1.00)
OCCTJPATIONAL
PERFORMANCE 6 (0.7s) 16 (0.73) 5 (1.00) 5 (0.84) r r (0.55) 2 (0.33)
suB ToTAL 8 (r.00) 27 (r.23) 5 (r.m) 7 0.t7). 26 (r.30) 8 (1.33)
TOTALS: 40 (1.14) 33 (1.27) 8 (1.33)
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results indicate that short term settings are associated with
occupational performance problems while the balance is more even in
the long term settings.
A more detailed analysis of the responses can be found in Tables A.5 and A.6.
The responses have been listed in the same sequence as Tables A.2 and A.3.
Table A.5
Location of the Respondents and the Performance Component Priority Problems
*Note: This figure rcfers to the number of subjecs who identified a performance component
problems. e suUject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
Table A.5 indicates that:
l. The response rate for the three broad categories of location (physical,
psychiatric and paediatric) differ 
-O.37,0.65 & 1.00 respectively.
However this is not statistically significant (chi-square = 5-54, d.f . = 2,
n.s.). Sensorimotor problems wel€ most evident in the physical and
PRIORITY
PROBLEMS
SENSORIMOTOR
INTRAPERSONAL
COGNTITVE
INTERPERSONAL
SELF
RESFONSIBILITY
TOTALRESFONSES
*NIJMBER OF
SUBJECTS:
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab.
N=8 N=22
z(.zstrffi) 6(.27t55)
3(.t4t27)
l(.0s/9)
l (.0sr9)
r r(.s0)
raG3%)
2(.2s)
2(29%)
LOCATIONS
Com.
N=5
PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20 N=6
2(.33/r00)
2(.33/lo0) r5(.7s)
2(33%) 12(6o9o)
r(.05n) 4(67t67)
6(.30/,10)
3(rsn0) r(ntr7)
s(.zst36)
r(.l7t17)
6(r.00)
6(lOWo)
2.
3.
paediatric settings; intrapersonal and interpersonal problems were
given the highest response rates in psychiatric settings however the
numbers in the cells are too small to warrant a statistical analysis.
If the'location'data is re-organised into long term (rehabilitation and
paediatric) and short-term (acute and community) settings, a
significant difference in response rate can be noted (long-term 0.67 and
short-term 0.21; chi-square = 4.98, d.f. = l, p < 0.01).
No community respondents identified performance component
elements as treatment priorities.
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Table 4.6
I-ocation of the Respondents and the Occupational Performance Priority
Problems
*Note: This frgurc refers to the number of subjects who identified occupational performance
problems. A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
In Table A.6:
1. The ADL problems as priority issues occur in all locations and
contexts (acute, rehabilitation and community). They were mentioned
with greatest frrequency by those in the three physical settings and also
in acute psychiatry. ADL accounts for all the problems in the'acute'
and 'community' contexts of the physical locations.
2. The response rates for the three broad areas of location (physical,
psychiatric and paediatric) show some variation (0.77,0.62 and 0.33
respectively) however this is not statistically significant (chi-square =
1.60, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
LOCATIONS
PRIORITY
PROBLEMS
A.D.L.
LEISTJRE
SOCIAL
FAMILY
EMPLOYMENT
TIME
EDUCATION
TOTAL RESPC}NSES
*NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab.
N=8 N=22
6 (.75lr00) e (.41156)
- 4 (.18/25)
- 2 (.09/13)
- r (.0s/6)
6 (.7s) 16 (.73)
6(75%) 15 (68%)
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20
4 (.67t80) 2 (.r0/r8)
| (.r7t20) 4 (.20t36)
- 2 (.10/18)
- 2 (.10/17)
- I (.05/9)
5 (.84) n (.ss)
5 (83%) r0 (50%)
PAEDIATRIC
N=6
r (.r7l50)
I (.17150)
2 (.33)
2(33%)
Com.
N=5
5 (1.0/100)
s (l.oo)
5 (lm%)
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3. The two rehabilitation settings provided the greatest variation of
responses. The physical rehabilitation area had an emphasis on 'ADL',
however the psychiauic rehabittation area had a more even
distribution of responses between the sub-categories.
4. The community area had the greatest consistency (lNVo) in respect of
a priority problem area, ie. ADL, which was the only one mentioned.
5. Paediatric area had a low response rate (0.33).
6. The reorganisation of the data by long-term and short-term settings,
indicates that the response rate is higher in the short-terrr settings (0.84
for short-term and 0.60 forlong-term). This observation is not
statistically significant (chi-square =O.97, d.f. = l, n.s.).
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Table A.7
Location of the Respondents and the Beliefs Concerning the Delivery of Treatment
Programmes
*Note: This figurc refers to the number of subjecs who identified process beliefs. A subject may
have given reslrcnses that were rccorded in more than one category.
l. Treatment being important to the client was particularly important for
those in community settings (0.60), while treatment being sequential was an
importat belief for those in psychiatric and paediatric settings (response rate of
0.50 in all settings).
2. The process issues overall had a particularly high response rate from
those in the community senings (1.40) where all respbndents referred to
the process issues.
3. The response rates for the three broad categories of location (physical,
psychiatric and paediatric) are much the same; O.77,O.77 and 0.83
respectively. Likewise the response rates for the long and short-term
settings does not differ significantly (0.75 for long-term and 0.84 for
short-term).
LOCATIONS
Acute
N=8
| (.r3t25)
I (.13/25)
| (.r3t25)
l (.r3125)
4 (.50)
4 (50%)
PHYSICAL
Rehab.
N=22
8 (.36/57)
3 (.t4t2t)
3 (.t4t2r)
;
14(&%)
Com.
N=5
| (.2Ur7)
3 (.60/s0)
| (.2W17)
| (.zUr7',)
6 (t.20)
s (100%)
PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIATRIC
PROCESS
BELIEFS:
SEQUENTIAL
IMPORTANTTO
CLIENT.
SAFE
SUCCESSFUL
TOTALRESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS
N=6 N=20
3 (.50n5) r0 (.50/67)
_ 
4(24t27)
| (.t7125)
- 
I (.05t)
4 (.67) 15 (.7s)
3 (50%) t4 (70?o)
N=6
3 (.s0n5)
r(.t7tzs)
4 (.67)
4 (67%)
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Table A.8
Location of the Respondents and the Beliefs Concerning the Nature of Treatment
Programmes
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjecs who identified content beliefs. A subject may
have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
Table A.8 indicates that:
l. There is a stightly lower response rate from those in psychiatric settings
when campared to physical and paediatric locations (0.85 cf. 1.00 &
1.00). This finding is not significant (chi-square = 0-29, d.f. = 2, n.s.). It
can be noted that developing skills is an important area for those in
paediatrics (0.67).
2. If the data is re-organised into long-term and short-term settings, overall
there is little differcnce in the response rates between these senings
(long+erm 0.92 and short-term 1.00). However when considering the
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab.
N=8 N=22
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20
PAEDIATRJC
CONTENT
BELIEFS:
Com.
N=5 N=6
COPING
STRATEGIES
ACTIVITY
SKILLS
ENVIRONMENT
4 (.5Cv50) 7 (3z4/')
- 6 (.27t38)
3 (.38/38) 2 (.09/13)
r (.r3lr3) l (.05/6)
2 (.40/50)
| (.2U25)
| (.2U2s)
4 (.80)
4(80%)
3 (.sOr/s) 2 (r.0/r5 )
- 6(.3U45)
| (.t7t?s) l (.0s/8)
- 4(.2U30\
| (.r7t20)
| (.17t20)
3 (.50/60)
;
4 (67%)
TOTAL RESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS
8 (r.oo) 16 (.73)
8 (100%) t5 (68%)
4 (.67) 13 (.65)
3 (s0%) tz(ffi%)
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sub-categories it can be observed that coping strategies are of most
concern to those in the short-term settings, ie. acute (0.50 & 0.75) and
community (0.40). Also, activity was only raised by those in long-term
settings.
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APPENDIX B
Supplementary data analysis for chapter eight.
Table B.l
Location of Respondents and the PerJormance Component Outcomes
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Rehab.
N=22
s (.23t56)
2(.Wt22)
l (.04/ll)
l (.04/ll)
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20
PAEDIATRIC
TREATMENT
QIIICOMES
SENSORIMOTOR
INTERPERSONAL
SELF
RESPONSIBILITY
cocNrnoN
INTRAPERSONAL
Acute
N=8
Com.
N=5 N=6
3 (.50/43)
2(Tng)
2(nne)
4 (.50/80)
_ 8 (40ts7)
3 (.50[5) r (.Osr|)
- 
2 (.r0/r4)
| (.t7l2s) 3 (.r5l2r\r (.13/20) l (.20/100)
TOTAL
RESPONSES
*NUMBER OF
RESPC'NDENTS
s (.63)
4 (s0%)
e (.4r)
8 (36%)
l (.20)
| (2O%)
4 (.67) 14 (.70)
4 (67%) r0 (s0%)
7(t.r7)
s(83%)
*Note: This figure refers to the number of subjects who identified performance comPonent
outcomes. A subject may have given responses that werc recorded in more than one category.
Table 8.1 indicates that:
l. The physical and paediatric settings werc the only ones to identify
outcomes in the sensorimotor area. The interpersonal skills were only
of concern to those who worked in rehabilitation settings, especially in
psychiatry.
2. There was a large range of response rates varying from 0.20 in the
community and l.17 in paediatrics. On consideration of the three
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Iocations of physical, psychiatric and paediatrics differences in
response rates can be noted (0.43,0.69 & 1.17 respectively). This
finding is not significant (chi-square = 4.21, d.f . = 2, n.s.). When the
locations were re-organised into long and short+enn settings a
difference in response rates was again evident, but this was not
significant (long+erm 0.63 and short-term 0.53; chi-square = 0.10, d.f.
= l, n.s.).
Table B.2
Lacation of the Respon^dents and the Occupational Performance Outcomes
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab.
N=8 N=22
8(1.0/100) t4(.64n0)
- 4(.18/20)
- r(.05/5)
PSYCHIATRJC
Acute Rehab.
N=6 N=20
3(.50n5) 6(.30/3s)
- 6(.30/3s)
t(.t7tu) 2(.rur2)
- r (.05/6)
PAEDIATRIC
OIIrc(MEr
ADL
ACTIVITY
SOCIAL
EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION
TIME
FAMILY
TOTAL
RESFONSES
,TNUMBER OF
RESFONDENTS
Com.
N=5
5(1.0|/100)
N=6
2(33n9)
2(33n9)
3(.5U43)
r(.0s/5)
z(tu12)
r(.05/6)
8(r.m) 20(.91)
E(r00%) za(er%)
5(1.00)
5(100%)
4{.67) r7(0.8s)
4(100%) r4(7w)
7(1.r7)
s(83%)
*Note: This figure rcfers to the number of subjects who identified occupational performance
outcomes. A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
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Table B.2 indicates that:
l.
2.
The activity of dairy living (ADrl'utcome was the onry one identified
by respondents in ail locations. with one exception, (the social
network sub-category)' the outcomes other than ADL were evident
only in the long_term settings, ie. physical and psychiatric
rehabilitation and paediatrics.
The response rates in the major locations of physical, psychiatric andpaediatric did show some variation (0.g4,0.g1 & r.17 respectively(chi-square 
= 0'57' d'.f. =2,n.s.). when the data was re-organised into
long and short-term settings there was even less variation in the
resPonse rates (Iong-term 0.92 and short-term 0.g9; chi-square 
= 4.21,d.f. = 2,p=.n.s.).
:o[
ih(
TT
to
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ItS l
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Table C.2
Location of the Respondents and the Occupational Performance Discharge
Criteria
*Note: A subject may have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
Table C.2 indicates that:
1. The only respondents who did ngl refer to occupational performance
discharge criteria were in rehabilitation settings (67o physical
rchabilitation and I 87o psychiatric rehabilitation).
2. The response rates for the three broad categories of physical,
psychiatric and paediatric showed little variation (1.04, l.l8 and 1.20
respectively). This variation is not significant (chi-square = 0.30, d.f.
2, n.s.). If the data is re-organised into long and short-term senings
there is a slight variation is response rates, but again this is not
LOCATIONS
PHYSICAL PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIATRIC
Acute Rehab. Com. Acute Rehab.
DISCHARGE
CRITERIA N=7 N=lZ N=4 N=5 N=17 N=5
ADL 7 (r.0/100) 13 (.76n4 4 (1.0/100) 3 (.60/60) 8 (.4748) | (.25t2s)
socrAl l(.06/6) - 2(.40/40) 6(35n9) t?slzs)
ACTrVrry - 3(.r7tr7) 3(.lE/14) t(.2st25)
EMPLOYMENT - r(.06/6) 4(.24tr9)
EDUCATTON ' 3 (.50/50)
TOTALRESFONSES 7 (r.0) 18 (r.06) 4 (r.0) 5 (1.0) 2t (r.24) 6 (1.20)
*NUMBER OF
RESFONDENTS 7 (100%) 16(94%) 4 (100%) 5 (r00%) 14(82%) 5 (100%)
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significant (long-term l. 15 and short-term 1.00; chi-square = O.32, d.f .
= l, n.s.).
3. The ADL outcome was relevant in all contexts and locations and had
the highest response rates from those in the physical settings.
Table C.3
A comparison of thePerformance Component and Occupational Performance
Outcomes given in Response to QuestionsThree and Five
Note: The size of the groups varied, with less rcspondents providing information on discharge
criteria in question five. For example there were 14 respondents in the stage tr group for
question three and only 9 for question five.
Table C.3 indicates that:
l. Stage II students had a higher response rate for the discharge
performance component category when compared to the stage m and
clinician groups.
RESPONDENTS
STUDENTS CLIMCANS
STAGE tr STAGE M
PERFORJ\,TANCE
COMPONENTS:
ouTcoMEs (Q3)
DTSCHARGE (Q5)
OCCT]PATIONAL
PERFOMANCE:
ourcoMEs (Q3)
DISCHARGE (Q5)
6/14 (0.43)
5re (0.5s)
l8/31 (0.s8)
5/30 (0.r7)
t6D2(0.73)
4tr6 (0.25)
r r/14 (0.79)
9r9 (1.00)
30/31 (0.97)
31/30 (1.03)
20n2Q.9r)
2Vr6 (r.32)
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2. Stage II students had a low response rate for the performance
component outcomes when compared to the clinician group.
3. Stage III students had a higher response rate for the performance
component discharge criteria when compared to the outcomes. This
trend was reversed for the other two groups both being strongly biased
in favour of less performance components.
4. There was a high response rate for the occupational performance
outcomes for all groups and for both questions. The trend for all
groups was for the response rate to increase for the discharge criteria.
Table C.4
A Comparison of the Response Rratesfor Treatment Outcomes given in
Questions Three and Five
*Note: The sizes of each of the three groups varied, with less respondents providing
information on discharge criteria in question five.
Table C.4 suggests that:
l. The physical and paediatric locations have a decreased response rate
for the discharge criteria, this trcnd is reversed in the psychiatric
locations.
2. The difference between the response rates for questions three and five, is
relatively high for the paediatric location when compared to physical and
psychiatric locations.
LOCATIONS
ouTcoMEs (Q3)
DISCHARGE (Q5)
PHYSICAL
48/35 (1.37)
Bn\ Q.t4)
PSYCHIATRIC
39126 ( l .s0)
36n2{J.e)
PAEDI.ATRTC
r4t6 (2.33)
7t5 (r.40)
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APPENDIX D
Supplementary data analysis for chapter eleven.
Table D.l
Incation of the Respondents who Expressed Some Dissatisfaction With Treatment
rNote: T?ris figune refers to the number of subjccts who identified rsasons for dissatisfaction with
teatmenl A subject may have given responscs that were r€co,rded in more than one category.
RESFONSES:
TIMEWTTH CLIENT
TEAM WORK
REALITY OFTREATMENT
HOSPITALEIWIRONMENT
COMMUNIIY RESOI.JRCES
PATIENTMOTIVATION
EQUIPMENTDELAY
INCONCLUSIVE
HOME EI.MROMVIENT
OWNABILXTIFS
TSTALRESFONSES
* NUMBEROF
RESFONDENTS
LOCATION
PHYSICAL
Acute Rehab.
N=7 N=21
3(.43R3) 5(Un3)
3(.43R3) l(.05/5)
r(.t4/il) 3(.r4n4,
2(29nD 3(.1/Ul4)
- 4(.19/18)
_ 4(.19/lE)
\.20ns)
3(.ffit75'
- l(.0s/5)
- r(.0s/s)
e(1.2e) 22(r.05) 4(.E0)
sQt%\ r4(6t%' 4(E09b)
PSYCHIATRIC
Acute Rehab.
N=4 N=16
2(.s043) 5(.38R6)
- 3(l9nD
r(.2sl16) r.0(6fl)
l(.2slr6) r(.06/7)
- 3(.19/21)
l(.25n6)
- l(.06n)
r(.25/16)
6(r.s0) 14(.86)
4(100%) rr(69%)
PAEDIATRIC
N=6
2(.33t33',)
2(.33t33)
r(.r7^7)
r(.r7tr7)
6(1.00)
6(rm%)
Com.
N=5
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Table D.l indicates that:
l. The highest response rates are in the acute areas (1.29 & 1.50) while
the other short term area (ie. community) has the lowest response rate
(0.80). As this finding suggests, there is little difference in response
rates between the long and short-term areas (long+erm 0.98 and short-
term 1.19).
2. When considering the three broad areas of location, again there is little
difference in the response rates (1.06, 1.00 and 1.00 respectively; chi-
square = 0.10, d.f. = 2, n.s.).
Table D.2
Incation of the Respondents Who Were Satisfied With Treatment
to the number of subtects who ldenutted reasons
LOCATION
PHYSICAL PSYCHIATRIC PAEDIATRIC
Acute Rehab. Com. Acute Rehab.
REASONS: N=7 N=21 N=5 N=6 N=20 N=6
INDEPENDENCE
PROVISION OF AIDS
MEETCLIENTS GOALS
WITHIN CLIENTS ABILITY
CLIENT SATISFACTION
GOODTEAM WORK
IMPROVEMENTSEEN
OTHER
3(.5/100)
- 3(Wn7)
- 3(r4n7)
- l(.05r9)
- l(.05,9)
- l(.05/9)
- 2(.10/50)
l(.r7lt00)
TOTALRESPONSES
*NUMBER OFSUBJECTS
3(.43) r l(.52) 2(.4O)
3(43%) lr(52%) 2(4wo)
r(.r7) 4(.20)
t(r7%) 4(2U%)
treatment. A subject rnay have given responses that were recorded in more than one category.
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Table D.2 indicates that:
1. The response rate is highest in the physical settings with no
respondents in paediatrics expressing satisfaction with treaunent. The
response rates for the three broad categories of locations are physical
0.48, psychiatric 0.25 and paediatric 0.00. The numbers in each of the
cells are too small to warrant a statistical analysis.
2. When the data is re-organised into the long and short-term settings the
response rate indicates little difference berween the settings (short-teill
0.38 and long-term 0.35).
